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INTRODUCTION 

When it comes to technology, we as a society are obsessed with 
what is new, what it can do, and who made it. The press is full 
of stories about the latest gadgets and larger-than-life fgures of 
the tech industry, such as Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, and Elon Musk. 
Look a bit further and you will fnd worries about tech’s impact 
on individuals—digital addiction, digital depression, the digi-
tal divide, etc.—or on society, especially with regard to artifcial 
intelligence. These are all important issues, and they are all con-
nected to elements of the story in this book. But on their own, 
all of them miss some of the more subtle, but nevertheless pro-
found, changes that tech is bringing. This book is not about the 
revolutionary things tech is enabling nor about the singular fg-
ures leading the industry. Instead, it is about how technology is 
shaping how we understand and experience the world, rewiring 
basic concepts such as friendship, conversation, and memory. To 
understand this, it is important not just to look at any given tech-
nology in terms of its starting point or its end point, but instead at 
its long-term cycle. Mobile technology, more than any technology 
before it, exists in a constant and quick cycle of refnements and 
user feedback, greatly accelerating not only the development of 
products, but also the ways those products afect us. Further, it 
is the nature of digital technology to accelerate these processes 
even more as our phones constantly intrude on many of our lives, 



 

 

 

 

  
 

 

with notifcations and reminders pressing us to engage. This book 
examines digital technologies from a sharply diferent perspective 
than the valuable critical contributions that describe and explain 
digital technologies primarily through their economic, social, and 
political efects. Instead, we focus on the meanings and cognitive 
structures that we will show are profoundly altered through digital 
technologies. Digital technologies not only produce new tools and 
social structures, but they produce new meanings; they change 
how we see things. Like creative metaphors that make us see one 
thing through the lens of another, we argue that digital artifacts 
create and reconfgure meanings and cognitive structures through 
the use of metaphorical processes. 

At the center of the change produced by digital technologies is 
inevitably a metaphor. As we shall see, metaphors in technology 
allow developers to take esoteric concepts and make them mean-
ingful to people. Once they have made that connection in people’s 
minds, e.g., that following someone on social media is a form of 
friendship or that texting someone is a kind of conversation, then 
the process of the technology changing how users think has surely 
begun. Thus, as text messaging has evolved over the years since its 
clumsy beginnings, so too, in parallel, has our notion of what it 
means to hold a conversation with someone. For many of today’s 
teenagers, for example, a “conversation” is more likely to be held 
by text than it is face-to-face. And for those teenagers, every time 
their phone buzzes with a notifcation of a new message from a 
friend, that cognitive change is reinforced. Meanwhile, there is a 
parallel story unfolding, one of people without access to such tech-
nology, whose understanding of the world is increasingly diferent 
from those with access. 

Since our main goal in this work is to examine how technology 
is changing how we think, we will examine the very concept of 
meaning, as well as the cognitive mechanisms involved in mak-
ing it. Crucial to all of this is the role that metaphor plays in how 
we learn new ideas and how we communicate. The book is born 
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of an interdisciplinary collaboration between a philosopher and 
a cognitive scientist, both of whom are steeped in technology. As 
such we will bring elements from both of these areas to bear on 
the ideas in this text. However, our goal is that any educated per-
son with an interest in how technology is changing how we think 
should be able to understand the arguments in the book. Since the 
technologies that our book is primarily interested in come out of 
the mobile phone industry, many of our examples draw from that 
industry, including the phone itself. Telephones, and our relation-
ships to them, are still evolving more than one hundred years after 
their invention. 

There is a romantic popular notion that helps reveal the pub-
lic’s fxation on how new technologies and inventions are cre-
ated. The image, probably dating back to at least Thomas Edison, 
dubbed “the wizard of Menlo Park,” is of a solitary genius, wearing 
a white coat, hard at work in his lab who is suddenly struck with 
inspiration. Our hero may even mark the moment by shouting 
“Eureka!” In this romanticized—and sexist—view of innovation, 
new technologies are the product of inspiration, often springing 
fully formed into someone’s consciousness. The symbol of such 
an event is a light bulb. Further, the greatness of this innovation 
is so self-evident to the public that it is an immediate sensation. 
The reality, of course, rarely matches this imaginary scene. Even 
the lightbulb, the iconic symbol of inspiration, has a long lineage 
predating Edison’s work. Edison himself, and notably a team of 
researchers, tested more than three thousand designs before sub-
mitting a patent.1 This imagery is a kind of metaphor itself and 
the source of a great deal of power in terms of its role in setting 
expectations. For example, in 1957 surveys showed that people ste-
reotypically believed that a scientist “is a man who wears a white 
coat and works in a laboratory.”2 Such metaphors are still going 
strong today, constantly reinforced in various media, and apply to 
many of the areas covered in this book.3 As we shall see, such met-
aphors are powerful because they can subconsciously change how 

I n t r o d u c t I o n  3 



 

 

         

 

Figure 1. An iconic metaphor, with a twist, suggesting sudden inspiration. The 
lightbulb metaphor is so powerful that innumerable variations can easily be 
found on the internet. In turn, having the idea come from a woman of color is 
in opposition to the metaphorical idea of “male genius.” (Figure by Kira Chown) 

people behave, e.g., young girls may be less likely to pursue science 
because they do not ft this metaphorical image. 

When a technology is created its developers have a choice in 
terms of the metaphor that they will use to describe it. As with the 
image of the lone scientist in a white coat, such metaphors frame 
the way that people will see the technology and infuence how they 
react to it. Metaphors are not just about technology; they are the 
main and most important way that we understand technologies. A 
good metaphor can help make a technology a success, while a poor 
one can hinder its use and development. 

In examining the relationship between metaphor and technol-
ogy, we must frst start with a working defnition of what we mean 
by technology. As we will see later, in chapter six, carefully defning 
categories is a fraught endeavor, and so, despite some reservations 
about this particular defnition, we employ a working defnition: 

M e A n I n g f u l  t e c h n o l o g I e s  4 



 

 
  

 
 

          

 

 
 

Eric Schatzberg’s description of technology as “a set of practices 
humans use to transform the material world, practices involved in 
creating and using material things.”4 We also fnd it productive to 
complement Schatzberg’s broad defnition with Luciano Floridi’s 
practical intuition of technological artifacts, which relies on the 
notion of “in-betweenness.”5 A window is between you and the 
outside world and is thus a technology. A saw is between you and 
the wood you want to cut and so too is a technology, etc. There is 
a hierarchy to this, as well; a hammer is between you and the nail 
you want to drive into wood, and thus a technology can be between 
you and another technology. What we like about this particular 
notion of technology is that it captures the fact that technologies 
are mediators of experience. While Floridi’s examples emphasize 
the practical aspect of technological mediators, we will analyze the 
cognitive and interpretative dimensions of these mediations. We 
should immediately note that popular notions of technology, and 
indeed this particular defnition, focus on technologies that exist 
in the physical world, but many of the cases we describe in this 
book deal with software technologies that are only made manifest 
through other technologies, generally mobile phones.6 

Since much of our book deals with mobile technology, and spe-
cifcally technologies that are “enabled” by smartphones, we will 
start with the example of telephones, and we will weave metaphors 
relating to telephones of all kinds throughout the book. This con-
cept of “enabling” is crucial to our discussion of technology and to 
understand how technologies come to be. The idea was brilliantly 
laid out in the PBS television show and companion book Connec-
tions.7 Each episode of the show began with a historical event, gen-
erally hundreds of years prior, and subsequently traced a series of 
connections back to some product in the modern world. The links 
in the chains of connections can be seen as technologies in their 
own right and/or as enablers giving rise to the ultimate invention 
or product. 

Thus, there is a predominantly technical process of developing 
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artifacts and architectures that allows certain features of new tech-
nologies to be implemented. These processes often take place in 
public and private research institutions and focus on developing 
what we call “enablers.” In the case of the original telephone, the 
coding of audio signals as electrical pulses and the infrastructure 
for transmission of such signals are among the basic technology 
enablers. 

Even if they are fascinating in themselves, we won’t focus on 
these basic technology enablers in this book. Our main interest 
will be in technologies that pass one key criteria: they should be 
immediately recognized by their users as creating new possibilities 
for them to perceive and/or act in the world. The act of converting 
audio to electric pulses, for example, is not immediately perceived 
by a user making a phone call in a way that they would under-
stand. Thus, technologies depend not only on enablers, but also 
on meaning. Coding audio signals into electrical pulses is a tech-
nical achievement, one crucial to telephones, but it is essentially 
hidden from the people who use telephones. By contrast, a mobile 
phone is both an enabler, in that it allows for the development of 
new technologies that build on it, and a full-fedged technology in 
the sense we are talking about here, in that it mediates numerous 
human experiences. When enablers are not thought of in a way 
that assigns new meanings to our lives, they remain mere artifacts 
of scientifc progress, not of practical interest to the greater public. 
The transition from basic scientifc research to technology, at least 
in the sense that we mean here, comes from a semantic leap where 
new meaning is created through its usage in the world. 

Just as technologies are not created from thin air, neither are 
the new meanings created by technologies. With technologies, cre-
ation relies on enablers, preexisting innovations with their own 
history. We argue that the new meanings brought by technologies 
are also not created out of whole cloth, but rather by what could 
be termed “cognitive enablers.” These are the other meanings 
that already exist in the semantic universe of a given society. But 
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what cognitive process is linked to this semantic innovation? How 
does it work, and how is it structured? Our supposition is that the 
semantic innovation process of new technologies can be under-
stood in terms of the way we create metaphors. Metaphors act as a 
paradigm for semantic innovation in language. In this book we will 
explore how this process illuminates the way technological inno-
vations happen in the digital world, and how it is often ignored 
or overlooked in comparison to the development technology of 
enablers. 

When it comes to digital and computational technologies, 
there is already a substantial and rich base of enablers, the result of 
decades of development stemming from the computer revolution. 
This means that discussions of the development of new technol-
ogies in this sphere can focus squarely on semantic innovations. 
Enablers such as low-cost LCD panels may be worthy of discussion 
in their own right, but there is no way in which they are important 
with regard to, for example, the development of social networks. 

Returning to our telephone example, it took an efort of creative 
imagination to bring two distinct conceptual entities together in 
the creation of a new concept, and therefore a new way of under-
standing the world. There is a large semantic gap between copper 
wires and electric shocks and the concept of human conversation, 
a gap that needs to be overcome for enablers to enter users’ seman-
tic universe and, therefore, to be understood and used. 

The telephone was born as a metaphor for “conversation.” 
Imagine a universe in which it wasn’t, and instead prospective 
users were given a set of explanations about coding audio into 
electronic pulses, and how these pulses could be transmitted over 
wires, and later turned back into sounds. None of those things 
would have been meaningful or particularly interesting to the aver-
age person in the nineteenth century, who probably would have 
stopped paying attention. Instead, these details were abstracted 
away, and the telephone was presented as a way to hold a conver-
sation with someone who was somewhere else. This is simple and 
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easy to grasp, relying on concepts that we all share—that we know 
what conversations are and that conversations normally take place 
between people who are close together. As Katzenbach and Lars-
son put it, “imagining the future is always mobilizing the past.”8 

In his classic book The Design of Everyday Things, psychologist 
Don Norman noted that: 

Two of the most important characteristics of good design are dis-

coverability and understanding. Discoverability: Is it possible to 

even fgure out what actions are possible and where and how to 

perform them? Understanding: What does it all mean? How is the 

product supposed to be used? What do all the diferent controls 

and settings mean?9 

In other words, for a product to be successful, it is of paramount 
importance that it make sense to its intended audience. In this 
book we are primarily concerned with technologies that are 
intended for the public at large, and thus need to be easily under-
stood by people in general. This places a number of constraints 
on developers, generally requiring their products to be simple to 
grasp. This means that new products inevitably need to be cast in 
terms of things that everyone already understands; as we shall see, 
the primary vehicle for communicating about these new products 
is metaphor. 

The set of cultural and fundamental knowledge that a person or 
group of people has before encountering a new technology is what 
we will call their “semantic horizon”, roughly a combination of 
their experience and their knowledge.10 This semantic universe can 
be implicitly and explicitly used by innovators, primarily through 
metaphor, to help give meaning to new technologies, ultimately 
easing the integration of the new products into the user’s under-
standing of the world. The result is that new technologies that do 
this successfully are far more likely to be useful because they are 
far more likely to be used. 

M e A n I n g f u l  t e c h n o l o g I e s  8 
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In conversation or when reading, a metaphor like “time is a 
beggar” is an “impertinent predication” that needs to be solved in 
order to make sense. One might wonder, for example, what fea-
tures that time has in common with beggars, or vice versa. The 
metaphor only makes sense once we can work out the connections 
between the metaphor’s tenor, in this case “time,” and its vehicle, 
in this case “beggar.”11 As Norman alluded to, to be efective, tech-
nological metaphors cannot be quite so impertinent; they should 
be easily transparent to nearly everyone. For example, when we tell 
someone “I am going to talk to my mother on the phone,” and the 
friend knows that our mother is eight thousand kilometers away, 
the friend’s understanding relies on how using phones expands, 
modifes, and builds on the concept of “conversation.” 

As this example shows, technological metaphors fundamentally 
alter cognitive models and meaning. A new set of associations is 
created and incorporated into our cognitive models when a given 
technology becomes common in any social group. For example, 
the idea that conversations took place face-to-face was deeply 
associated with the concept of “conversation” when the telephone 
was developed. Once telephones became pervasive, it was no lon-
ger required that conversations take place in person, and thus the 
association between “in person” and “conversation” was necessarily 
diminished. A linguistic sign of this change is that, when we plan 
future conversations, we need to specify how they will take place, 
as in “let’s talk in person,” or “let’s talk over the phone” and now 
“let’s talk over Zoom.” The changes that metaphors make on our 
mental models can have all kinds of consequences, both good and 
bad. Among them is the fact that metaphors often attribute agency 
when none exists. For example, studies of the stock market have 
shown that common stock metaphors like “the NASDAQ climbed 
higher” or “the NASDAQ dropped of a clif” attribute agency in 
the frst case and a lack of agency in the second to what otherwise 
might be seen as random fuctuations. This matters because the 
agency carries with it the expectation that the change will con-

I n t r o d u c t I o n  9 



 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

tinue.12 Thus, the choice of metaphors in such a case can afect 
how people behave after being exposed to them. Other changes to 
our mental models have to do with the associations the metaphor 
brings. For example, returning to our iconic light bulb, researchers 
found that subjects exposed to an illuminated light bulb performed 
better at solving problems requiring insight than those exposed 
to shaded bulbs.13 The studies were carefully constructed to show 
that it was not the presence of light that made a diference, but 
an actual illuminated light bulb. This is taken as evidence that 
the metaphor primes the portion of the brain involved in insight, 
leading to improved task performance—because we associate 
light bulbs with creativity, seeing a light bulb temporarily makes 
us more creative! 

Metaphors used to explain technology modify our understand-
ing of the world, it is important to remember that technology also 
creates new social groups. People who participate in social net-
works and people who don’t. People who have access to smart-
phones, high-speed internet, and the like, and people who don’t. 
We will argue in this book that one aspect of technologies enabled 
by smartphones is that their impact on cognition is accelerated 
and heightened. As a result, the diferences between groups that 
use or do not use a particular technology are growing quickly as 
their models of the world are diverging. 

Adopting new technologies has important repercussions since 
the ability of potential users to understand the purpose of a new 
artifact depends on how it relates to their individual models of the 
world. This situation can be framed as one in which experts need 
to teach novices about their area of expertise. As Stephen Kaplan 
noted in an examination of such situations, in many cases where 
experts try to teach novices the result is frustration on both sides 
due to the diferent ways the two groups perceive the domain in 
question. Things that have become blindingly obvious to experts 
may be opaque to novices. As Kaplan puts it, “if one sees the world 
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very diferently from the way others see it and counts on others 
to see as we do, the consequences can be unfortunate.”14 This is 
central to this book in two ways. First, one of the challenges of cre-
ating a successful new technology is bridging this gap through the 
use of metaphor. Second, the groups that use specifc technologies 
and those that do not will end up seeing the world very diferently, 
just as in Kaplan’s quote, and thus unfortunate consequences are 
almost inevitable. 

Meanwhile, when a technology fails to make a connection to 
the public it is likely to fail no matter how useful it might be. An 
example of this is QR codes, a technology that frequently comes 
up when doing nearly any variation of an internet search for “big-
gest technology failures.” The frst problem that QR codes have is 
that there isn’t an easy metaphor that explains what they are for. 
The best we can do is something like “QR codes are images that 
are hyperlinks.” This is relatively accurate but does not give any 
sense of why they might be useful. QR codes also fail Norman’s 
design rules. Looking at QR codes gives no sense whatsoever of 
what they do, nor does it help to understand their functionality. 
With the growing emphasis on privacy, this obscurity can also 
make users very uneasy about what will happen when they scan 
a code.15 Indeed, QR codes are purposefully designed this way so 
that they can be integrated into camera apps without interfering 
with normal picture taking. QR codes continue to exist and have 
steadily grown in usage because they are in fact a useful technology 
that solves an important problem, especially for those who under-
stand their technical side, but they have never found their way into 
the public’s imagination.16 

As people incorporate the use of a particular technology into 
their daily lives, the technology afects that group’s semantic hori-
zon. Technology that was born of a metaphor becomes part of 
the common lexicon and alters the meaning of the metaphori-
cal “vehicle.” Thus, the telephone that is born as a metaphor for 
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“talking” (one can talk over the phone) changes the associations of 
“talking” so that the verb “talk” can also be used to mean a distant 
communication. 

For users of a new technology, such as the telephone, the 
device spurs the creation of a new semantic entity, or category. 
This new entity in turn uses metaphor to leverage another set of 
prior experiences to help understand it, e.g., when the telephone 
was invented, its usefulness could be sold to people on the basis of 
their understanding of conversations and the limitations on how 
conversations had previously worked. Once they had a telephone, 
however, the device became a new semantic entity for them, one 
centered around the actual experience of using real telephones. 
This experience is crucial to our story because experience is a key 
driver for learning and altering our semantic horizons. 

Interestingly enough, once the new semantic feld for a new 
technology is established, the feld itself can function as a basis for 
further metaphors. Thus, for example, the mobile phone metaphor 
is born from the telephone, further removing restrictions on how 
conversations take place. A new technology can therefore enter the 
semantic feld as a metaphor for a diferent technology. 

It is interesting to note how Albert Borgmann’s idea of sepa-
ration between means and ends of technology is pertinent to this 
example.17 In our terms, “means” are what we are calling enablers. 
The mobile phone metaphor is solely about the ends of both tech-
nologies involved—landlines and mobile phones. The means have 
no obvious efect on the metaphorical understanding. Indeed, 
mobile phone enablers are substantially diferent from those for 
a landline telephone, and so “means” are virtually ignored with 
regard to the semantic feld of the new metaphor. Again, for users 
such information is an unnecessary distraction, even if it is crucial 
for the developers of the technology. 

Mobile phones are also indicative of how creative imagina-
tion can have a practical efect on new technological metaphors. 
A fctional precursor to mobile phones, the “communicator,” was 
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popularized through the Star Trek television series, itself a kind of 
fctional testing ground that showcased the usefulness of such a 
technology and thus prepared potential users and developers for 
why they might want such a device. Viewers could indirectly expe-
rience, through the television program, how such devices could 
be useful. In practical terms, the Star Trek communicator inspired 
some models of early commercial mobile phones. The possibility 
that the metaphor of a technology might be created even before 
the enablers are actually available is yet another indication of the 
decoupling of means and ends, allowing the metaphor to be mean-
ingful and fully understandable without the means being fully 
realized or taken into account for the resolution of the metaphor. 
Science fction is full of such examples, e.g., lightsabers in Star Wars 
are easily understood as “laser swords,” even though the technol-
ogy necessary to create such an item is currently well beyond our 
scientifc understanding. 

Donald A. Schön explores the example of a technology-related 
metaphor from the perspective of its engineering team. He devel-
ops the metaphor that “a paintbrush is a pump.” He says: 

The researchers, who had begun by describing painting in a famil-

iar way, entertained the description of a diferent, already-named 

process (pumping) as an alternative description of painting and 

that in their redescription of painting, both their perception of 

the phenomenon and the previous description of pumping were 

transformed.18 

This new way of seeing a paintbrush as a pump led researchers to 
new questions such as how the density and structure of the fbers 
of the paintbrush should be organized to better produce the pump-
ing efect that ended up creating a set of technological inventions. 

Jahnke has also explored how the creation of meaning is related 
to the innovation process. He argues that it plays a dialectical role 
with problem solving: 
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The point is that all the problem solving occurred within a process 

of seeking an evolving meaning. Interestingly, this experience cor-

responds with research in science and technology studies indicat-

ing that science and technology development is not as rational as 

it may seem. Imagination, metaphor, experiences, and other “irra-

tional” thinking are necessary to coming up with new scientifc 

concepts and innovations.19 

Returning to science fction, Orson Scott Card gives an example 
of the power of meaning and problem solving in his novel Ender’s 
Game. In the book a character describes how a faster-than-light 
communication device dubbed the “ansible” (after another science 
fction device frst described by Ursula K. Le Guin) was developed 
after encountering an alien species that could communicate that 
way. “We knew then that it was possible. To communicate faster 
than light. That was seventy years ago, and once we knew what 
could be done we did it.”20 

The conversation metaphor did not stop evolving with the cre-
ation of mobile phones. Interestingly, though, the next steps of 
the metaphorical development were in software, not hardware. 
In the early 1990s when the Short Message Service (SMS) became 
available to customers, who now know it better by its colloquial 
name “texting,” the “conversation” metaphor moved from audio to 
text. We will examine this development in much greater detail in 
a subsequent chapter but mark its development here to note that 
computers have helped change the meaning of “technology” itself. 
While it is true that software like SMS currently requires physi-
cal enablers, there is no SMS device on a mobile phone, merely 
the software implementation of one. In this book we are mainly 
concerned with such digital technologies and metaphors. Thus, 
we might say that social networks are metaphors for relationships 
and that specifc networks like Facebook or Tinder are themselves 
technologies. Given that previous technologies were physically 
embodied, this raises signifcant questions about the impact, if 
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any, this has on the metaphors and the creation of semantic felds 
based on those metaphors and technologies. We will address these 
questions throughout the book. 

Digital technologies are essentially related to metaphors, but 
digital metaphors are diferent from linguistic ones in important 
ways. Linguistic metaphors are passive, in the sense that the audi-
ence needs to choose to actively engage the world proposed by met-
aphor. Returning to the Shakespearean metaphor “time is a beg-
gar,” the audience is unlikely to understand the metaphor without 
cognitive efort and without further engaging Shakespeare’s prose. 
Technological metaphors, on the other hand, are active (and often 
imposing) in the sense that they are realized in digital artifacts that 
are actively doing things, forcefully changing a user’s meaning hori-
zon. Technological creators cannot generally aford to require their 
potential audience to wonder how the metaphor works; normally 
the selling point is that the usefulness of the technology is obvious 
at frst glance. Shakespeare, on the other hand, is beloved in part 
because the meaning of his works is not superfcially obvious and 
requires some thought on the part of the audience. 

In the same way that there are distances between vehicle and 
tenor in linguistic metaphors, there is also a distance between 
artifact (tenor) and the vehicle in technological metaphors. Earlier 
we saw with the Star Trek communicator that a metaphor might 
seep into popular discourse well before its technological enablers 
were ready. However, it appears that in some cases this is not true. 
Mainly this arises when the enablers are not sufciently developed 
for the metaphor to be satisfactorily matched by users. Examples 
of this currently include 3-D technology and its ofshoots such as 
“virtual reality,” which have frequently been touted as “the next big 
thing” but have yet to live up to their hype. The enablers have never 
been good enough for the artifact to be recognized in fact from its 
similarity to the vehicle (in this case, the reality as we experience it 
in everyday life). Virtual reality may be virtual, but it is still severely 
lacking in the reality department. 
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In this book we examine digital metaphors, their development, 
their acceptance into popular culture, and their impact on a cul-
ture’s meaning horizon. To do so we must frst dig more deeply 
into what metaphors are and how they are used by—and conse-
quently impact—our cognitive systems. This examination will 
refect our own backgrounds. One author is a philosopher who 
also spent twenty years in the tech industry, working for compa-
nies including Motorola and Google. The other is a cognitive scien-
tist whose background in technology includes being the head of a 
world champion team of soccer-playing autonomous robots. Thus, 
our examination of technology will be grounded in philosophy and 
cognitive science, which will be addressed in Part II. 

Part I of the book consists of four chapters. In those four chap-
ters, we build a framework based on philosophical and cogni-
tive research. We contend that the power of what we are doing 
comes from the blending of these two points of view. It is not our 
intention to break signifcant new ground in either discipline, but 
instead to fnd common ground that can be used to build a frame-
work for understanding technology, particularly its relationship 
to metaphor. 

This part starts with the topic of metaphor since it is central to 
everything in the book. Far from a mere artifact of language, met-
aphor plays a crucial role in how we explain novel things, how we 
conceptualize the world, and how we act in the world. Our goal in 
this chapter will be to show just how much of meaning is wrapped 
up in metaphors. Once that is done, we turn to an example that is 
meant to illuminate the main points of our book. This example, 
drawn from our own lives, shows how intrinsic technology is to 
modern life, impacting how we communicate, how we relate to 
one another and even how we remember events. 

The subsequent two chapters present the crux of our approach. 
In the frst, we turn to the topic of digital metaphors and how 
they are diferent from ordinary metaphors. This is primarily due 
to the fact that they are made concrete by being implemented on 
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smartphones, but also because of the pace of updates that the dig-
ital world has enabled. We show that metaphors are central to the 
creation and deployment of new technologies. Digital metaphors 
are crucial in explaining the usefulness of technologies to users 
who might not understand the technical details. These metaphors 
are then implemented and made material. This materiality, in con-
junction with the widespread and constant use of smartphones, 
has the efect of supercharging the metaphor’s impact on meaning. 

Next, we show that in the world of mobile devices the techno-
logical enablers have created a situation in which there are very fast 
feedback loops between users and developers. This allows technol-
ogies and their underlying metaphors to shift very quickly. This 
process has the efect of redescribing users’ models of the world. 
For example, people who regularly participate in text messaging 
exchanges will inevitably have a diferent model of what it means 
to have a conversation than people in the pre-mobile world did or, 
notably, people who simply do not have access to smartphones. 
And, of course, these changes in our models of the world have 
consequences in terms of what we believe and how we behave. As 
we shall see they can have legal consequences as well. 

In Part II we connect our framework more closely with its phil-
osophical and cognitive underpinnings. This part may, at times, 
verge on being too technical for some readers and such portions 
could be skipped, but it is essential for developing some of the 
theoretical concepts that we rely upon. 

In the frst chapter of Part II, we take on the concept of meaning 
using frameworks developed by philosophers. One of the primary 
difculties in dealing with meaning is that a sentence can mean 
diferent things to diferent people based on their experiences. 
These experiential diferences between people can mean that their 
models of the world are diferent. A simple sentence like “Rio de 
Janeiro is a city of contrasts.” will have vastly diferent meanings to 
someone that has only visited Rio briefy, someone who has lived 
in Rio their whole life, and someone that has only read or watched 
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news about Rio. This will be important with regard to technology 
because not everyone has the same access to technology. In trying 
to untangle this, philosophers have created systems for analyzing 
sentences to try and get at their underlying meaning. For example, 
among the important ideas in this work are discussions of what 
philosophers call referents and predications. We can roughly think 
of a referent as the thing in the world that a word is referring to, 
and predications as particular features or actions that a sentence 
is describing or emphasizing. In our simple sentence, the referent 
would be Rio, and the predication would be the description that 
it is full of contrasts. This may seem similar to diagramming sen-
tences in grammar school, but it turns out to be a complex topic 
that is full of nuance thanks to context, whether that context is 
cultural, part of a longer conversation, or the internal mental mod-
els of the people in the discourse. 

Meanings are not just language structures without practical 
efects; they are lenses through which we view and make our daily 
choices, from the most trivial ones, like what we eat for breakfast, 
to the career we intend to pursue. This discussion of meanings 
will form the conceptual background in our analysis of metaphors 
as the fundamental mechanisms that evolve meanings over time. 
Metaphors are not merely linguistic embellishments that make 
sentences prettier. As Lakof and Johnson, and many others in 
the wake of their seminal work, have shown, metaphors are basic 
mechanisms for creating meanings.21 When analyzing metaphors 
as semantic and cognitive phenomena that transform and create 
new meanings, their profound importance for the understand-
ing of cultural and social processes, such as digital technologies, 
becomes manifest. 

In Part II’s second chapter we look at how knowledge is struc-
tured and acquired from the perspective of cognitive science, pay-
ing particular attention to how this perspective intersects with the 
ideas put forth in the frst chapter. In a rough sense the referents 
in the frst chapters are cognitive objects, or the categories that 
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form the basis of a signifcant portion of cognitive research. The 
complexity of categories is refected in years long internet debates 
about things such as what constitutes a sandwich. As we noted 
with Rio, any given person’s categories will refect their own expe-
rience of the world. The mechanism for translating that experience 
into cognitive structure is Hebb’s rule, which describes how neural 
connections are strengthened in the brain. The main result of this 
rule is that people associate things together when they experience 
them closely in time. These associations not only form the basis 
of categories, but they also link the categories together into a kind 
of network, which in turn is itself the basis for the predications 
discussed in Part II’s frst chapter. Normally this process is fairly 
slow and statistical, but it can be sped up in at least two important 
ways. One is through intense emotional experiences. The second, 
our main area of interest, is through metaphor. 

Part III of the book consists of several chapters that look at 
specifc technologies from the perspective of our framework and 
how these technologies are mediating essential parts of our lives. 
First is a chapter on what may be the most successful technological 
innovation of the twenty-frst century: the touch user interface. 
When Apple announced the frst iPhone in 2007, a great deal of the 
conversation was not centered on its features but on what it didn’t 
have—a keyboard. The success of the iPhone can be largely traced 
to what many, if not most, tech observers saw as its greatest weak-
ness, and that success was predicated on a powerful metaphor, 
that “touching is selecting.” The metaphor meant that there was 
no learning curve needed to use this new device; even toddlers are 
used to “selecting” things by touching them. Over the next decade 
the metaphor was so powerful that it became ubiquitous, forever 
changing how we interact with technology. 

Next comes a chapter on a technology that has dramatically 
changed what it means to have a conversation with someone. SMS 
is an example of the hermeneutic cycle in action. The original met-
aphor, based on a combination of mail and telegrams, was poor, 
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and early implementations were limited by the available technol-
ogy at the time. Over time, however, as the technology quickly 
improved and with a growing user base that pushed the software 
in new directions, SMS became the most used app in the world 
and the metaphor shifted from mail to conversation. SMS and its 
successors have changed the nature of what it means to have a 
conversation, shedding the bonds of time and space restrictions. 
The ability to have conversations that don’t require being in the 
same place at the same time has obvious advantages, and those 
advantages have driven the success of the technology, but they also 
bring drawbacks that must be reckoned with. 

The third chapter of Part III looks at how technology has 
changed our perspective on friendship through social networks. 
Social networks have also changed how we interact with other 
people, and along the way are changing what it means to be a 
friend and how friends catch up with each other. Because mobile 
devices have the ability to remove traditional restrictions on time 
and place, they aford new ways to do old things. Instead of catch-
ing up with a friend by having dinner with them, we can instead 
go onto their social media and read their posts, often liking them 
and posting our own replies. Friendship, therefore, has become a 
much more lightweight concept. Meanwhile, companies like Face-
book can directly manipulate what it means to be a friend in their 
choice of iconography, response options, etc. At the same time, 
these companies are competing for their users’ attention, doing 
everything they can to keep users online and connected. 

The fourth chapter of Part III examines how digital photos and 
their associated apps have changed our relationship with memo-
ries. Pictures have always been a kind of proxy for memory, but 
now that everyone has a camera in their pocket all of the time, the 
relationship has strengthened and changed. This is further exac-
erbated by apps. Some of these apps allow us to modify our pic-
tures. Are we also modifying our memories of those events? Other 
apps use artifcial intelligence to try and concoct memories for us. 
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Both Google and Apple’s Photos apps even name these collections 
“Memories.” In this chapter we examine this ongoing evolution 
and look at growing evidence that it has an impact on how we 
view the past. 

In the fnal chapter of Part III, we take a closer look at the device 
that pulls all of this together, the mobile phone, and ask whether we 
even have the correct mental model of what the device is. Mobile 
phones have changed our world. They have removed traditional 
restrictions of time and place on a myriad of human activities and 
enabled an endless number of new technologies that were not pre-
viously so easily accessible or even possible. Further, an aspect of 
mobile phones that is critical to this book is that they allow for 
frequent, simple, software updates, thus meaning that the devel-
opment cycle of mobile technologies is orders of magnitude faster 
than that of traditional technologies. Mobile phones do so many 
things that calling them “phones” at all seems almost laughable. 
To that end some have taken to referring to them as “pocket com-
puters,” but that comparison too is lacking. Since the release of the 
iPhone, which kicked of the smartphone era, mobile phones have 
had their own cycle marked by relentless incremental innovation 
on the developer side, and a user base that constantly fnds new 
ways to use the technology that developers did not imagine. Not 
only has this changed our model of what a phone is, it has legal 
consequences as well. Even as we write this, Apple has become 
embroiled in legal battles over the defnition of what this device 
is, and therefore what kinds of controls Apple can exert over them. 

Finally, in Part IV, we devote four chapters to the impact of 
digital metaphors on the world around us. Sometimes digital met-
aphors fail. This can be due to failures of imagination or of keep-
ing up with the fast pace of technological change; they can also 
be ethical failures. We will examine such failures in Part IV’s frst 
chapter. Meanwhile, given the impact of digital metaphors on the 
world, it is crucial to pay attention to who is creating them. This 
is the topic of Part IV’s second chapter. Failures are not the only 
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potential problem of digital metaphors. Digital metaphors may be 
even more problematic when they succeed. In Part IV’s third chap-
ter, we look at the consequences of success. Finally, in the fourth 
chapter of Part IV, we look forward, drawing together what we 
have learned to suggest a new approach to examine digital meta-
phors generally. 
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PART I  

METAPHORS, TECHNOLOGY, 
AND MEANING 

Is social media changing the very nature of friendship? What about 
text messages and how we communicate with one another? Are 
our vast collections of photos and videos changing how we remem-
ber our lives? If our goal is to answer these questions, and it is, 
then we must begin by examining how metaphors precipitate such 
changes. For users of a new technology the story inevitably begins 
with a metaphor. New products or apps must describe themselves 
in ways that are easily understood, and metaphor is how it happens 
in nearly every case. So we begin with metaphors and their impor-
tance in how we communicate and how we think. Once we have 
done that, we stop for a brief interlude, where we use an exam-
ple to walk through some of the important premises of the book, 
making the case that the metaphors of everyday digital apps are 
fundamentally altering basic human activities. We then transition 
to digital metaphors and the special characteristics that they have, 
given that they are implemented in technology. Finally, we look 
at how this combination of a digital metaphor and a networked 
device has a transformative power the likes of which the world has 
never seen before. 





 

 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

METAPHORS 

A METAPHORICAL WORLD 

“Her voice faded away.” “Put the whole episode behind you.” “She 
sailed through her exams.” “She poured out her problems.” “We 
dug up some interesting facts.” “You can use the mouse to add it to 
your cart.” “How many likes did you get?” You would be forgiven if 
you hadn’t immediately realized that all of these simple phrases are 
metaphorical;1 they all ask us to see one thing as something else. 
According to these metaphors, the sound of a voice is something 
that can be seen depending on its volume, facts from the past are 
physical objects located behind you, examinations are a sea to be 
navigated, a digital pointing device is a rodent, pressing a button 
is a token of appreciation, and so on. Metaphors are so common 
in natural languages that some go so far as to claim that they are 
our most fundamental mechanisms to express meanings about the 
world and our experiences.2 As we shall see, metaphors have a life 
cycle. When we encounter a metaphor for the frst time it might 
require a moment’s thought to determine what it means. But, as 
a metaphor becomes conventional through constant social use, it 
becomes transparent in the same way that wearing glasses mod-



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

      
 
 
 

 

ifes what we see even though we aren’t actually aware of them 
in perception. They change how we see the world and, as we get 
accustomed to them, they become a natural part of our worldview.3 

It is the “seeing as” quality of metaphors that makes them so 
integral to complex technology. If we had to truly understand 
every piece of technology before we could use it most of us would 
be very limited in what we could accomplish. Fortunately, we don’t 
have to understand the minutia of how transistors or liquid crystal 
displays work in order to use a smartphone. We can see it as a way 
to hold conversations with our friends when they are not there 
or as a way to capture memories. Thus metaphors are important 
to our story in at least two ways. First, they provide a way for the 
developers of new technology to tell a story to the public about 
what the technology does and why it is useful. The second way is 
more subtle but at least as important. Those metaphors frame our 
relationship to the technology, and as we use the technology, in 
turn they alter how we see the world. The social media metaphor 
of friendship may become transparent to us, but it is still impacting 
our conception of what friendship is and how friends interact with 
one another. When a Google AI takes some of our photos and turns 
them into one of its Memories, it might seem like a cute trick, 
but interacting with those Memories impacts how we remember 
the events captured in the photos. In turn technologies typically 
work as amplifers. A hammer amplifes our ability to hit things, 
a microphone amplifes our ability to speak loudly, etc. As we’ll 
see this also works with learning, as one of the impacts of digital 
technologies is that they speed up the learning process and thus 
the impact of the metaphors involved. 

Mark Coeckelbergh has highlighted the importance of language 
for studying technologies. He suggests that, while other approaches 
take essential steps in analyzing how technologies mediate our 
experiences in the world, they continue what Carl Mitcham has 
classifed as an “engineering” approach to technologies in contrast 
to a “humanities” approach.4 In particular Coeckelbergh argues 
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that an important and all too common shortfall of various studies 
of technologies is not paying enough attention to the role of lan-
guage. Exploring the diverse ways in which we relate to the world 
through language and technologies, Coeckelbergh concludes that 
“language is inseparable from technology” and that “technologies 
and languages shape how we think and speak about the world and 
shape what our ‘world’ ‘is.’”5 

This conclusion is an excellent starting point for our discussion, 
as it emphasizes the ways in which the intertwining of language and 
technology afect how we understand the world, evaluate our expe-
riences, and prioritize our actions. In this book, we highlight the role 
of metaphors in this intricate relationship between us-language-
technologies-world. Metaphors are privileged ways in which lan-
guage and technologies blend. Metaphors can be used to create new 
meanings and are therefore an essential mechanism when develop-
ers want to introduce a new technology through language. 

SEEING METAPHORS 

We Speak through Metaphors 

It speaks to the importance of metaphors that they have long been 
a focus of attention for philosophers and scholars of language going 
back to the ancient Greeks. Aristotle, for instance, recognized the 
peculiarity of the form of thought expressed by metaphors: “To 
metaphorize well implies an intuitive perception of the similarity 
in dissimilars.”6 Aristotle explored two fundamental characteristics 
of metaphors that are intrinsically linked to the essence of human 
language: persuasion and creativity.7 In his course on Rhetoric, the 
Greek philosopher emphasized the use of metaphors for explana-
tion and persuasion. He highlighted the emotional efects of met-
aphors, noting that solving the conceptual puzzle presented by a 
metaphor brings intellectual satisfaction as we learn something 
new about the world.8 
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Second, Aristotle, in Poetics, discussed how metaphors are ways 
of exploring and presenting new meanings. To show this he ana-
lyzed the creative process of tragedies that were considered the 
apex of artistic creation in the Greek polis of the time. To meta-
phorize well is to “see-as,” to “perceive the similarity in dissimi-
lars,” remarked Aristotle.9 Aristotle’s analysis of the poetic use of 
metaphors invites us to think of their use as a creative process that 
builds approximations between two things that are not alike, and 
by doing so unveils, proposes, and communicates new meanings 
through language.10 

Superfcially, describing metaphors as “seeing-as” seems to be 
itself metaphorical. The situation is somewhat more complicated, 
however, as it appears that some metaphors, particularly spatial 
metaphors, are processed in part by the visual system.11 At the 
very least metaphors in general seem to take advantage of, or at 
least mimic, the brain’s ability to visually categorize, which often 
involves literally seeing one object as being the same as another. 
For example, when we see a brand-new cat, we see it as being the 
same, in this case meaning as a member of the same category, as 
other cats that we have seen before. 

Unfortunately, after Aristotle the study of metaphors went 
through a long period of impoverishment. It was absorbed by 
the feld of rhetoric, and thus for centuries metaphors were seen 
as mere fgures of speech (tropes). This extended period, which 
began in early Middle Ages and extended into modernity, found 
metaphor studies focusing almost exclusively on formal aspects 
of how metaphors are linguistically constructed. Unfortunately, 
this ignored the creative dimensions of metaphor that have more 
relevant, exciting, and far-reaching consequences. Throughout 
this signifcantly long stretch of time, metaphors were considered 
mere word substitutions that could be used for aesthetic function, 
but that did not add or reveal new meanings. Some features of 
this reductionist view of metaphors persist to this day, such as 
when metaphors are listed as just another bullet point on a Pow-
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erPoint slide full of fgures of speech. This simplistic view of met-
aphors was based on variations on two interrelated premises: (1) 
metaphors were linked with isolated words, and (2) the idea that 
it would always be possible to replace any metaphor with other 
words while maintaining the same meaning as the metaphorical 
expression. 

It was not until the mid-twentieth century that there was a 
renaissance in metaphor studies, mainly through works at the 
intersection of linguistic studies and philosophy. Important exam-
ples include the writings of I. A. Richards, Max Black, Monroe 
Beardsley, and Paul Ricoeur.12 These thinkers shifted the study of 
metaphors by breaking with the two premises mentioned above. 
First, they pointed out that metaphors are not exclusively linked 
with isolated words but interrelate complex thoughts and con-
texts.13 When someone says “data is oil,” the metaphor relates not 
only to the two specifc words, but also to the set of thoughts and 
implications related to data and oil, such as forms of production, 
economic value, and environmental impacts. With this, these 
thinkers shifted the focus from how metaphors afect the style of 
what is expressed (rhetoric) to how they afect meanings (seman-
tics). Furthermore, and most importantly, they also challenged the 
second premise: other words with established lexical meanings 
could easily replace metaphors without semantic loss. Thus, there 
is something unique that is gained in terms of meaning by using 
“oil” and not just saying that data is valuable. Both the source (oil) 
and the target (data) of the metaphor operate in tandem to gener-
ate meaning. From the interaction between the cluster of signifca-
tions evoked by data and oil, new meanings emerge to make sense 
of reality and experiences.14 

This semantic perspective is what most interests us in this 
book, because it enables an analysis of metaphor as a rich cogni-
tive process that can be central in the creation of new meanings. 
Paul Ricoeur suggests that this ability of metaphor to be used for 
semantic innovation is born of the exercise of an intense cognitive 
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activity that he calls, borrowing from Kantian epistemology, “cre-
ative imagination.”15 A metaphor can redescribe our experience in 
the world, opening a fssure in the predetermined structures of 
established linguistic lexicons. If you were to encounter a Shake-
spearian metaphor that Ricoeur was especially interested in, that 
“time is a beggar,” you may initially be confused and think it doesn’t 
make sense. How could time be a beggar? Time isn’t even a person! 
But the opposite is the case. Shakespeare is (literally) making sense; 
through the text (or dialogue, in this case) he builds a new set of 
predications for us and redescribes our understanding of time. In 
Shakespeare’s imagination, we must see time diferently, as a per-
son who takes things of value from us, puts them away, and moves 
on, sometimes without looking back. After the surprise involved 
in seeing things in this new way, a realization may come: I had 
never thought about time in this way! We will revisit this meta-
phor, including the original text, in chapter six. 

Commenting on Robert Frost’s passion for metaphors and their 
critical role on our thinking, Judith Oster said that “great meta-
phors enlarge our thinking and our imaginations as we ‘play’ with 
their possibilities, but also test their limits.”16 When we think about 
the potentialities opened up by the metaphor “time is a beggar,” we 
play with new possibilities for understanding our experience of the 
time that passes, and, as a precious by-product of this interpretive 
process, we refect on our own relationship to time by changing 
the way we see the world and think about our relationship with it. 
Through this metaphorical game, we can think diferently, explore 
new facets of reality, imagine alternatives to insufcient meanings, 
and make sense of new human creations. 

In this book, we will explore this innovative potential of met-
aphors. They allow us to speak something new about an experi-
ence that was, until then, inefable. Thus, our focus is not on the 
details of linguistic classifcation that make subtle diferentiations 
between distinct fgures of speech. Instead we want to explore 
metaphors as a paradigm of semantic innovation. Metaphors work 
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their magic through a fundamental trick, a form of cognitive and 
linguistic illusion. They ask us to see one thing as another. This 
game of “see-as” is fundamental for us to understand how meta-
phors say something new about the world. 

Such novelty brought about by metaphors should be understood 
in two ways, one relative and the other absolute. A metaphor may 
be expressing something new in relation to a particular listener or 
reader. We are saying something new to someone who may have 
never considered a certain aspect of reality or didn’t know any-
thing about it. In this case, we use metaphors pedagogically. We say 
something new to that person, but it has already been thought of 
and is well known by many other people. It has a new meaning in 
relation to that person. For example, if a child who has a cat as a pet 
sees a raccoon for the frst time, that experience is new to them. To 
provide meaning to what they see, we can use a metaphor: “That’s 
a masked cat.” We are asking the child to see that animal as a cat, 
which she already knows well, but a cat “in a mask.” The “see-as” is 
used to teach something new in that child’s experience, but which 
is already well known by others. There is already a word in the dic-
tionary for the masked cat, and, little by little, the child will replace 
the metaphor with the lexical form “raccoon.” Still within a relative 
perspective, metaphors may aim to persuade through comparisons 
that arouse new perspectives and emotional content. For example, 
political speeches are often interspersed with metaphors. Without 
going into a critique of specifc content, it can be said that meta-
phors in this context maintain their pedagogical character. 

However, there is another use of metaphor that we also want to 
consider: metaphors that refer to completely new meanings that 
are not in any dictionary yet, something new in the world that is 
still orphaned in language. In this sense, metaphors can bring a 
new experience to language. This is what we are calling semantic 
innovation; metaphors can create a new meaning for something 
that could not otherwise easily be expressed. A brief inspection 
of the dictionary reveals the large number of terms that started 
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as innovative metaphors and, over time, became just other words 
in the dictionary. Texts like this book have bodies, headers, and 
footers, for example, terms that started metaphorically but gained 
their own place as words. 

Metaphors are, therefore, fundamental to the capacity and fex-
ibility of natural languages to account for new natural, social, and 
technological phenomena. We certainly speak in metaphors. But 
the importance of metaphors is not limited to language, although 
that would be enough to highlight their incredible relevance to 
digital technologies. Starting in the 1980s, with the expansion of 
the cognitive sciences, metaphors also became intricately related 
to how we organize our thinking. 

We Think through Metaphors 

The renewal of interest in metaphor within more comprehensive 
semantic and interpretative perspectives has brought many bene-
fts. We are particularly interested in studies of metaphor done in 
cognitive science. 

George Lakof and Mark Johnson, among others, have been 
exploring the crucial role metaphors play in the way we structure 
our conceptual system. In their highly infuential book Metaphors 
We Live By, they suggested that “primarily on the basis of linguis-
tic evidence, we have found that most of our ordinary conceptual 
system is metaphorical in nature.”17 Since the publication of their 
work, metaphors have been highly studied in many corners of cog-
nitive science, but our interests are most closely tied to the link-
age that Lakof and Johnson make between the human conceptual 
system and metaphor. As Tendahl and Gibbs put it, the traditional 
view had been “that metaphorical meaning is created de novo,” but 
“in the past 25 years, various linguists, philosophers, and psychol-
ogists have embraced the alternative possibility that metaphor is 
fundamental to language, thought, and experience.”18 

The basis of the human cognitive system is categorization. Cat-
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egories allow us to make predictive models of our world. When 
we encounter a new animal, for example, recognizing that it is a 
cat allows us to make a set of predictions that are likely to be fairly 
accurate even if we have never seen that individual cat before. We 
have already noted that metaphors allow us to see one thing as 
something else. This is the very same thing that we do in percep-
tion when we see the new cat as being just like other cats that we 
have previously encountered. A diference between the two cases is 
that with metaphors the “seeing” may itself be metaphorical, as we 
previously discussed. We must also note that with categorization, 
particularly for children, sometimes the new animal really is new. 
A child might be told, for instance, that what they are seeing is 
not a cat but a racoon. This is another challenge for some kinds of 
metaphors; we are told two things are the same when our cognitive 
system would naturally keep them separate, but as the example 
with cats and racoons shows, this is something people experience 
as part of learning categories. 

Although there is no widely agreed upon model of categori-
zation in cognitive, there are general aspects that are fairly well 
understood. When we see an object, we break it down into a col-
lection of features. Depending on which features we see and their 
spatial relationship to each other we determine what the object is. 
A popular descriptive model of this, owing to the work of Eleanor 
Rosch, is called prototype theory.19 What makes metaphors tricky 
from a cognitive perspective is that the features are implicit. When 
we are told “man is a wolf” we do not see a man or a wolf so that we 
might do a visual comparison. Instead, we have to use other means 
to determine what the relevant features are. In many ways this 
openness is where the power of metaphor comes from. When we 
see a new animal, our eyes constrain how we might classify it, nar-
rowing the possibilities to what we directly perceive. With a meta-
phor, it is up to us to determine the relevant features. The question 
of how we resolve this process is the focus of much of the research 
on metaphor in cognitive science.20 For a review, see Holyoak and 
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Stamenkovic, who especially highlight Walter Kintsch’s model.21 

In Kintsch’s model, meaning is represented by a vector in a 
high-dimensional feature space. For Kintsch, resolving a metaphor 
involves merging the source and the target of the metaphor. There 
are several aspects of this that are important. First, for any indi-
vidual the meaning vectors are going to be based upon personal 
experience, and thus the results of the process will vary from one 
person to the next and even more so from one culture to another. 
Second, it highlights the fact that metaphor is much more than 
simple redescription. Indeed, it can be creative, building new cog-
nitive structures. Finally, the metaphor may create an entirely new 
cognitive unit. In Kintsch’s model the merging of the two vectors 
creates a new one. We will dig more deeply into the shadings of 
this in chapter six, but the idea that metaphors can create new 
cognitive units, which in turn can serve as the sources for other 
metaphors, will be important to our story. 

As with the example of a new cat, a metaphor provides a kind of 
template that can be useful for making general predictions. When 
Romeo exclaims that “Juliet is the sun!” he is telling us things about 
her that might guide our expectations if we were to meet her. We 
might expect her, for example, to be warm and bright and for any 
encounter with her to be pleasurable. These expectations give us a 
framework to work from when we frst encounter her. But as with 
seeing the new cat, this framework cannot possibly be a perfect 
match for the real thing; this is even more true with metaphors 
because the source and target categories are often so diferent. 

Despite this lack of fdelity, metaphors are cognitively critical 
because they allow us to provide a compact description to some-
one else in terms that person already understands. Thus, tech met-
aphors, such as friendship in social media, give us a set of features 
and expectations for something new even if we do not initially 
understand the technicalities involved. The importance of this 
was demonstrated during the coronavirus pandemic that began in 
2020. One of the brand-new things to happen was the deployment 
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of mRNA vaccines on a wide scale. This presented a messaging 
problem for a number of reasons. First, from the public’s point 
of view it was a brand-new technology. Second, it did not work 
like previous technology. To make this trickier, even the previous 
technology is not well understood by much of the public. Third, 
and most importantly, there was a great deal of fear in the public 
about vaccinations, especially given the speed at which they were 
developed, going beyond the anti-vax sentiment that always exists. 
All of this led scientists and news organizations to work hard to 
fgure out how to communicate to the public how this new type of 
vaccine works and why it is safe. One health news site rounded up 
what it considered the best fve explanations from various sources, 
all stemming from experts in epidemiology.22 All of the explana-
tions used metaphors. 

The frst was that the vaccines were like Snapchat messages that 
expire. Among the notable things about this metaphor is that it 
assumes that the reader knows how Snapchat works. The second 
was that the vaccine was like an email sent to your immune system 
that shows it how the virus works and then expires like a Snapchat 
message. Aside from complicating the frst metaphor, the second 
adds the metaphorical idea of showing the immune system the 
virus, or at least it makes it more explicit. The third metaphor was 
that the vaccine is like a recipe that contains instructions on what 
to make. The fourth likened the vaccine to a musical score, but one 
that only contains instructions to play a part of the song. The fnal 
metaphor is that the vaccine is like a system that only plays the 
catchiest part of a song, just enough so that you will recognize the 
song when you hear the whole thing. These last three metaphors 
emphasize the idea that mRNA vaccines, unlike traditional vac-
cines, do not actually contain the virus, but rather a code for a par-
ticular part of the virus, in this case the so-called “spike protein.” 
From these metaphors, we can glean that mRNA vaccines do not 
contain the virus, but some sort of representations of it and, fur-
ther, that even this copy is only in the immune system temporarily. 
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These metaphors were created to give the public a framework 
with which to understand the new technology. The idea is to take 
things the public knows about and use them to explain things 
that it doesn’t. In turn, reasoning about the new vaccines will be 
greatly impacted by the metaphor that a person is exposed to. If 
you are told that the vaccines are like Snapchat messages, then you 
will apply what you know about Snapchat, if anything, to the new 
technology. As Lakof puts it, when given a metaphor, we use the 
source domain (e.g., Snapchat) to reason about the target domain 
(mRNA).23 All of the mRNA metaphors were chosen to emphasize a 
few salient aspects of the vaccines, namely that they do not actually 
contain the virus and that they are not retained in the body for a 
long period of time. 

Another notable aspect of several of these metaphors is that 
they rely on tech metaphors themselves. Email started as a met-
aphor where we were asked to see a collection of activities on 
our computer as being like sending and receiving letters through 
the postal service. In the 1980s when the technology was new, 
the email metaphor would have helped set expectations for how 
it worked. Knowing about letters would have let you know that 
email probably involved communicating with people at a distance. 
Decades later, now that the metaphor has “died” and many people 
have more experience with email than the postal service, email can 
be used as a source for new metaphors such as that for the vaccines. 

When experts such as immunologists need to communicate 
with novices, the challenges are substantial. Experts are immersed 
in their domain and its terminology and are used to thinking about 
them in a deep way. Novices, on the other hand, may not even have 
the most basic grasp of terminology, let alone any kind of under-
standing of how things work in the domain. This means that to 
efectively communicate with novices an expert must forgo talking 
about the very things that make them experts, in favor of things 
that the novice understands. This is no easy task, as refected by the 
fact that none of the mRNA metaphors are perfect. As Lynne Cam-
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eron notes, making the technical language of specialists accessible 
to non-experts is one of the primary roles of metaphor.24 We also 
note that the faws in the vaccine metaphors, and the failure of 
the public to understand how they work, have had signifcant real-
world consequences. 

As Blavin and Cohen have suggested, metaphors are also 
applied to legal thinking: “Courts and commentators employ 
metaphors as heuristics to generate hypotheses about the appli-
cation of law to novel, unexplored domains.”25 Metaphors are not 
only used as a way to communicate legal decisions or to argue in 
tribunal disputes, but more profoundly, they frame the thought 
process of unexplored domains. As Blavin and Cohen have also 
noted, technologies typically demand innovative ways to make 
sense of existing legislation, applying metaphors in the process of 
analogical reasoning “when courts encounter new technologies 
not yet anticipated by the law, their reliance on analogical reason-
ing plays a profoundly important role in the application of proper 
legal rules.”26 Again, the choice and quality of metaphors has a real 
impact on the world. 

Nevertheless, there is more to meaning than just a list of fea-
tures and cognitive processes. There is also afect and emotion. 

We Feel through Metaphors 

The gifts metaphors bear are not only concepts and ideas from 
a cognitive and linguistic point of view, but also expressions of 
afections, feelings, and value judgments.27 They communicate and 
shape emotional content. Lakof, for example, explores the meta-
phor “my job is a jail” and the frustration and other negative emo-
tions evoked by such metaphorical choices.28 Choosing another 
metaphor, such as “my job is a gem,” would express completely 
diferent emotional content, engaging the audience not only cog-
nitively but also afectively in ways diferent from the original.29 

Lynne Cameron, an applied linguist who studies empathy in 
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dialogue and interaction, highlights the emotional aspects com-
municated by metaphors. One of Cameron’s most critical fndings 
is that metaphors are used to modulate the emotional content of 
speech. Thus, a CEO can use sports metaphors to motivate their 
employees. Teachers can choose metaphors with positive conno-
tations that emphasize the potential for improvement when giv-
ing positive feedback to their students. And people with opposing 
ideological viewpoints can choose positive metaphors or more 
combative ones depending on whether they are looking for ways to 
reconcile or want to foster further discord. Cameron suggests, for 
example, that a systematic metaphor commonly used in reconcili-
ation talks is that “reconciliation is connection.” From it, a bundle 
of other associated metaphors is produced, such as “Let’s build new 
bridges between our perspectives,” and “Our communities spend 
too much time isolated in themselves.”30 

Metaphors are also widely used to modulate emotion and afect 
surrounding new digital technologies. For example, at the end 
of a route, Google Maps ofers a choice of fve emojis with faces 
expressing diferent levels of satisfaction, each representing the 
perceived quality of the routing algorithm. The icons with facial 
expressions are vehicles, and the user’s experience with Google’s 
route suggestions is the tenor of the metaphor. In this case, the 
metaphor itself involves expressions of emotions, but the relation-
ship between metaphors and emotions in digital technologies is 
even more subtle and pervasive. 

Consider the various metaphors proposed by social networks to 
capture diferent aspects of communication—messages, posts, con-
versations, chats, reels, and so forth. Each of them carries not only 
linguistic and cognitive associations but also afective and emo-
tional content. For instance, almost all social networks, imitating 
a successful Snapchat feature, have created a way to share stories 
that contains some combination of texts, images, and short videos. 
The metaphor “story” was intentionally chosen to convey a casual 
and fun tone. Snapchat also highlighted the transience of this type 
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of message, limiting sharing to a short amount of time, suggesting 
that users need not worry about long-term implications. 

The recommender systems at the heart of almost every social 
networking and streaming media application provide further per-
vasive examples of emotional manipulation. The media feed is to 
be seen as your personal recommendation system, something like 
when you are looking for the next movie to watch and ask your col-
leagues about recent flms they have enjoyed. This is even extended 
into the individual media items. In Irresistible, Adam Alter describes 
numerous techniques used to increase users’ screen time.31 One of 
them explores the clifanger media phenomenon. At the end of 
an episode, the plot develops into an expectation about what will 
happen in the next episode, which triggers an anxiety process that 
sparks a desire for the next episode so that it can be resolved. As 
Alter reports, in 2012, Netfix implemented post-play functionality 
that automatically plays the next episode in a series at the conclu-
sion of the current episode.32 While it may seem subtle, this change 
is critical, because research in this area shows a psychological trend 
toward inertia, and the post-play implementation shifts the user 
decision from needing to actively choose to play the next episode 
to needing to decide to stop it. 

We Act through Metaphors 

The metaphor “osteoporosis of the seas” asks us to see the efects of 
ocean acidifcation on coral in terms of how osteoporosis weakens 
bones in humans.33 It redescribes a complex and relevant phenom-
enon in order to change the way people think (and hopefully act) 
in the world. It prompts predications of fragility, care, and support 
that we associate with human osteoporosis. Thus, the metaphor 
invites us to see coral in the same way we might see loved ones 
with bone problems: that they require protection from the under-
lying causes, in this case increased levels of CO2. 

Wessel Reijers and Mark Coeckelbergh proposed the concept of 
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narrative technologies, which points to the fact that digital tech-
nologies create narrative frames that shape our experiences.34 So, 
for example, the ignition process of a car is a narrative framing that 
guides part of drivers’ actions every time they decide to use such 
technologies. From the moment the driver enters the narrative 
proposed by the technology, their actions are temporally coordi-
nated. “The driver enters the car, puts its seat in the right posi-
tion, adjusts the mirrors, starts the engine, is given visual feedback 
about the amount of gas in the tank, drives away from the parking 
spot.”35 The car and the driver become characters in the temporal 
organization proposed by technology. 

Metaphors play a crucial role in understanding how narrative 
technologies shape our actions. The metaphors of social networks, 
for example, change how we interact with other people. To wish 
someone a happy birthday, we write a comment on our friend’s 
timeline. At the end of a Zoom presentation, we express appre-
ciation by selecting a clap icon. Stars have become a common 
metaphor for quality of service contracted through carpool apps. 
When selecting a number of stars, we act through the metaphors 
implemented in digital technology. Meanwhile, this action may 
have substantial implications for the drivers who depend on good 
evaluations to receive new customers and keep their jobs.36 In dig-
ital technologies, the new materiality of metaphors makes them 
afect not only what we say and how we think, but also how we act 
and relate to others and the world. 

Another essential form of intersection between metaphors and 
action concerns regulations and public policies. The implications 
of digital technologies for the grand scheme of social and political 
things are increasingly apparent. The dissemination of informa-
tion on social networks has been testing democracies; social move-
ments are created through networks of contacts and overfow to 
physical presence, such as the Arab Spring demonstrations; critical 
social resources as remote education capabilities are completely 
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tied to technological infrastructures. The realization of the social 
implication of digital technologies has led to a surge in public and 
legislative debates that are often organized through metaphori-
cal themes. For instance, in the debate over the right of internet 
providers to use the type and source of digital content to control 
their services—typically called “net neutrality”—two conficting 
metaphors are commonly used: “the internet is a utility” and “the 
internet is a road.” Choosing one metaphor or another has far-
reaching consequences for framing the problem and, therefore, for 
regulatory and legal actions that have emerged in public debate.37 

NEXT: TECH METAPHORS 

In an article published in 2000, before the massive penetration 
of smartphones, Marakas, Johnson, and Palmer highlighted an 
intriguing aspect of the relationship between digital technologies 
and metaphors.38 They explored the use of anthropomorphizing 
metaphors to describe the interaction of humans with comput-
ers, such as “it reads,” “it writes,” “it is friendly,” and “catches and 
transmits viruses.” The authors pointed to the use of metaphors in 
which humans are the vehicles and technologies the tenors, thus 
creating conditions to simplify the understanding of the relation-
ship with computers, but, on the other hand, potentially fostering 
false or inappropriate attributions towards computing technolo-
gies. Through metaphors, computers and digital things were inte-
grated into our daily lives as helpers, secretaries, coaches, analysts, 
accountants, and reviewers. But the use of metaphors in mediat-
ing our relationships with digital technologies goes much further. 
Metaphors are not just about digital technologies, they are within 
them and are essential for these technologies to be integrated into 
our lives. Next, we present an example that lays out the basic argu-
ments of this book. 
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SPEAKING OF METAPHORS 39 

Metaphors are a fundamental means of communication. To under-
stand a metaphor requires us to see one thing as being something 
else. 

Metaphors take advantage of our ability to see multiple difer-
ent things as belonging to the same category. In order to do this, 
we need to be able to determine the critical features that the met-
aphor is highlighting. Sometimes this results in a new instance of 
a category or an altogether new category. 

Metaphors frame our expectations for dealing with the meta-
phor’s target. Thus, metaphors can be used to shape behavior. 

Metaphors are a primary tool by which experts can communi-
cate with novices. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

TECHNOLOGIES AND MEANING 

In this chapter we outline the main objective of the book, which 
is to examine the impact of digital technologies on meaning. We 
frame this examination in terms of an extended example. In the 
example, which comes from our own lives, we see how smart-
phones have changed the way in which we communicate, how we 
relate to each other, and even how we remember things. In short, 
they are changing who we are. 

A CAR RIDE HOME WITH THE KIDS 

One of the authors recently had the opportunity to give a ride to a 
group of six or seven teenagers returning from a delightful after-
noon of paintball. Thinking about his own past, he imagined that 
he would need ear plugs on the trip—a trip that would take around 
forty minutes, not counting delivery stops and cordial greetings 
from parents waiting for their athletes to arrive home at the end 
of an adventure that had been planned for weeks. He expected 
that his passengers would be excited to brag about their deeds on 
the playing felds and that the funny episodes and exploits would 
turn the car into an echo chamber like a busy market on a Satur-



 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

day morning. However, those expectations were completely mis-
placed. On one hand, he was relieved by the tranquility of the car. 
Had it not been for a few glances in the rearview mirror to ensure 
that everyone was still breathing, he would have forgotten about 
his passengers given the sepulchral silence that ruled throughout 
the journey. This initial relief gave way to a mixture of concern and 
curiosity. Had something sinister happened in the game that made 
the atmosphere among teammates intolerable? Did his presence 
loom so large that it prevented spontaneous conversation? Were 
the combatants so tired that they couldn’t even fnd the energy to 
talk to their friends? 

All of these worries were resolved in an unexpected way. He 
asked one of his sons about the reasons for the silence, “Why didn’t 
you talk about the game on the return trip?” The young athlete’s 
answer was accompanied by the kind of look that only a child can 
give a parent. “What do you mean, we didn’t talk?” his son replied, 
not understanding what he clearly felt to be a ridiculous question. 
“I didn’t even see the trip go by; we were talking constantly the 
whole time. Do you want to see how animated our Instagram chat 
was?” 

THE EVOLVING MEANING OF “ TALKING” 

Talking, chatting, having a conversation all mean something 
completely diferent for the boys than they have for their father 
throughout his lifetime. For the boys, talking can mean sending 
typed texts to another digital address. Though it wasn’t true in 
this instance, “chatting” doesn’t even need to be synchronous. 
The author’s young passengers were not noisy, as was expected by 
someone whose notion of talking is based on diferent life experi-
ences. For the author, sound waves are a central feature of what he 
thinks of as “talking.” Instead, the boys were typing furiously; they 
were sharing their stories, bragging, joking—in other words, the 
content was the same, but the format was new. Social networks, 
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in conjunction with text messaging systems and mobile phones, 
have created a metaphor that quickly took over the main meaning 
of “conversation” for the boys, who are part of a generation that 
grew up always having such tools available. A side efect of this 
change, particularly because it has been so rapid, is that diferent 
groups, such as the boys and their father, may have very difer-
ent models of what a conversation is depending on their level of 
engagement with technology (Figure 2). Thus, a simple sentence 
like “I was talking with my friends” has become ambiguous in its 
meaning, although, depending on one’s life experience, it may not 
seem ambiguous at all. 

It may seem like a change in the meaning of a word is not 
important. Language changes constantly, after all. However, we 
are not talking about a simple case of language drift or subtlety 
in how a word is used. In this case, we are talking about how lan-
guage is refective of, and has an impact on, meaning. It isn’t just 
that we have new shades of what it means to have a conversation; 
it is that we literally are changing how we converse and that those 
changes are important for many diferent reasons. As we shall see, 
a conversation over text is very diferent from one held face-to-
face. In some ways it may be better, but in other ways it may be 
worse. Since conversation is such a fundamental human activity, it 
is well worth examining those diferences and thinking about their 
ultimate impact and reach. 

One negative consequence of this divergence in meaning is that 
it can only accentuate diferences between groups with access to 
such technology and those that do not. Let’s return to our discus-
sion of the author’s car ride to see how. Imagine, for example, one 
more passenger in the back, one who did not have a smartphone. 
Depending on the rest of the group this passenger might have been 
left out of the conversation completely, or some passengers might 
have resented how the conversation played out. A conversation 
where Dad can hear is likely to be far diferent than one where he 
cannot. Of course, in this case someone was excluded—the author! 
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Figure 2. The diferent experiences of young people have changed what the idea 
of having a conversation means compared to older adults. Thus, a simple sen-
tence like “we were having a conversation about school” will have very diferent 
meanings to the two groups. For example, an adult might wrongly infer that 
the conversation took place face-to-face and synchronously. (Figure by Kira 
Chown) 

With the rise of digital technologies such scenes play out over and 
over in many diferent contexts with many diferent groups. 

Various psychologists and sociologists of technology have iden-
tifed and examined the personal and collective consequences of 
the kind of semantic phenomena we describe in this book. The 
questions and interpretations of the impact of this new semantic 
universe on an intrinsically human experience like conversation 
are diverse. Some researchers1 warn that text messaging creates 
barriers to the integral development of empathy; others suggest 
that this phenomenon merely creates a new form of mediation and 
brings the beneft of expanding contact with interlocutors from 
other cultures.2 Still other researchers, like Margaret Morris, look 
at ways in which this new way of “talking” can become a nudge for 
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other authentic personal and interpersonal experiences.3 Irrespec-
tive of analytical perspective, the consensus is that the impertinent 
predication “chatting is texting” successfully reshaped users’ hori-
zons of meaning through instant messaging and social networking 
applications. 

The example shows the power of digital technologies, a power 
that goes far beyond mere tools used to enhance productivity or 
automate an existing process. Digital technologies are changing 
how we see the world, value our experiences, establish inter-
personal relationships, and live in society. We argue that the 
hermeneutic-cognitive approach that we present in the next few 
chapters is uniquely suited to examine the ways in which digital 
technologies transform our horizons of meaning through experi-
ence and, as a side efect, create new cultural groups—those who 
have incorporated these changes and those who are left behind. 
In turn, the semantic diferences between these groups will make 
communications between them increasingly difcult. At the epi-
center of the societal transformation brought about by new tech-
nologies are digital metaphors. 

THE EVOLVING MEANING OF FRIENDSHIP 

The changing way that people communicate today is not the only 
way that our relationships with each other are evolving. For some 
of the kids in the car, a normal next step upon returning home 
would be to post details of the day on social media. Thus, instead 
of waiting until the next school day to tell their other friends about 
what happened, they can tell their online friends about it immedi-
ately. From the early days of social networks such as Myspace and 
Friendster, social media apps have used the metaphor that connec-
tions within the apps are friendships. It is common, for example, 
to hear people refer to someone else as a “Facebook friend.” This 
metaphor is reinforced by the fact that our “real” friends are likely 
to be among the frst to connect with us on those platforms. In our 
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example these online friends and followers are likely to be a much 
larger group than would normally be flled in face-to-face. 

For the kids posting stories and pictures of their adventures, 
there is a kind of pressure to present them in the best light, hitting 
the highlights and leaving out more mundane details. It is natu-
ral for anyone to want to put their best face forward, and social 
media apps make that easier than it might be in face-to-face con-
versation. Aside from wanting to share with one’s friend network, 
there is also the desire to gain “likes” and thus social capital. Thus, 
friendship, in social networks’ terms, can be performative, and the 
quality of performance can be directly measured in a variety of 
ways. Meanwhile, a kind of counter pressure happens when their 
friends see those posts. The way that one supports friends on social 
media is to hit that like button and possibly to post a positive reply. 
In the age of social media, face-to-face interactions are as likely to 
be about what is happening in that online world as anything else. 

As was the case with conversation, we see that increasingly 
the basic activities of a relationship are mediated by technology. 
Friendships are managed on Facebook and Instagram, romance on 
Tinder, professional relationships on LinkedIn, etc. We will exam-
ine the impact of social media on relationships in more detail in 
chapter nine. 

THE CHANGING SHAPE OF MEMORY 

One efect of an exciting day like the one the boys had is that mem-
ories are made, and the nature of these too is shifting and evolving 
due to the efects of technology. And with memories, once again, 
we can see the power of metaphor in conjunction with technology. 
Our memories are stories about our lives. In 2013 Snapchat seized 
upon this idea and started using stories as a metaphor for a new 
feature that collected groups of pictures together. By posting a col-
lection of pictures as a story, you implicitly said that the pictures 
tell the story of an activity in which you engaged. In turn, Insta-
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gram essentially copied the metaphor into its own app. Later, Apple 
and Google repackaged the idea as a more direct metaphor called 
“memories” in their photo management apps. In this case Apple 
and Google automatically select and group pictures for users, with 
the idea that doing so will help users to engage with their pictures 
more often. In social media, the metaphor is that the way you tell 
your story is through a series of photos, while for Apple and Google 
it is that these collections are your memories. Both of these rely on 
the fact that we all carry digital cameras with us everywhere we go. 
Our smartphones allow us to easily document our lives as never 
before. In turn we can choose, edit, delete, crop, flter, and do all 
manner of things to photos to enhance those memories. 

A common, and mistaken, metaphor for our memories is that 
they work like watching a flm of your life. In reality memory is 
much more constructive. We remember some details and fll in 
others to make a seemingly coherent whole. Further, the mere act 
of remembering, and especially of sharing, memories with others 
can powerfully afect our memories.4 We’ll see why this is the case 
in chapter six. It wouldn’t surprise anyone to learn that looking 
at photos and videos helps reinforce our memories of things that 
we have captured, but it is also important to recognize that they 
too are altering our memories to better ft digital documentation. 
And since that documentation can be altered and edited, we are 
essentially willfully altering our own memories, mediating them 
with digital technology. 

NEXT: FOUNDATIONS 

This book consists of several parts. The frst part of the book is 
about metaphor and especially about how metaphors are used in 
technology and the special properties that tech metaphors gain 
through their instantiation in technology. This part of the book 
will develop our major themes. 
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SPEAKING OF TECHNOLOGIES AND MEANING 

Technology is changing how we communicate, relate to each 
other, and remember our lives, among other things, at a very rapid 
pace. It is the nature of technology that these changes reach some 
groups well before others. Understanding how these changes are 
happening and their consequences is central to this book. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DIGITAL METAPHORS 

If you are reading this book, you almost certainly have a smart-
phone, and you likely have it with you nearly all of the time. The 
capabilities of smartphones grow in power and sophistication con-
stantly. This combination means that we use them to do more 
things, and in turn we rely on them in more and more aspects of 
our lives. Despite that, most of us cannot begin to comprehend 
how they actually work. Is it the actual hardware or the apps that 
make smartphones so useful? On one hand, the hardware contin-
ually evolves, gaining complexity even as it shrinks. On the other, 
software too has become more complex as it is given more tasks. 

Yet, paradoxically, most of us feel like we understand our 
devices quite well. You may not know how to turn a soundwave 
into an electronic signal or how information is moved around a 
circuit board, but you might feel comfortable in the feeling that 
such details are unimportant to you personally, and even if you 
do not many other people do. After all, we understand our devices 
by what they do for us. From this perspective a smartphone is a 
device that lets us hold conversations at a distance, update our 
friends—wherever they may be—on what is happening in our lives, 
and capture memories with its camera. Our understanding, such 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

as it is, of these activities relies not on technical know-how, but on 
metaphors. Phone calls, texting, and email are all ways of having 
conversations. Social media allows us to connect and catch up with 
our friends. Cameras capture digital memories. All of these are 
based on things that we are familiar with and are simply updated, 
and potentially improved, in their digital incarnations. Digital con-
versations, for example, are not constrained by time or space, nor 
is the ability to catch up with friends. Meanwhile, digital memories 
are far more durable than real ones. 

As we saw in the previous chapter, metaphors ask us to see one 
thing as something else. When Romeo says “Juliet is the sun!” it 
is an elegant way to tell us how he feels, but we also understand 
that he does not literally mean it. It would be easy then to say that, 
when someone calls texting conversation, they do not literally 
mean it either. That instead, it is just an easy way to highlight some 
features of texting that are in common with conversations. As we 
have already seen, with metaphors generally, and especially with 
digital metaphors, there is much more to the story. Metaphors 
have the power to shape how we think and how we learn. They 
also have the power to change our understanding of things with 
which we are already familiar. Since digital technology has become 
so pervasive in our lives, it has become imperative to examine just 
how digital metaphors are impacting us. 

THE ROLE OF DIGITAL METAPHORS 

As our example of the car ride home with kids showed, digital 
technologies can change how we think. They can create new cat-
egories and alter the meaning of existing ones. But before they 
can do this people must choose to use them based upon some sort 
of description of what they are. And, since those same users exist 
in a world where there are many choices, new technologies must 
provide users with answers to some basic questions. Two of the 
questions are related: What is it, and why should I want it? There 
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is a third question that is also important when it comes to under-
standing something, but which we argue is generally overlooked 
with digital technology: How does it work? The answers to these 
questions need to be simple. Otherwise, potential users could just 
choose to move on to something else. After all, why waste time 
being confused when there are so many other options? 

At the same time, explaining a new technology is difcult 
since it often involves technically complex issues. A developer’s 
main goal is to get users interested, so explaining “how” is far less 
important than “what” or “why.” This is good news for developers 
since “how” is likely the most difcult question to answer in a way 
that ordinary people will be able to easily understand. Thus, most 
developers make a choice, abstracting their product to a metaphor 
that ideally simultaneously tells a user what the product is and why 
it is useful. Thus, a mobile phone is a telephone that can be used 
to make phone calls from anywhere, a post on a social network is 
an easy way to let your friends know what you are doing, etc. As 
with any abstraction, many things about the product are left out 
in these metaphors. For users this is generally fne, as most are 
uninterested in, and/or do not have the background required for, 
understanding the technical aspects that are required to under-
stand questions of how. For now, we will simply note that there 
are consequences to this abstraction, e.g., understanding how an 
app transmits information can have consequences for the safety of 
your data. We will return to those consequences later in the book. 
For now, we focus on what is abstracted through metaphor. 

In some cases, the diference that good metaphors can make 
in helping users understand a new product is enormous. When 
personal computers became popular in the late 1970s and early 
1980s, access to computer functionality was mediated by an early 
operating system known as MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk Operating 
System). MS-DOS lacked a clear metaphor that might have helped 
people unfamiliar with the details of the operating system easily 
understand it. The problems that this fostered are refected in the 
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user interface and in the details of commands that, even today, can 
be challenging for all but the most knowledgeable users. Thus, the 
complexity of using these computers was a real barrier to public 
acceptance. It is no surprise then that early home computers were 
met with extreme skepticism. For example, in 1982 Pulitzer Prize-
winning author William F. Buckley wrote: 

Some gadgets we know instinctively how to put to use: radios, 

say . . . . . . but a $1000 computer? The Pulitzer Prize belongs to the 

man who reveals what they’re good for . . . . . . what they’re good 

for that the average newspaper reader wants . . .  1 

The semantic leap that brought mainstream use came when the 
metaphor of a desktop in an ofce was created on top of the “disk 
operating system.” Users could interact with programs with clear 
visual metaphors in the form of icons that revealed their purpose. 
In turn they could “look at” those programs through windows, 
which aforded a view of their contents. The fle system, previously 
a labyrinth of unintelligible names, became a set of folders that 
mapped to the fling cabinets already in ofces. The operation of 
moving a fle from one folder to another through a drag-and-drop 
gesture was easily understood by its analog in the physical world. 
There was even a trash can to throw things away. Together these 
metaphors helped make something that was previously scary and 
unknowable familiar and more friendly. 

Digital Alienation 

When users are faced with a new digital artifact, they have a prob-
lem. They need to make sense of the artifact from the perspec-
tive of their own semantic horizon; in Norman’s terms, they need 
understanding.2 Paul Ricoeur calls this task “appropriation,” in 
the sense that it bridges historical and cultural distance, making 
one’s own what was initially diferent (alien) and inaccessible.3 This 
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is a surprisingly common issue. For tasks as diverse as reading a 
manuscript from millennia ago and watching a video of a culture 
with which we have little contact, we must make “ours” what may 
seem to be alien. Ricoeur’s notion of appropriation, which can be 
achieved through a process of interpretation, is the counterpart 
to the alienation that is intrinsic to such historical and cultural 
distance. Appropriation, in the hermeneutic sense, requires mak-
ing sense of cultural and historical experiences distinct from our 
own. This is only possible by fnding ways to relate such things 
to our personal knowledge and experience. Ricoeur summarizes 
this hermeneutic movement by saying that “interpretation brings 
together, equalizes, renders contemporary and similar. This goal 
is attained only insofar as interpretation actualizes the meaning of 
the text for the present reader.”4 

Digital technologies create a new form of alienation that we call 
technological alienation. A poem written in the sixteenth century 
exists in a diferent semantic horizon from our own, as does an 
Pacifc island’s myth of an autochthonous population. Similarly, 
the vast majority of people using mobile applications do not live 
in a world where the intricacies of software and hardware devel-
opment are meaningful. The details of how data encryption works 
for wireless communication, or the minutiae of a smartphone’s 
operating systems, form a horizon of meaning alien to most peo-
ple, even those using mobile phones. This type of alienation may 
seem new because the technology is new, but it can be overcome 
by the same process we use to understand any part of our world 
that initially seems alien. 

Thus, Ricoeur’s proposed list of examples of historical and cul-
tural “alienations” that require an interpretive struggle must be 
expanded. In today’s world, it must also include technological 
alienation: the distance between the meaning of software algo-
rithms, hardware components, and data structures, and the real-
world experiences and knowledge of technology users. Of course, 
developers don’t want users to see this process as a struggle, nor 
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Figure 3. The gulf of understanding. Communication between two people with 
vastly diferent horizons of meaning is virtually impossible. (Figure courtesy of 
Kira Chown) 

do they want users to focus on what they do not understand; they 
want users to see things in terms that they already understand. To 
overcome the distance that might otherwise dominate users’ per-
ceptions when faced with new software, developers must create a 
metaphorical interpretation of their technology that feels familiar 
to users. This new reality should bring the developer’s technical 
semantic horizon and the users’ non-technical semantic horizon 
together, paving the way for users to smoothly overcome their 
technological alienation. 

With technology there will always be a large gap between the 
expertise of developers and the knowledge of users. But how can 
one overcome this gap? How can one create a bridge between 
the complex universe of digital enablers and the world that users 
understand? This is the work of the frst stage of a longer process, 
which we call the metaphorical cycle, that we continue to elabo-
rate in the next chapter. Through the creation of an “impertinent 
predication” typical of metaphors, digital designers can describe 
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Figure 4. Metaphors are the normal way to bridge the gulf of understanding, 
allowing experts to communicate in ways that a lay person can understand. 
(Figure courtesy of Kira Chown) 

enablers in a way that users can understand. This begins an often 
overlooked or minimized hermeneutic process that is crucial in 
the creation of a new technology. Descriptions of this creative 
process usually emphasizes the physical, mathematical, and logical 
achievements involved. Ironically, the public needs the metaphor, 
but celebrates the parts that they do not understand, probably pre-
cisely because they do not understand it—if it is hard to under-
stand, then it must be hard to achieve. However, these enablers are 
literally meaningless to society until they can be brought across the 
divide of digital alienation so that the public can use them. This is 
inevitably done through digital metaphors. 

Connecting Users to Technology 

Not that long ago, most everyone lived in a predigital horizon of 
meaning. Our common cultural and traditional experiences meant 
that we had similar notions about what grocery stores, shopping 
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carts, product aisles, sales assistants, cashiers, and receipts were. 
We inhabited, and still inhabit, these meanings. They are “semi-
transparent” to us, easily understood and engaged. So too are the 
myriad associations that we have with these ideas. These are grist 
for comedians who do routines about the wheels on shopping carts 
that won’t go straight or what it is like to stand in line. Such rou-
tines take advantage of our shared cultural experience in the same 
way that digital metaphors strive to do. 

Digital designers, meanwhile, inhabit a parallel universe of 
meaning created through digital enablers. In this other universe, 
things like text boxes, buttons, scrollbars, sorting algorithms, net-
work connections, programming languages, and web pages make 
just as much sense to the developers as a shopping cart does to 
us. Such enablers have meanings within that semantic space, and 
those developers have acquired those meanings through many 
hours of training and hard work. We could call this semantic hori-
zon the digital one. Digital designers need to connect these nebu-
lae of meanings, creating semantic bridges that link the predigital 
and the digital horizons of meaning. Further, they need to do so 
in a way that does not involve the same commitment of time and 
work from potential users as it did for them. We must be clear here, 
however, it is not the goal of developers to help users understand 
how text boxes, buttons, and the like work. The meanings that they 
want users to build are diferent from their own. Developers need 
to know how things like buttons work, but users simply need to 
know how to use them. 

Thus, the frst step in the digital metaphorical cycle happens 
when digital designers consider technological enablers and look 
for metaphorical ways to incorporate them into users’ semantic 
universe. Here we return to the idea of metaphors as “seeing as.” 
Designers can, for example, create semantic layers over the core of 
technological enablers. Such new layers might allow users to see 
what is really a machine learning recommendation algorithm as 
if it were an excellent customer service agent who points to other 
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products in the retail store that the user is likely to want. Online 
store designers have created numerous metaphors to enable users 
to see icons, lists, buttons, recommendation algorithms, and 
communication protocols as if they were the shelves of the cus-
tomers’ favorite store. This familiar framework eases customers’ 
move from the semantic universe of physical stores to that of dig-
ital purchases. Thus, a list of records in the computer’s memory 
is displayed as images and text, seen by a customer as a shopping 
cart. Similar tricks allow entering credit card numbers into a set 
of text boxes and pressing a button to be seen as the familiar act 
of checking out. Thus, a common strategy for designers is to take 
what users are used to in the physical world and try to emulate it 
directly in software; they are composing metaphors to address new 
regions of meaning using digital ink. 

Once digital metaphors are implemented in the form of hard-
ware and software artifacts, they begin to interact and afect the 
universe of predigital meaning. Users need to fgure out what they 
are seeing and how that is related to what they are familiar with, 
for example, putting an item in a shopping cart. They are invited 
(or guided) to see the pressing of a button as the physical pick-up 
of a grocery item and its physical displacement into the shopping 
cart. The impertinent predication “to press this button is to pick 
up the item and put it into a shopping cart” will require a new 
user to engage in a potentially difcult interpretative process to 
make sense of this new metaphor. One solution to this struggle 
pursued by some designers is called “skeuomorphism.” The goal 
of skeuomorphic design is to make the digital metaphor as close 
to the physical experience as possible. For example, skeuomorphic 
book designs animate the act of turning a page right down to see-
ing the corner curl up. An early version of the calendar app for the 
iPad even appeared to have torn pages at the top, right under its 
fake leather, which, according to Apple engineers, was based on 
the leather in Steve Jobs’s jet.5 Even the icons of books in a digital 
library might have stitching designed to look like physical books, 
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and those icons might be arranged on a fake bookshelf—some apps 
even simulate wood grain. Such designs are created to make the 
transition to the digital experience as easy as possible, but they 
have also been criticized for stifing innovation and for excessive 
visual clutter. In the early days of mobile technology, these discus-
sions took place mainly on the internet; only recently have these 
issues begun to be adequately tested.6 The best way to read a digital 
book, for example, may not be the same as the best way to read 
its physical counterpart. Digital books aford new possibilities for 
reading experiences that might be stifed by the very metaphors 
that are used to draw users in. We discuss this in more detail later 
in this chapter. 

In Transcoding the Digital, Marianne van den Boomen inves-
tigates how metaphors are crucial in the way digital artifacts 
become used and understood.7 For her, “the practice of digital code 
exchange can only be articulated, perceived, and conceived when it 
is translated into metaphors.”8 She uses a new media studies per-
spective to analyze the various levels at which metaphors mediate 
digital experiences, starting from the level of user interfaces and 
going all the way up to social discourse, with each level bringing 
important repercussions for culture and society. Van den Boomen’s 
excellent description of how metaphors are essential parts of new 
digital media invites us to analyze the cognitive and semantic roots 
of this crucial aspect of digital technologies. 

Digital technologies redescribe our experience in the world in 
order to be accepted and successfully integrated into the users’ 
horizons of meaning. Digital technologies need to be redescribed 
in terms of everyday experiences in the world so that potential 
users can understand them. Similar to the way a Shakespearean 
metaphor invites us to see Juliet as the sun, a mobile application 
invites us to see a click on an icon as a token of friendship and 
appreciation. Thus, a mobile application can seek to redescribe 
trust and excellence as the number of stars users attribute to a ride 
service or a virtual store. Most digital artifacts accomplish this even 
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while refecting the tension between similarity and diference in 
metaphors. For instance, emojis are simple visual representations 
of emotions, but they are impoverished by the lack of immediate 
contact between the people communicating—a smiling face emoji 
does not convey as much information as an actual face. This met-
aphorical dimension of digital technologies requires an interpre-
tative skill from developers and designers, a skill as important as 
any technical skill in the creation of reliable, efcient, and usable 
artifacts. 

THE MATERIALITY OF DIGITAL METAPHORS 

Metaphors are abstractions. As such it would seem that they do 
not exist in the world, and thus that they are not material. When 
someone is described as “climbing the ladder of success,” there is 
no ladder and they are not literally climbing. Digital metaphors 
are diferent. They are implemented, and we interact with them 
directly. Further, they are “ostensive,” meaning that they impose 
how they must be interacted with. These interactions, in turn, can 
be carefully engineered to guide us to understanding through their 
very use. This raises the question of whether digital metaphors are 
actually material. 

Paul M. Leonardi explores this idea in “Digital Materiality? How 
Artifacts without Matter, Matter.”9 Most of us think of “material” 
as meaning that something is made up of matter. He suggests that 
this defnition precludes us from calling digital artifacts material 
due to their lack of physical substance.10 However, Leonardi’s sec-
ond defnition of material, linked to what he calls “practical instan-
tiation,” is very close contextually to how digital metaphors work. 
For example, he notes that “justice” is an abstract or theoretical 
construct that gains materiality when put into laws (although 
without physical matter itself). The idea of value gains material-
ity through its practical instantiation in a monetary system as a 
particular kind of currency. In this sense, we can say that a similar 
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abstract concept, “appreciation,” can gain materiality through a 
digital metaphor. Many apps implement the metaphor as a heart 
icon that users can click when looking at pictures. Thus, the “I 
heart this” linguistic metaphor is instantiated in the form of this 
icon. The icon may be an artifact of software that is merely drawn 
on a piece of glass, but we see it as if it were real. Such practi-
cal instantiations are conspicuous in that they are repeatedly and 
explicitly shown every time an image is shared on a social net-
work; we are constantly implicitly asked if we “heart” each photo. 
In addition, the metaphor’s meaning is further reinforced by the 
consequences of clicking on a heart—invariably the app’s recom-
mendation engines will choose similar photos to show the user in 
the future. This is the model used by apps like TikTok, as well as the 
entire digital advertising industry. So, the interpretation of “I heart 
this” as “I want to see more of this” is ostensibly reinforced by the 
implementation, and thus the materiality, of the digital metaphor. 

Literary metaphors, by contrast, exist only as words and are 
thus much more open to diferent interpretations than digital 
metaphors. This is because the pragmatism of a digital metaphor’s 
implementation guides how it should be interpreted and provides 
feedback to the system. If the user does not interpret clicking the 
heart icon as liking the photo, then nothing in the context of the 
metaphor will make sense. But if they do interpret it correctly, they 
will engage with it. Whereas an app might react to such engage-
ment, a poet is unlikely to have any idea how you have interpreted 
their work. In both cases, the digital or the poetic context guides 
the interpretation of the metaphor, but the context of a digital 
artifact includes its implementation. Further, the entire ecosystem 
of digital artifacts, the programs and devices that we have previ-
ous experience with, also guides and restricts the interpretation of 
the metaphor, helping make a “canonical” sense become quickly 
consolidated through the repetition that serves as the backbone 
of learning. 

Bruno Latour discusses the implications of materiality using 
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the metaphor “the speed bump is a sleeping policeman” as part of 
his investigation into how technologies afect action.11 The met-
aphor provides a compelling example of why the relationship of 
materiality to the impact of metaphors is so critical. He states that 
“techniques have meaning, but they produce meaning via a spe-
cial type of articulation that crosses the common-sense boundary 
between signs and things.”12 In other words, when we turn a lin-
guistic “sign,” such as a word or a phrase, into a material medium, 
like a physical speed bump or a heart icon, it afects the impact of 
a metaphor’s agency in the world of its users. Driving over a speed 
bump brings the metaphor to life in a way that words may not. 
Thus, “arguments are wars” and “the speed bump is a policeman” 
take advantage of the same metaphorical mechanisms to produce 
meaning, but their ostensibility is diferent, which has important 
personal, interpersonal, and social consequences. 

In turn, van den Boomen suggests that digital materiality raises 
the “operational reach” of digital metaphors.13 The underlying met-
aphor of cell phone notifcations describes blocks of text shown on 
the screen, and potentially the associated sounds and vibrations, as 
being reminders. The digital materiality of this metaphor in turn 
makes such reminders active and intrusive. The original source 
of the metaphor has mostly passive associations; previously one 
might have needed to look at the refrigerator door to remember 
that tomorrow there will be a sporting event for their child. This 
old-style reminder required us to actually look at the refrigerator 
or it was useless. On the other hand, the target of this metaphor, 
the smartphone notifcation, has a much more active set of associ-
ations, as digital reminders usually come with sounds, vibrations, 
and/or repetitions. Further, while we might only go near the refrig-
erator a few times a day, our phones are nearly always with us. 
Such digital reminders are designed specifcally to remove the need 
for agency on the part of the user by transferring it directly to an 
app. With a reminder on a refrigerator, we had to hope that we 
looked at the refrigerator in the right way at the right time. With a 
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digital reminder, the implementation can demand our attention, 
even overlaying and interrupting other things we might have been 
looking at on our phones. This is desirable, because we are less 
likely to miss appointments. Meanwhile, the repetition and intru-
siveness also amplify the associative linkages in our minds. Thus, 
the metaphor’s digital implementation makes its impact on users’ 
agency especially strong, and its repetitions constantly reinforce 
that impact. 

Van den Boomen and Hayles discuss the diferent ways in which 
Lakof and Johnson’s paradigm of conceptual metaphors needs to 
be expanded in light of such digital metaphors.14 They propose that 
the expansion of the metaphorical efect should encompass not 
only the linguistic signs to which the metaphor refers, but also 
the materiality proper to digital objects and tools that embody 
such metaphors. So, not only are smartphone notifcations meta-
phors to the linguistic sign “reminder,” but this digital metaphor 
also embodies other nondiscursive attributes, such as the sounds, 
vibrations, and images in which the metaphor is expressed in its 
digital form. Van den Boomen15 insightfully summarizes both the 
intrinsic metaphorical nature of digital artifacts and the transfor-
mation that digital materiality brings to the way metaphors impact 
experiences: 

Digital computer technology is extremely marked by metaphors. 

Here, metaphors nestle themselves not only in the representations 

of the technology and the discourse on its use and functions, but 

also in the technological objects themselves: the very thingness 

of digital objects consists of metaphors made material and opera-

tional. Such digital-material metaphors go beyond mere represen-

tation and language. They act as signs and metaphors, but also as 

things and procedures. The efects and implications of such sign-

tool-object-metaphors are discursive and non-discursive, yet by all 

means material, embodied, and medium-specifcally inscribed.16 
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Another example of the impact of digital materiality on metaphors 
is explored by Hayles in Writing Machines.17 She investigates the 
implications of digital materiality for written texts. The digital 
medium brings a new form of materiality to texts which had previ-
ously been limited to paper. This new form has far-reaching conse-
quences for the meanings expressed, actually or potentially, by the 
texts. On one hand, the new medium is mediated by metaphors. 
On the other hand, metaphors are shaped and constrained by their 
implementation in the digital medium. Digital readers, hypertext, 
and electronic-books (e-books) are examples of metaphors imple-
mented as new forms of mediating written text. As such, they are 
also subject to the distortions of this new digital “incarnation.” The 
materiality of digital artifacts creates new possibilities and con-
straints for the creation and expression of meanings, and it gen-
erates fundamental diferences between literary and digital meta-
phors. As we have already seen, developers have choices about how 
much they push these new creations towards the purely digital, or 
how much they try to recreate their analog roots. 

The e-book metaphor suggests that we see the images shown 
on the digital monitor as a paper book. In cognitive terms, the met-
aphor is intended to activate the same cognitive structures that we 
use when we read such books. The rectangular format, the organi-
zation of text in blocks that resemble pages, and sometimes even 
skeuomorphic efects with page-turning animations all create the 
hermeneutic and cognitive context for the metaphor to be under-
stood and assimilated. All of these features work to prime and 
activate the familiar cognitive structure of reading that we have 
learned since we were young. Thus, a device that could be scary 
for some is made familiar and comfortable because it appears to be 
little diferent than an experience with which we are very familiar. 
However, the metaphor’s digital materiality can grant new char-
acteristics to the interaction with the text. For instance, the text 
can be easily “navigated” non-sequentially through hyperlinks. The 
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digital materiality also allows the possibility that unknown terms 
can be immediately looked up in a digital dictionary, that segments 
of text highlighted by other users to be seen during reading, and a 
host of other things that are not possible with a paper book. There 
is a tension in cases like these between users who want to unlock 
the full potential of the technology and those who want to stick 
with what is comfortable. For those who use them, the new afor-
dances of the digital medium may signifcantly impact the reading 
experience in relation to the metaphor’s origin. Since our cogni-
tive structures for reading books are active when reading e-books 
and the like, and since learning is always “on,” reading such books 
automatically alters those structures. We will show in chapter six 
that our category for reading books is efectively split, with sub-
categories for digital and paper cases. For example, the category 
for digital books includes new features that were not part of our 
original category. The digital experience transforms the meanings 
linked with books as well as a whole constellation of concepts asso-
ciated with the original category, such as what it means to buy 
books, to have a library, and to search for new titles that interest 
us. Once we get used to reading e-books, it is inevitable that, when 
we encounter an unknown word in a paper book, we can’t help 
but bemoan the lack of a simple dictionary lookup. E-books may 
be a new category for us, but it shares a parent category with our 
category for paper books, since they are metaphorically linked. The 
e-book metaphor’s digital materiality, as well as the designers’ con-
scious choices to link it to “real” books, not only afects the mean-
ings we give to such books, but impacts a vast network of cognitive 
associations, thus transforming a region of human experience. 

It is important to highlight that the materiality of digital meta-
phors does not diminish in any way the fundamental impact that 
such metaphors have on the cognitive and semantic layers that we 
highlight throughout this book. On the contrary, the ostensibil-
ity of the digital medium amplifes the impact of such metaphors. 
It also accelerates the metaphorical life cycle, as we examine in 
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the next chapter. The materiality of digital metaphors is a kind of 
accelerated metabolic process that ends up reducing the lifespan of 
metaphors, quickly incorporating them into the semantic horizon 
of their users and therefore causing them to vanish as productive 
impertinent predications. Returning to our digital notifcations 
example, constant exposure and interaction to these unbid-
den messages popping up on smartphone screens quickly turns 
these digital metaphors into a new consolidated semantic unit. 
In point of fact, the predications of the metaphor’s target (active, 
noisy) quickly override the typical predications of its source, paper 
reminders (passive, silent). As we will see in chapter six, learning is 
always on, building associative structures through contiguity and 
repetition. Thus, learning happens through the contiguity of the 
sounds, vibrations, and interruptions, timed to the appearance of 
the reminder. Meanwhile, due to the nature of the reminders, this 
is repeated time after time, day after day. As we build trust in these 
reminders, we use them more and more. Thus, between all of these 
aspects, such a system is perfectly constructed to maximize learn-
ing and to efciently rewire our cognitive structure. This process 
is pushed even further when, as is the case with digital reminders, 
the new construct is apparently superior to what came before. We 
are then likely to increasingly rely on it. 

METAPHORICAL STRUCTURES 

Neither metaphors nor technology exist in isolation. The simplic-
ity of a metaphorical statement hides the fact that metaphors rely 
on an accumulation of knowledge about the world. To understand 
that “time is money” requires knowing a lot about time and a lot 
about money. Similarly, apps in the digital world generally build 
and expand on what has come before. This is true in the technolog-
ical sense, but also in the metaphorical sense. A new social media 
app can take advantage of both the existing digital infrastructure 
to ease its creation and the fact that users have probably assimi-
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lated a lot of metaphorical knowledge about social media, such as 
what it means to post something, to like something, etc. 

The intricacy of the development of digital technologies and 
their associated metaphors becomes apparent as one recognizes 
their embeddedness in this multidimensional relationship of 
meanings and senses. So, a letter metaphor brings with it a set of 
associations (message, communication, post ofce, mail carriers, 
delivery time, privacy) that may enhance or complicate its under-
standing when applied to a technology. 

As we shall see throughout this book, metaphors do more than 
establishing links between isolated words. At the language level, we 
will show how metaphors live in discourse and involve implicative 
complexes. Similarly, at the cognitive level, we will show how met-
aphors involve networks of associations activated by each part of 
the metaphor. This associative nature of the metaphorical process 
has signifcant repercussions for the creation of digital metaphors. 

Just as the verses of the poem frame and guide the selection 
of associations evoked by a metaphor contained in the poem, the 
various components of a digital artifact (icons, sounds, colors, but-
tons, labels, gestures, screen transitions) need to be organized in 
a systematic way to guide its metaphor’s resolution. For example, 
consider the metaphorical apparatus that has been created around 
sending digital messages. This apparatus includes open and closed 
letter icons, mailbox icons with a new message, the animation of 
a message icon moving quickly on the screen, the “send message” 
label, and the “mark as read” button, among many other things. In 
some digital mail systems, the button for composing a new mes-
sage consists of a pencil and a piece of paper, a metaphor that is 
probably lost on many young people, but that is consistent with 
the overall bundle, a bundle which is trying to make a link in the 
user’s mind between sending messages digitally and sending letters 
in the physical world. In fact, this linkage has been so successful 
that computer users retroactively renamed physical mail “snail 
mail” to emphasize its inferiority to the new digital incarnation. 
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The example further reinforces a central tenet of this book: that 
when we learn new conceptual entities based on metaphors, our 
learning is not isolated to that entity; because of its associative 
links, other concepts are afected as well. In many such cases, as 
with mail, the diferences are used to diminish the original source 
of the metaphor. This may not seem consequential with regard 
to something like mail, but we will examine metaphors for larger 
concepts like conversations, relationships, and notions of identity. 
If we cannot help but compare email to physical mail, isn’t it likely 
that we are also constantly comparing Facebook friendships to 
friendships in the nondigital world? 

As in the example of mail, digital metaphors often operate in 
groups. Together they form semantic bundles that facilitate under-
standing complex functionalities and the expansion of new func-
tionalities, e.g., the bundle surrounding messages includes the 
notion of a trash can for deleted messages, connecting it to the 
well-established trash can used by the “operating system is a desk-
top” metaphor. Similarly, functionalities related to digital security 
were organized to form an initial metaphorical bundle containing 
individual metaphors associated with comfortable concepts such as 
physical barriers and ways to invade such barriers: frewalls, pass-
words, keys, breaches, and attacks. Once users have apprehended 
such an initial cluster of metaphors, the job of introducing new 
functionalities into their semantic horizon is simplifed. This can be 
done by using further metaphors associatively connected to the ini-
tial bundle, in this case keychains and Trojan horses. It is the guided 
construction of such a series of interrelated and mutually reinforc-
ing metaphors that brings the predigital and digital semantic hori-
zons together. Later, we detail some of the dangers of this approach. 

THE LIFETIME OF A DIGITAL METAPHOR 

In this chapter so far, for the sake of simplicity, we have mainly 
been considering a model in which metaphors connect a predigital 
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semantic horizon to a digital one. This simplifcation has served 
us well, as it has helped us to explore some fundamental charac-
teristics of digital metaphors. However, it obviously falls short as 
a description of what happens over time, since users incorporate 
multiple layers of digital metaphors through their everyday expe-
riences with digital artifacts and thus build new layers on top of 
previous meanings in a hierarchy. 

Thus, the “mouse” that is connected to our computers has 
become so common in everyday life that its metaphorical efects 
have efectively disappeared. The device’s connection to the shape 
of the small rodent has become all but forgotten by the people 
using it. Thirty years ago, when people began using “mouse” as 
a metaphor for the digital positioning device, the associations of 
this linguistic sign were still strongly attached to the small rodent. 
Some users could (and this was the intention) even think: ahh, it 
looks like a “mouse.” Nowadays, given the ubiquity of this device 
for everyday use and the fact that the only features shared by the 
device and the rodent are the relative size and shape, the meta-
phorical associations have largely vanished. Hardly anyone in an 
ofce would hesitate, unsure about what was meant, when a col-
league asked to borrow their “mouse.” The associative ties to the 
small rodent have been virtually extinguished over time thanks to 
the mechanics of the learning system that we discuss in chapter 
six. Meanwhile, new associations become connected to this met-
aphor now that it has been consolidated into its own category. 
Therefore, it was possible, and even easy, for tech companies to 
introduce the concept of a wireless mouse, even though the pred-
ication “wireless” is no longer related to the source of the original 
metaphor. Indeed, the original association of the device was based 
on the cord that connected it to the main computer, a cord that 
was reminiscent of a mouse’s tail. 

Ricoeur suggested that metaphors have a life cycle.18 Metaphors 
are created and remain alive as long as their semantic novelty has 
not been fully consolidated into a new dictionary entry. While 
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Figure 5. Growth of a semantic hierarchy over time. In Layer 1 we have an 
existing category. In Layer 2 with the introduction of a new technology the 
similarity in shape is used to create a new metaphor. In Layer 3 the addition of 
another technology is used to build on the metaphor even though the original 
metaphorical trigger is no longer in place. 

alive, metaphors require efort to be understood; they remain open 
to new interpretations. They point to a semantic space that is not 
well defned. They are still a challenging impertinent predication. 
Once they are consolidated, metaphors lose their semantic fexi-
bility and come to be understood like any other linguistic sign. The 
lexicon of a language is a graveyard full of metaphors. 

While we will talk more about the peculiarities of this meta-
phorical process in the next chapter when comparing poetry and 
digital design, it is important at this point to highlight the idea that 
digital metaphors go through these life cycles and settle into new 
horizons of meaning within cultures and societies. Thus, the linear 
and simplifed view of the simply binary transition from a horizon 
of predigital meanings to a digital one must, in fact, be understood 
as a more sophisticated and nuanced form of metaphorical spiral. 
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SPEAKING OF DIGITAL METAPHORS 

Metaphors help to explain ideas efciently. 
Digital metaphors are necessary because potential users will 

not have the technical expertise to understand many aspects of a 
new technology. 

Digital metaphors gain materiality through their implementa-
tions. In turn, these implementations guide how they are under-
stood and used. 

Digital metaphors do not generally exist in isolation, but in 
connected groups that reinforce the component parts. 

Metaphors have life cycles that culminate in death when they 
are fully consolidated. For many, this means a new entry in the 
dictionary. Digital metaphors are created explicitly so that this life 
cycle is as short as possible. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE METAPHORICAL SPIRAL 

In the previous chapter, we briefy introduced the notion of the 
metaphorical spiral and saw that digital metaphors have unique 
characteristics that separate them from normal metaphors. In this 
chapter, we discuss a particular variation on the metaphorical spi-
ral as it applies to technology. Generally, the spiral is part of the 
broader ongoing cognitive-hermeneutic process of how we grap-
ple with meaning and how we come at ideas at diferent times from 
diferent perspectives. In turn the notion of the spiral is supported 
by learning, meaning that with each encounter with an idea we are 
constantly updating our relevant cognitive structures. 

Before moving on to digital metaphors, it might be helpful to 
step back for a moment and say a word about the spiral applied to 
nondigital metaphors. Think of the metaphorical spiral as a model 
that describes how metaphors change our horizons of meaning 
over time. Take, for example, when someone reads the metaphor 
“man is a wolf” for the frst time. Before encountering this meta-
phor, they had a meaning for the word “man,” which was part of 
their horizon of meaning—let’s call this pre-metaphor moment 
their prefgured horizon of meaning. The exposure to the metaphor 
modifes this horizon; it alters the meaning of man by suggesting 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 
 

that we can see man as a wolf. The new sense proposed by the met-
aphor becomes part of their individual horizon of meaning and, if 
a community shares it, it becomes part of that group’s horizon of 
meaning—let’s call it their refgured horizon of meaning. Once inte-
grated into a group’s lexicon, they can suggest other metaphors. 
Someone sharing this new horizon of meaning might, for example, 
say that during the meeting, he showed his teeth, building on the 
common understanding that man is (or might be) a wolf. 

It is only natural then, that digital metaphors are subject to 
these similar processes. There are, however, key diferences that 
make a closer examination of the spiral in the context of digital 
metaphors a critical step in understanding how such metaphors 
are changing our world. One key diference is that when we nor-
mally engage with an artifact, such as a book or a flm, we are in 
control. We can choose how and when we encounter it, and the 
artifact itself does not normally change, e.g., you will likely fnd 
watching the same flm when you are thirty diferent than when 
you were a teenager, but the flm itself is the same.1 In turn, you 
might read articles or books about the flm, or study the techniques 
that it uses, all of which will change what you think about the flm, 
but the flm still remains the same. All of this is part of the normal 
cognitive-hermeneutic cycle, refecting how the meaning of things 
changes over time. 

Things are diferent with digital technologies. Apps and devices 
are constantly changing, and app developers are thus active partici-
pants in the metaphorical spiral, which is a useful way of refecting 
on the social implications of digital metaphors.2 Mobile applica-
tions are efcient carriers and spreaders of digital metaphors due 
to the immense speed of their dissemination through app stores 
and over-the-air installation and update mechanisms. A meta-
phor such as “the number of stars refects quality of service” as 
expressed in ride-sharing applications such as Uber and Lyft can 
quickly restructure the cognitive maps of users. Such users will 
then start to see these stars as a measurement of quality and might 
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even apply the idea to other parts of their lives. The metaphorical 
spiral thus makes it evident how software metaphors have import-
ant social implications when redescribing horizons of meaning at 
the personal, interpersonal, and institutional levels. 

Given the prominent role of digital technologies in modern 
life, it is essential to examine their social implications. Looking 
at the process of development through the lens of the cognitive-
hermeneutic process will help us to do this without venturing into 
the intricacies and challenges of specifc technology. 

THE METAPHORICAL SPIRAL 
OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 

Each cycle of this spiral involves the short life and eventual death of 
new digital metaphors as they are incorporated into users’ seman-
tic horizons. In turn, users provide feedback and new usage pat-
terns that aford new directions for developers. The combination 
of the user’s new horizon and their feedback can then be taken as 
starting points for the creation of new metaphors in other digital 
artifacts as the spiral continues. From a user’s perspective, they 
begin with a prefgured semantic horizon. When they encounter a 
new technology or technological metaphor, that horizon is altered 
and reconfgured. In turn, developers respond to what users have 
been doing, and the cycle can continue. 

The metaphorical spiral model can help us to analyze each level 
of this process. At any given time, users have a personal horizon 
of meaning which will necessarily include some metaphors that 
are already understood and incorporated into their understanding 
of the world. These prefgured metaphors can be both digital and 
nondigital. This is the users’ world before encountering the new 
technology. In the second step of this cycle, a new digital meta-
phor is born as part of the development of a new artifact. This is 
the moment when digital designers attempt to bridge what users 
know and do not know with the new capabilities of the new prod-
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Figure 6. Metaphorical spiral of digital metaphors. The top half of the spiral 
corresponds to the developer’s side, the bottom half to the user’s side. This is a 
top view of a 3D process where looking into the image corresponds to look-
ing backwards through time, hence the start point is the oldest in time. The 
outward expansion of the spiral signifes increased understanding and a deeper 
connection to meaning. 

uct. The third moment of this metaphorical cycle occurs when 
these new digital metaphors connect with, and are incorporated 
into, the users’ horizons of meaning. This is the moment of met-
aphorical refguration, in which the user’s interpretative process 
resolves the diferences between their old model of the world and 
the new metaphorical view ofered by the new product. Such a 
resolution generates a refguration of meanings. 

The metaphorical spiral model has the advantage of capturing 
how the interpretive processes of designers and users are inter-
twined in a sequence of moments. Moments in which the digital 
metaphors created by designers help users to incorporate new digi-
tal artifacts into their semantic horizons. When used, and therefore 
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interpreted, by users, digital metaphors reshape the users’ ways of 
seeing the world, their relationships, and themselves. The spiral 
also helps us understand that this is a repeating phenomenon with 
multiple subsequent cycles. A user’s prefgured way of understand-
ing and relating to the world is refgured by the new meanings 
proposed by the impertinent predications of the new digital met-
aphors created by designers and developers. Once appropriated by 
the user, the digital metaphor becomes part of how the user sees 
the world. It is integrated into their new prefguration. 

Developers 

Developers encompass one half of the spiral. Given the predomi-
nantly market-driven ecosystem of digital technologies, develop-
ers’ primary goal is typically to get as many users as possible to use 
their product. To do this, they must work in two directions. In the 
frst, they work to make their product one that users will want to 
use. In the second, they work to ensure that users understand the 
product. 

In terms of making products that users want to use, the digi-
tal world afords developers with unprecedented control. When 
users use digital products such as Facebook or TikTok their usage 
is fed back to developers in a torrent of data. Developers can see in 
real time how their product is being used and how changes in the 
product change user behavior. Thus, if a social network rolls out an 
interface change that is unpopular, they will know very quickly— 
and they can respond very quickly. Further, they can test out such 
changes by selectively rolling them out to some users and not oth-
ers. Facebook even lets other entities use its A/B testing system.3 

Thus, users are a constant source of feedback and information that 
developers can incorporate into their own semantic horizons in 
order to keep those same users engaged. 

As we have noted, none of this works if users do not under-
stand the product. When developers put out a new product, or 
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when they change an existing product, users need to know why 
they need the product or its changes and how to use them. Ini-
tially this is done by introducing digital metaphors, which are then 
modifed over time as part of the cycle. Thus, Facebook’s friend-
ship metaphor changed when Facebook dropped its thumbs-up 
symbol in favor of a like button. A thumbs-up symbol will come 
with a somewhat diferent set of associations than a like symbol. In 
describing the change, Facebook noted that testing revealed that, 
on average, more people liked posts with the new like buttons.4 In 
the same post, Facebook also noted how important the placement 
of the buttons was to driving engagement. Thus, even as Facebook 
chooses exactly how to present its metaphor, they too alter their 
users’ cognitive structures. 

The Facebook example provides a cautionary note. In this 
case, Facebook decided to change its product without feedback 
from users. It had the power to simply change its product. This is 
true for many digital technologies, even ones that are purchased 
by users. When you own a Windows PC, for example, Microsoft 
will update the operating system on a fairly regular basis. Many of 
these changes are to fx bugs, but sometimes these changes also 
change how the operating system functions, sometimes bringing 
new features and changing or removing old ones. Notably, some 
owners of these PCs may not want all of these changes, as they 
may remove or damage important functionality for those particu-
lar users. As Christopher Barnatt has noted, this is potentially wor-
risome as this behavior is normalized.5 It is one thing for your PC 
to be updated in a way that you might not like, but it may be more 
dangerous with software like an autonomous car or a household 
robot. This example also shows how digital technology has altered 
the meaning of ownership. Once upon a time, ownership implied 
control. Owning things digitally often means that other entities 
can still exert a great deal of control over a thing that you “own.” 
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Users 

Nobel laureate Herb Simon noted as early as 1971 that attention 
is a precious commodity in an information-rich world.6 In a world 
with so many choices, users need a good reason to devote their 
attention to a new app; this is often referred to as the “attention 
economy”.7 Thus, new apps must make sense from the get-go and 
build confdence as they are used, or they can be easily ignored 
or discarded. Users, therefore, want to answer questions such as 
“why do I want this” and “what can I do with it” very quickly. These 
questions are normally answered simply—“a cell phone allows 
you to have conversations with other people no matter where you 
are,” or “you can easily stay connected with your friends, even at 
a distance.” In turn, once the user engages with the technology, it 
begins to drive change in their understanding of the world. 

Since apps compete with each other for attention, they have 
become exceptionally good at grabbing and holding our attention 
through a kind of evolutionary arms race. We will examine this 
in detail in chapter nine. The longer they hold our attention, the 
more they have the opportunity to work with our cognitive learn-
ing mechanisms. Thus, the more time we spend on a dating app, 
the more the connection between apps and dating is reinforced. 
The more time we spend having conversations by texting, the more 
the idea that texting is a form of conversation is reinforced, and so 
is the idea that being face-to-face with someone is not central to 
the idea of a conversation. In short, apps are very good at getting 
our attention, and once they have it, they automatically change 
our models of the world. 

Users, however, do not need to be passive observers in this 
process. They are able to actively make choices. They can choose 
to use an app at all, or which one to use. And, notably, they can 
choose how to use those apps. 

People are clever and creative, and they fnd ways to use dig-
ital technologies that may have never been anticipated by devel-
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opers. One of the most signifcant early examples is the idea of 
smartphones as fashlights. Some astute developers realized that 
users had taken advantage of their screen’s brightness to turn their 
smartphones into fashlights. One of the earliest hit apps in the 
iOS store, “Flashlight,” literally just displayed a blank white screen. 
As a result, a technically elementary application that required no 
programming at all became extremely popular, making the best 
seller list at ninety-nine cents per download. Two other free fash-
light apps were the two most downloaded utility apps of 2008. 
This unexpected use was so popular that today the most used oper-
ating systems, iOS and Android, already integrate the option of 
“fashlight” as one of its built-in digital metaphors, though they 
now use phones’ built-in fash to do so. Scanning the technology 
news of the day will reveal numerous examples of users doing 
unanticipated things, from police playing Taylor Swift music while 
they are being flmed so the videos will be removed from YouTube 
for copyright violations, to children using soft drinks to get false 
positive COVID-19 tests, to interactive two-player games designed 
for AirPods where users each take one ear piece and then hear dif-
ferent stories.8 

Edward Tenner and Margaret Morris have both explored the 
various ways in which the original confguration of digital meta-
phors can bring about completely unexpected consequences when 
they encounter users in the real world.9 Morris, for example, com-
ments on the case of mobile dating apps that initially ofer meta-
phors for “firting,” “meeting,” and “dating,” but are seen by a sub-
set of users as psychological mechanisms to cope with losses and 
promote emotional healing. 

With the global distribution of mobile applications, these 
encounters with users’ semantic horizons are even more diverse, 
given specifc diferences in each culture. For a programmer in Sil-
icon Valley, it may be a simple matter to translate the language of 
an app for other countries, but it is a much more complex problem 
to account for such cultural diferences. 
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In all of these ways, the meeting of digital metaphors and the 
potentially vast and potentially diverse pool of users will result in 
fast feedback and thus will begin the metaphorical spiral anew. 

It is worth noting, however, that in many cases users may not 
feel like a part of this spiral and may feel individually like they do 
not have any agency. Markham, for example, in a study designed 
to prompt people to think of unusual potential futures for tech-
nologies, found that many people dismissed them out of hand. 
Markham distilled a typical comment as “It’s just the way Face-
book [fll in the blank platform here] works. Well, it’s not like we 
can change Facebook, right?”10 Such users see themselves not as 
active participants in a give-and-take with developers, but as pas-
sive observers forced to accept whatever the platform gives them. 

ACCELERANTS 

At its heart, this is a book about learning, meaning, and how those 
things interact with the digital world. One aspect of that world is 
an architecture, powered by the internet and enabled by ever more 
powerful devices, that is increasingly optimized to accelerate the 
cycles that we are discussing. Smartphones in particular have fea-
tures that greatly leverage the impact of digital metaphors. First, 
due to the growth of wireless networks, such as cellular infrastruc-
ture and Wi-Fi connections, they can be used almost everywhere. 
Their ubiquity and mobility make them accessible at all times and 
places. According to Statista, in 2018 in the United States, users 
over 18 interacted with their devices an average of 215 minutes a 
day.11 In addition, users accessed their smartphones an average of 
52 times a day, according to Deloitte’s 2018 Global Mobile Con-
sumer Survey. Digital metaphors embedded into mobile applica-
tions are constantly reinforced by this intense use of smartphones. 
Adam Alter makes the case that smartphones become irresistible 
by leveraging cognitive addiction mechanisms.12 This omnipres-
ence and irresistibility have important repercussions for the life 
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cycle of digital metaphors implemented in mobile applications. 
As we will see when we discuss learning in chapter six, the main 
drivers of learning are contiguity and repetition, often colloquially 
referred to as “fre together, wire together.” The intensity of usage 
of smartphones and their apps ratchets up the learning process 
to unusually fast speeds. The new predications brought by digi-
tal metaphors are thus quickly incorporated into users’ semantic 
horizons and lexicons. 

Smartphones also have an incredible reach in contemporary 
society. According to Datareportal, there were more than fve bil-
lion smartphone users in the world by 2021.13 This ubiquity causes 
the metaphors created by mobile applications to quickly embed 
themselves in the way users communicate and refer to phenomena. 
Mainstream media helps spread new metaphors further because it 
refects the impact they bring to society. Thus, a “tweet” becomes 
part of the daily news and expands the reach of metaphors beyond 
the direct interaction with the mobile applications that carry met-
aphors. Social media, which is only about two decades old, quickly 
introduced “like,” “posts,” and “timelines” as new ways of referring 
to the sharing of information between friends. Those terms have 
become a kind of way of measuring friendship.14 As dana boyd sug-
gests, the use of these sorts of things redefnes the very concept of 
friendship.15 

And fnally, smartphones are not only digital artifacts. They 
are also platforms that enable us to deploy, locate, and use other 
digital artifacts, each of which carries its own new metaphors. So 
new mobile applications can be distributed extremely quickly. 
The distribution system of digital metaphors that afects thou-
sands or millions of users overnight through mobile devices and 
app stores also dramatically accelerates the reinforcement of the 
new cognitive connections proposed by digital metaphors. This 
happens not only through the direct use of applications but also 
in discussions with other people who use such metaphors and in 
the media. Therefore, the metaphorical “story” of a social network 
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application quickly entered into the common use of interpersonal 
communications and was transferred to digital and nondigital 
media, accelerating the metaphor’s lexicalization cycle. To get a 
sense of the speed and scale of this phenomenon, consider TikTok. 
TikTok launched in the fall of 2016 and had 800 million active 
users three years later.16 It had been downloaded 1 billion times 
by February of 2019, and 2 billion times a year later, and by the 
beginning of 2022 was on track to hit 1.5 billion users by mid-year.17 

By contrast, it is estimated that it took the telephone 50 years to 
reach 50 million users18 and 75 years to reach 100 million users.19 

Meanwhile, TikTok users spend an average of 52 minutes a day on 
the app, which means that worldwide people are spending hun-
dreds of millions of hours a day engaging with TikTok. TikTok can 
also evolve very quickly, averaging a new version more than once 
a week, with more than 60 new versions in 2019 alone. In an even 
more extreme version of this, according to Stripe CEO Patrick Col-
lison, the company deployed 3,350 new versions of its API in 2020.20 

By contrast, car lines are typically redesigned on 4- to 6-year cycle, 
and tweaks to existing models only come once per year. TikTok 
can achieve these numbers because it exists on the back of mobile 
phones, the most successful consumer product in history, as well 
as the architecture of the information network. TikTok does not 
need to be manufactured, nor do users need to go to a store to get 
it. This speed with regard to updates also refects a greatly sped up 
cognitive-hermeneutic cycle, as users are constantly adapting and 
responding to small changes, and developers are busily tracking 
how the changes are received. 

DIGITAL BEGINNINGS 

The hermeneutic spiral requires two things to begin: a product 
and a metaphor. As stated in the introduction to this book, our 
interests do not lie in creativity as it relates to new products, but 
the creation of digital metaphors is crucial to our story. Digital 
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metaphors are able to take advantage of the same cognitive and 
semantic structures used for metaphors generally, but as we have 
seen already, there are crucial diferences as well. Two of these 
diferences are especially important at the time of the creation 
of a new digital metaphor. One goes to the imperative faced by 
developers that their products be easy to understand, and the other 
goes to the fact that developers are faced with explaining the unex-
plainable. So, developers must explain new, ever more complicated 
technologies in ways that the average person can easily grasp. 

Digital Metaphors Require Short Lives 

Ricoeur’s conception of live metaphors can help us contrast the 
life cycle of poetic and technological metaphors.21 A metaphor 
is live until it is transformed into just another dictionary entry. 
While it is still live, it is susceptible to new interpretations and, 
therefore, capable of gaining new meanings through changes in 
usage patterns. Metaphors, metaphorically, have a life cycle. They 
are created in an eruption of new meaning, born intriguing as 
impertinent predications. Over time, a metaphor’s meaning may 
become fxed as a new entry for an existing word in the dictionary 
or as a completely new word. So, the computer “mouse” gave a 
new meaning to a word originally used mainly to describe small 
rodents. Mouse as metaphor died the day it became a new entry 
in our collective vocabulary (or Wikipedia, for that matter). Shake-
speare’s “time is a beggar,” by contrast, remains defant hundreds 
of years later, open to new interpretations. No single new word or 
polysemic entry for time or beggar in the vocabulary captures the 
meaning pointed to by this still-living metaphor. 

While poetic metaphors can remain vital and open to diferent 
interpretations, technological metaphors are intended to be assimi-
lated in the easiest and fastest way possible. The goal of a poet might 
be to use words to cause delight or to make the reader think about 
meaning. By contrast, the delight that innovators shoot for comes 
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from a diferent source, the desire to use the new technology. In 
other words, in poetry the metaphor itself is a source of delight, 
whereas in technology the metaphor is merely a means to an end. 
The creators of technological metaphors want to speed up the met-
aphorical life cycle so that the possibilities of meaning converge to 
their intended functionality as fast as possible. Where a poet might 
take pleasure in having a reader wonder about a metaphor a week 
later, for an innovator this would be a failure. The impertinent pred-
ication must quickly shed its impertinence: “touching” shall become 
a synonym of “selecting,” “texting” of conversation, “following” of 
“friendship,” etc. As we have seen, the materiality of digital artifacts 
as metaphor and the rapid spread of software applications through 
app stores facilitate this cycle by pushing the use of these metaphors 
into large communities of users and communication media rapidly 
and extensively. In turn, frequent use of the technology provides the 
repetition that is the major driver of learning in all of those users. 
Every time they hit the “like” button on a post or have a conversa-
tion with a friend through text messages, users reinforce the new 
metaphor and speed its demise, reshaping what it means to have a 
conversation or to act like a friend. 

Digital Metaphors Do Not Always Connect Two Well-
Understood Concepts 

There are other difculties faced by digital innovators that are 
diferent from those facing poets. When Shakespeare metaphori-
cally linked time and beggars, he built on two concepts that were 
already well established in the audience’s minds. This, and the 
nature of his milieu, gave him the luxury to elegantly make his 
case through language and examples. Shakespeare was not sug-
gesting that time and beggars were the same thing; instead, he was 
using aspects of beggars to make us look at time in a new way. In 
the digital realm, innovators often only have one side of the met-
aphor understood by the target audience, and they are essentially 
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tasked with building the second from scratch by using the frst. 
Whereas Shakespeare can take us through the features of beggars 
that highlight things about time, a digital retailer needs to rely on 
iconography to convince us that shopping online is the same as 
shopping in a store. A digital designer cannot fall back on showing 
us that thing X has commonalities with thing Y, so they have to 
convince us that thing X and thing Y are actually the same. This is 
made easier by knowing a user’s intent, which in a retail context 
is to buy things. That intent can be used to create the metaphor 
and later to help the user to understand the experience. Digital 
designers are not trying to show us that their online store shares 
some features with “real” stores; they are working hard to convince 
us that online stores are real stores—only better, because they are 
more convenient.22 

Such easy mappings are not always available. An example from 
the “experts’” horizon of meaning is the Unix command “grep,” 
which stands for “global regular expression print.” For Unix users, 
mastering the grep command is essential to productivity, but despite 
this, and despite the fact that Unix underlies mainstream operating 
systems like Linux and macOS, there is no version of grep in the 
drag-and-drop world of today’s major operating systems. Once Win-
dows, Apple, and Linux committed to the desktop metaphor, they 
also in many ways were bound to the limitations of the metaphor. 
Part of that commitment involves minimizing text and typing in 
favor of things that can be done with a mouse. Meanwhile, grep is a 
command that is completely about text: understanding how text is 
stored and processed on a computer. Power users can still use grep 
in today’s operating systems thanks to specialized programs, but the 
vast majority of users have no idea that such things are even possible. 
Thus, the desktop metaphor was crucial in bringing computers to 
the general public, but at the same time it shields those users from 
the full power of the technology because those same users believe 
that the metaphor is the one true reality. 
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SPEAKING OF THE HERMENEUTIC CYCLE (OR 
METAPHORICAL SPIRAL) 

Over time, each new encounter with an artifact deepens and 
enriches our understanding of the artifact. We refer to this process 
as the cognitive-hermeneutic cycle. 

Digital metaphors add special elements to the normal cycle. In 
particular, digital artifacts can be ever changing because developers 
experience their own hermeneutic process with the technology. 

Developers are constantly responding to feedback and making 
improvements to their technologies. Simultaneously, users are 
using the technologies in unexpected ways and providing feedback. 

The feedback loop is accelerated by the infrastructure of digital 
technology, which makes every aspect of the cycle fast and easy. 
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PART I I  

FOUNDATIONS 

Now that we have laid out the major themes of the book, we turn 
our attention to our methods of analysis. The next section devel-
ops these methods by drawing on relevant work from philosophy 
and cognitive science. In turn, we describe a program for studying 
the impact of technology on meaning, starting with the creation 
of a metaphor to describe the technology to users and then con-
tinuing in an ongoing cycle where users provide a steady stream 
of feedback and developers a steady stream of updates to the tech-
nology. Together, these processes help to deepen the connection 
between the metaphorical use of the technology and how it con-
nects to the ways people apprehend the world. 

In the next chapter, we look at meaning through the lens of 
philosophy. We begin by exploring how the production of mean-
ing is an essential feature of human experience. We argue that all 
our relations with the world, with others, and with ourselves are 
mediated by layers of meaning organized in cognitive structures 
that are in turn associated with linguistic symbols. These symbols 
take the forms of concepts and predications. We show how the 
interpretation of these meanings is a daily, inevitable, and con-
tinually changing activity—we are constantly re-engaging with 



 

  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

meaning, updating and deepening our understanding. We then 
conclude our initial look at the meaning of meaning by thinking 
about the ways in which new meanings are created. In turn, this 
leads us to the phenomenon of semantic innovation—how new 
words and ideas are created through language—with the creation 
of new metaphors as its central driver. 

In the following chapter, we examine many of the same issues 
through a completely diferent lens: the properties of human cog-
nitive architecture. From this point of view, meaning comes to us 
in stages through learning. First, we must learn to build cognitive 
representations of the objects that comprise the world, as well as 
the features that comprise those objects. Next, we learn how these 
objects are connected and how they interact. The basis of all of 
these operations is association, which forms models of the world, 
called cognitive maps, through the strengthening and weakening 
of neural connections. This learning is always happening; every 
act of thinking is simultaneously an act of learning. The resulting 
structures are the analogues of the structures that we describe in 
the next chapter. 

We conclude this second examination of meaning by refecting 
on how these new connections are generated and the implications 
of this process. Importantly, this includes how new meanings must 
by nature come to us relatively slowly and conservatively under 
normal conditions. However, we show that language, especially 
through metaphor, is, in cognitive terms, an extremely efcient 
way of evoking and reusing existing cognitive structures to make 
sense of new concepts and ideas. This efciency is why metaphor 
is so important to this book, as we argue that digital metaphors 
are orders of magnitude more efcient than most learning because 
they combine the inherent power of metaphor with the charac-
teristics of the digital world. Together, they massively leverage key 
aspects of learning such as repetition. 

For most of human history meaning has been primarily defned 
by a combination of our personal experience through learning and 
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cultural transmission through schools, books, and the like. We 
argue that, even as digital technologies are changing our relation-
ships to concepts like friendship and conversations, they too are an 
additional means of cultural transmission of ideas and are perhaps 
even supplanting some prior forms, just as digital technologies 
have disrupted so many industries. If, for example, your meaning 
of friendship has been largely shaped through social media, then it 
will be difcult for someone who does not digitally engage, or even 
someone who does but not on social media, to understand how 
you relate to people; notably, they may also simply not be capable 
of such relations as they require digital mediation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

MEANING 

THE MEANING OF MEANING 

Our frst order of business in this part is to discuss the concept 
that underpins everything in this book—meaning. A question so 
fundamental that it is recursive: what does it mean to mean? As 
Augustine said about time—which tends to be true about almost 
any complex concept analyzed from a philosophical lens—if no 
one asks us what meaning is, we know what it is; but “if I were 
desirous to explain it to one that should ask me, plainly I do not 
know.”1 We certainly have an operative notion of “meaning”; after 
all, we use the word every day. To appreciate how digital technol-
ogies change meanings, we make a brief detour through linguistic 
and philosophical paths in order to enable a deeper understanding 
of how digital technologies are relevant to how we attribute senses 
to our experiences in the world. 

Educated, a memoir written by Tara Westover, was one of the 
most infuential books of 2018 in the US.2 It was prominent on lists 
of the best books of the year by the Washington Post and stayed on 
the bestseller list of the New York Times for more than two years. 
In the book, Westover recounts how she was raised in a Mormon 
survivalist home in rural Idaho. Her father believed that judgment 



 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

day was coming soon and that the family should interact as lit-
tle as possible with the health and education systems so that the 
government would not track them down. She and her brothers 
were raised in a closed community, which meant that their worl-
dviews were shaped almost exclusively by their father. Almost 
everything a typical young American in an urban center would 
understand, such as the terms that shape most young people’s 
daily experiences—school, teachers, grades, etc.—were unknown 
to Tara and her brothers. For them, schools and hospitals were 
places where there was a risk of being coopted or worse by the 
evil arms of public authorities. Then, when Tara turned seventeen 
and started interacting directly with the educational system for 
the frst time, the world became totally diferent for her, upending 
many of her beliefs. 

Westover’s book is fascinating for several reasons, but we 
wanted to highlight a few aspects of her narrative that are directly 
related to our question on meaning. In her memoir, Westover 
reveals the process of transforming her worldview, the meanings 
she attributed to basic things in our everyday experiences such as 
learning and visiting doctors. The book also surprises us by show-
ing how concepts like racism and the Holocaust may gain diferent 
meanings, ones outside social norms, thanks to her father’s unique 
interpretation of biblical passages. Thus, even a simple glass of milk 
could become a forbidden and sinful thing based on perspectives 
that many readers would fnd foreign. Throughout the book, many 
readers might ask the question, “how is it possible for someone to 
see the world like that?” This question is more urgent and relevant 
than ever in a world of polarized societies and groups of people 
who simply cannot understand how it is possible that someone on 
the other side of the discussion or in the other political party can 
see the world in this or that way. 

We believe that the answer to this question lies in the fascinat-
ing, almost mysterious, way in which we, human beings, relate to 
our daily experiences. We do not understand things in a direct and 
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unmediated way as visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli reach our 
cognitive system. Our experiences, from the simplest to the most 
complicated, are always enveloped in layers of meanings that are 
deeply infuenced by the cultural context we inhabit. What for one 
person is a place of learning and social coexistence, for another is a 
government trap designed to control our minds. A certain food can 
be perceived as a mere source of protein, even a symbol of whole-
someness, for one person. But for another person that same food 
can be a source of anxiety and repulsion due to the economic and 
industrial processes involved in its production and distribution. 
For yet another person the food could violate a religious precept 
and therefore be seen as a deplorable desecration of a transcenden-
tal relationship with the sacred. 

From a purely logical-empiricist view that equates meaning to 
verifable propositions, such discrepancies are anathema. How-
ever, if we were to ignore or downplay such discrepancies, we 
would lose sight of the fundamental fact that human beings guide 
their choices, actions, and values based on the meanings they attri-
bute to their experiences and knowledge, and that such meanings 
are volatile, ever-changing, and shaped by cultural processes. The 
focus of our book is on one of these cultural processes, the distri-
bution and use of digital technologies that, as we suggested in the 
introduction, are increasingly central to contemporary societies. 
If we want to pursue a deeper understanding of how digital tech-
nologies afect our lives, it is imperative to examine them as arti-
facts and processes that generate and transform meanings within 
a cultural framework. 

Science fction allows writers to explore ideas of how technolog-
ical change can change meaning. For example, the popular Back to 
the Future movies, a tremendously successful trilogy that began in 
the 1980s, use time travel as a mechanism to show how technology 
impacts how characters see the world. In the frst flm, the hero, 
Marty McFly, goes back in time thirty years to 1955 and soon gets 
into trouble that ends with his archenemy, Bif Tannen. To avoid a 
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confrontation with Bif, Marty runs through the streets of his home-
town. He eventually bumps into two boys playing with a wooden 
box on wheels that is a sort of crude go-kart, a toy car for kids, but 
Marty sees something diferent. Where the boys see their toys as 
cars, Marty sees them as skateboards—a popular technology for kids 
in the ‘80s and a favorite of Marty’s—and thus ideal to speed up 
his escape. The characters from the 1950s are amazed as he quickly 
transforms one of the boy’s toys into a skateboard. The characters 
are in awe because that technology, as simple as it was, had not yet 
been incorporated into their universe of meaning. Another relevant 
example from the third flm comes when the eccentric inventor of 
the time machine—Dr. Emmett Brown (or Doc)—travels back to 
the year 1885 and comments to the locals that people in the future 
will no longer use horses but instead something like “motorized car-
riages.” The comment sends the Wild West lounge audience into 
loud laughter, and one of them asks if the people of the future will 
no longer have to walk. Doc replies that they will walk and run just 
for recreation or fun. One of the interlocutors replies, in complete 
disbelief, “Run for fun? What the hell type of fun is that?” prompting 
everyone to laugh even harder. 

Doc and his friends see the world diferently because technol-
ogy has changed the meanings of fundamental things like walking, 
running, and getting around. “Motorized carriages” are not just 
things that we use and can fully understand once we have gained 
signifcant technical knowledge. Technologies are signifcant frst 
and foremost because they change how we attribute meanings to 
our everyday experiences and relationships. But what are mean-
ings? How are they created and incorporated into our worldviews? 
These are the basic questions that we discuss in this chapter. 

We do not intend to propose a new semantic theory or even 
to make an extensive review of the many semantic theories that 
explore diferent aspects of meaning.3 Instead, we adopt a work-
ing defnition that we borrow from Paul Ricouer’s Interpretation 
Theory: 
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By meaning or sense I here designate the propositional content, 

which I have just described, as the synthesis of two functions: the 

identifcation and the predication. It is not the event insofar as 

it is transient that we want to understand, but its meaning—the 

intertwining of noun and verb, to speak like Plato—insofar as it 

endures.4 

There are multiple reasons to choose Ricoeur’s defnition as our 
starting point. First, he proposed a consistent and comprehen-
sive theory of meaning that takes into account aspects of classi-
cal semantic theories such as those of Plato, Aristotle, and Frege, 
and placed them in dialogue with more contemporary theories 
like Austin, Searles, Saussure, Strawson, Russell, and Paul Grice. 
Ricoeur bridged the seemingly insurmountable gap between the 
so-called analytical and continental approaches to the philosophy 
of language. Second, Ricoeur looked at the ways meanings change 
over time through metaphors, just as we are doing in this book, and 
that work was one of our sources of inspiration. Third, Ricoeur’s 
theory places us in the context of a hermeneutical approach to 
digital technologies that will serve as a guide for our analysis of 
various technologies. 

Since this book is not aimed primarily at philosophers or lin-
guists, we need to unpack Ricoeur’s statement a little bit to make 
it more understandable and to connect it to our hypothesis and 
goal. Ricoeur begins with the idea that the propositional content 
in a sentence can be broken down into two important pieces: 1) 
singular identifcation and 2) universal predication.5 These pieces 
translate roughly to the subject and predicates children used to 
learn in school. When we talk about the meaning of something, 
it can always be expressed as a combination of the identifcation 
of something specifc that is the subject of the sentence, and the 
predications that are the attributes assigned to that subject. These 
predications can be a class of things, a quality, a relationship, or a 
type of action. The sentence “Rio de Janeiro is the most beautiful 
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city in Brazil” identifes a specifc place and predicates it with a 
set of relevant attributes, in this case the country in which it is 
located and its aesthetically pleasing geography. Thus, fnding the 
meaning of a sentence involves both identifying the subject and 
assigning predications to it. 

While this frst analysis of meaning is useful in that it provides 
us with a clear way of thinking about the non-contextual aspects 
of the-meaning-of-meaning, it runs the risk of reducing our anal-
ysis to being nothing more than grammar, an examination of 
linguistic structures devoid of any connection to the social real-
ity in which the sentences were created. A crucial complemen-
tary way of thinking about meaning is to approach it from the 
perspective of someone who is not sure about a specifc mean-
ing. When someone asks you about the meaning of something, 
your answer will usually involve unpacking the various predica-
tions you intended for that particular statement. For example, 
when asked, “what does Rio mean to you?”, one could reply that 
it is “the city of contrasts.” Such an explanation could go fur-
ther, exploring other possible predications of Rio: it is uniquely 
located between the warm South Atlantic and gorgeous ranges 
of mountains; it is the former capital of Brazil; one-third of its 
population lives in slums, etc. Notice that sometimes possible 
predications will be understood diferently for the speaker and 
the listener, e.g., not everyone knows that Rio was once the cap-
ital of Brazil, thus complicating the issue of whether a sentence 
can have the same meaning for two diferent people. Placing the 
question of meaning in the context of the use of meaningful sen-
tences increases its scope, connecting it with the temporal fu-
idity of history, and adds layers of complexity not possible with 
more static approaches to analyzing predications. It invites us to 
consider extra-linguistic implications of meaning and the rele-
vance of such implications in our daily lives. 
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INHABITING MEANINGFUL WORLDS 

Meanings Matter 

As discussed in the previous section, meanings are much more 
than mere linguistic phenomena. They alter how we understand 
and evaluate the world and ourselves. They impact our actions 
and our life plans. If we predicated “Rio de Janeiro” as “the most 
naturally beautiful city in South America,” we might feel tempted 
to prioritize our savings in order to buy a travel package there. On 
the other hand, if we look at Rio as “a city of contrasts” or “a city 
with a high crime rate,” we might redirect our savings towards an 
extended visit to Tokyo or Sydney. The question of where to take 
our vacation is certainly made more complex because of the set of 
predications that work together to collectively build up the mean-
ing of something. Further, these predications change over time, 
depending on shifting social, cultural, and technological contexts. 
The bottom line is that we understand, evaluate, and relate to 
things, other people, and ourselves through the lens of meanings, 
and those meanings rarely stay fxed. 

Filters through which We Experience the World 

In his book An Essay on Man, Ernst Cassirer, an infuential 
twentieth-century philosopher, wrote that meanings (particularly 
those he calls symbols) operate as flters between humans’ receiv-
ing and operating systems, and that this mechanism for fltering 
our sensory input is a key distinguishing feature between humans 
and other species.6 Thus, a hug is never perceived just in terms of 
the excitement of diferent nerve endings in the peripheral ner-
vous system. There is always a symbolic dimension that makes 
such tactile excitement relevant and meaningful. The symbolic 
system adds predications to physical sensations, making the hug 
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“a manifestation of afection,” or “a gesture of reconciliation,” and 
so on. 

For Cassirer, these symbolic flters are so relevant that they 
justify calling men “symbolic animals.”7 For him, being human is 
about more than just being rational. Many other species are able 
to use what we could call reason: creating models from the stimuli 
they receive from the environment and adapting their behaviors 
based on these models. Cassirer claims that the flters of meanings 
that we place between what we receive through our sensory organs 
and our reactions is what distinguishes the way of being proper to 
humans. 

Given the importance and thus the ubiquity of this phenom-
enon, we could spend the rest of the book exploring examples of 
these symbolic flters and how they work. But since we still want 
to keep with the same book title and reserve the bulk of the text 
for digital metaphors, we choose four especially salient areas of our 
basic bodily and social experiences that refect diferent levels at 
which these symbols occur: to eat, to mate, to die, and to commu-
nicate. These are also areas that have been dramatically impacted 
by digital technologies and the transformation of meaning such 
technologies foster. 

“ To Eat” 

Our frst example involves a  aspect of our bodily subsistence. 
When we see an object, a predication related to the edibility of that 
object immediately presents itself: “That is not only a vaguely spheri-
cal red object that I know to be called an ‘apple,’ but it is also something 
I can eat.” Such predications are dependent on the cultural and 
historical environments that frame our experience with objects 
and animals. If you have traveled to countries with diferent cul-
tures from your own, you have probably come across things to eat, 
typically vegetables or animals, that you may fnd personally repel-
lent. For many people, refecting many cultures, eating things like 
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chicken feet, sheep’s heart, haggis (minced liver and lungs mixed 
with onions, oatmeal, and suet and seasoned with salt and spices, 
cooked inside the animal’s stomach), or some insects like grass-
hoppers and scorpions would be unthinkable. For other members 
of the same human species, these items are not only edible but 
are considered delicacies. The critical aspect underlying such a 
vast range of behaviors towards the same object is that humans do 
not experience the external stimuli immediately—symbolic flters 
learned over time, through cultural interactions, always mediate 
them. 

But the symbolic layer of meanings on top of our eating habits 
goes far beyond the attribution of edibility. Consider, for example, 
that some types of food have become attached to specifc festiv-
ities, or that some foods have dimensions of sacredness in some 
cultures but not others, and how meals organize the daily rhythm 
of life in several contemporary societies.8 

As we will see in each of these four core areas of our daily lives, 
technologies profoundly impact the meanings we associate with 
food, from the mechanisms used to generate fre, to the utensils 
used to eat, to the furniture designed for food,9 to the advanced 
appliances found in some current societies’ kitchens. Digital tech-
nologies go a step further, fundamentally changing how we choose 
what to eat, how we buy food through shopping apps,10 how we 
prepare food through recipe apps, and how we share dining experi-
ences with friends and family. It was a widespread practice during 
the covid pandemic, for example, for families to meet through 
video-conference applications, such as Zoom, and share celebra-
tory meals on special occasions remotely. Many other people sim-
ply post pictures of special meals on social media. 

Long before the COVID-19 pandemic triggered a boom in the 
use of online delivery apps and grocery shopping, a 2013 article 
emphatically suggested that “touch screens are becoming as inte-
gral to the restaurant experience as knives and forks.”11 What we 
eat was mediated by the experience we had through websites and 
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mobile applications. An enticing screen layout, an easier table res-
ervation functionality, and ominous rating mechanisms reshape 
how we select our meals and envelop our biological need for nutri-
tion with yet another transformative layer of symbolic mediations. 

“ To Mate” 

Our second example exploring symbolic mediations involves 
fnding our mates. At the purely sensory level, the pairing process 
involves physical stimuli and aims for the highest rate of success-
ful reproduction possible to guarantee the maintenance and even-
tual increase of the species.12 However, a description at this level 
is not only unusual; it may sound either rude or profane to many 
of us when it comes to discussing our own species. A signifcant 
part of our societies’ symbolic layer concerns how we structure 
our sexual relations—what is allowed and what is not in terms 
of gender pairing, how gender is defned, how individuals main-
tain their sexual partnerships, and the consequences of eventual 
voluntary or involuntary disruptions of such pairings. Consider, 
for example, the meanings surrounding the pairing of individuals. 
In some societies, marriage represents the culmination of these 
meanings. This idea brings with it an immense apparatus of asso-
ciated meanings: the initial meeting of a potentially romantic cou-
ple, the experience of dating, introductions to friends and family, 
planning a wedding ceremony, the ceremony itself, monogamous 
or polygamous family structures, laws surrounding the partition 
of goods and breaking of nuptial contracts, and more. It is easy to 
imagine or remember narratives, movies, books, etc., in which any 
or all parts of this process are the central focus. 

If we pause for a moment to think about the layers of social 
meanings connected to “to mate,” it becomes clear how ubiquitous 
they are. Precisely for that reason, they have become transparent 
in our daily experiences. Cassirer tells us that we live immersed 
in this symbolic universe and we cannot escape it.13 Thus, it is no 
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longer possible for us to think of a hug as simply a set of tactile per-
ceptions in the same way that it is no longer possible to think of a 
large gray four-legged animal with big ears and a trunk as anything 
other than an elephant. 

In recent years, the world of romance has been increasingly 
impacted by digital technologies. For instance, encounters involv-
ing potential romantic partners are increasingly mediated by dat-
ing apps. There were an estimated 44.2 million smartphone dating 
app users in the United States in 2020.14 This means that the series 
of social conventions that have long mediated the selection of new 
partners is being profoundly reframed. Meeting someone once 
meant being at the same place at the same time, thus generally lim-
iting, for example, potential partners to relatively small commu-
nities. This is no longer the case. Relationships can be established 
virtually and can stay that way for long periods of time.15 Digitally 
mediated firting also means that there are typically fewer emo-
tional risks and less exposure involved in the decision to propose 
a possible romantic partnership.16 “Courting” is moving online just 
like everything else. Digital technologies can also be used to facil-
itate feeting encounters in physical environments, such as bars 
and clubs, and as a way to extend or deepen such relationships, 
creating new combinations of physical and digital interactions 
between partners.17 

Some groups, such as seniors, have begun to recognize the 
possibilities of completely reframing their lives based on their 
ability to fnd partners through digital platforms. For them, the 
nourishment and maintenance of emotional relationships can 
also become mediated by new symbols and meanings brought by 
digital technologies. For seniors who might otherwise have been 
consigned to long stretches alone, this can be a godsend. In par-
ticular, messaging applications have become the primary mech-
anism for maintaining links between partners. This has brought 
with it another new set of mediations. Thus, the time to reply to 
a message might be associated with a potential partner’s interest 
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in the relationship. For example, a delayed response may signal 
that there is a problem in the relationship, triggering anxiety and 
worry. Texting conventions such as emojis and abbreviations may 
also add new layers of interpretation. Consider the simple example 
of responding “okay” to a text. In the world of texting, there are 
four distinct responses: “okay,” “ok,” “k,” and “kk,” which all mean 
diferent things. For example, “k” is considered to be rude by young 
people, whereas “kk” is very agreeable. 

“ To Die” 

The end of individual physical existence is often recognized as one 
of the few constants in life (the other being taxes) and, as far as we 
know, is a common trait among all species. Most other species do 
not seem to have particular behaviors associated with the death 
of an individual, although some have their behavior mediated by 
chemical refexes evolved to preserve the group’s well-being. How-
ever, several species do mourn the death of their individuals.18 This 
phenomenon is well documented in elephants and chimpanzees, 
for instance, and extends to several other species. Nevertheless, the 
human symbolic apparatus goes far beyond what we know about 
the reactions, even sophisticated ones, to an individual’s death in 
other species. 

Almost every religion has a series of symbols and rituals associ-
ated with death. One common mediation around death, the con-
cept of an immortal soul, is paradigmatic for grasping the potential 
power and infuence of the symbolic universe. This concept can, 
and has, efectively created new meanings around existence for bil-
lions of individuals. It operates fundamentally in the symbolic layer; 
it is not something that we are capable of directly perceiving. Our 
observation of this phenomenon does not imply any ontological 
assumptions or consequences. We are not making any assertions 
about the reality of a soul; instead we are highlighting an experi-
ence that is central to billions of individuals, people living within 
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our symbolic systems. It is worth noting that such mediations are 
not limited to reframing the end of physical existence. Consider, 
for example, the metaphor that “death is a passage.” Symbolic 
mediations such as this afect how people live, make choices, and 
set priorities in their lives. To give just a few examples, Buddhist 
monks retire in monasteries for meditation practices, extremists of 
various religions commit suicide to perform deeds in order to pave 
the way to a good life after death, and ancient Egyptians embalmed 
bodies and secured physical supplies for the afterlife journey. In 
these and many other ways, the symbolic layer around “to die” has 
far-reaching and decisive consequences for what it means “to live.” 

Recent advances in technology afect the meanings associated 
with death in ways that are sometimes overlooked. On one hand, 
recent advances in therapeutic techniques, more sophisticated 
forms of treatments, and vaccines have decreased the number of 
early deaths, particularly infant mortality. In total, these advances 
are perceived almost without exception as positive. On the other 
hand, even as early death has become rarer, and as the tran-
scendental meanings attached to it are being lost as religion has 
declined as a force in some societies, “to die” has come to have an 
even more threatening set of meanings. Since early death happens 
less often, it becomes more important when it does. Thus, many 
contemporary societies tend to minimize any mention of death; 
in some societies death is perceived as something grotesque and 
even ofensive. Advances in genetic engineering have also brought 
new perspectives to the extension of human life, and studies on 
the genetic mechanisms of aging have opened doors to new fron-
tiers of longevity. These and other changes brought about by new 
technologies impact, challenge, and restructure various meanings 
around “to die.” 

Digital technologies have added yet more layers of meaning to 
death. First, such technologies dramatically changed how death 
is communicated. When a loved one dies, it is easy to inform a 
global network of people about it, and they can respond in real 
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time. Moreover, the concept of digital immortality, something that 
until a few years ago was a work of science fction, is being explored 
by some digital artifacts. These artifacts collect digital traces from 
individuals, such as emails, posts, videos, and messages, in order 
to fnd communication patterns. In turn these machine-learned 
patterns allow these artifacts to simulate communication with the 
deceased individual, even after their death. Several dead music art-
ists have given concerts or even gone on tour.19 In January 2021, 
Microsoft received a patent for software that could represent peo-
ple (including dead ones) as chatbots.20 

“ To Communicate” 

Our brief journey through some of the more important corners of 
the human symbolic universe concludes with the idea of “to com-
municate.” While several species have developed sophisticated and 
efcient communication mechanisms through signals encoded in 
sounds, movements, and odors, human beings are unparalleled in 
our ability to create complex linguistic systems. These allow us 
to tell stories, develop arguments, and even create new concepts. 
Based on incredibly malleable and adaptable linguistic systems, 
human beings have been able to build and expand our symbolic 
universe to the point that this mediation layer is ubiquitous, help-
ing defne our perceptions and actions in the world. 

At this point, it should come as no surprise that technologies 
have impacted the meanings of “to communicate,” beginning with 
the invention of writing. Through the written word, it became pos-
sible to communicate not only with contemporaries, but also with 
individuals who did not yet exist. Writing thus changed the tempo-
ral aspect of ”to communicate” so that it was no longer limited to a 
singular historical moment. With writing, one could meaningfully 
say “this message is for the generations that follow (and it will be 
accessed with no need of intermediary messengers).” 

Writing, coupled with advances in transportation, transformed 
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“to communicate” to also mean communicating with people in other 
locations, including diferent countries and continents. An immigrant 
in Argentina could fnally communicate with their family in Italy. 
Such a thing simply would not make sense, for example, to a Euro-
pean in the Middle Ages for whom the meaning of communication 
was intrinsically linked to the local community, their village, or fef. 

If the combination of writing and advances in transportation 
have changed the meaning of “to communicate” to include com-
munication over vast distances, communication to a broad audi-
ence, and communication aimed at future generations, then digital 
technologies have further made such communication instan-
taneous, regardless of distance. And with that, technology has 
altered almost the entire semantic context of “to communicate.” 
It is now possible to communicate with someone in the Nether-
lands, Florida, and Japan simultaneously with just one video call. 
A friend, wherever they might be, is always a couple of touches 
on your smartphone away. Such changes dramatically afect our 
symbolic universe and, therefore, how we live and experience the 
world. We revisit this mediation in more depth in later chapters. 

Homo Interpretans 

The immense richness of meanings of the symbolic universe 
demands interpretation, and the enormous wealth of predications 
intrinsic to such mediations creates infnite possibilities for mean-
ing. But the malleability of the symbolic universe comes with a 
price—ambiguity. Such richness in meanings requires a commen-
surate and constant efort to understand which predications are 
currently appropriate for each symbol we interact with. We are 
constantly exposed to the arduous task of determining the most 
appropriate meaning for a given linguistic or nonlinguistic sign. 
A handshake can mean a farewell or a reconciliation. A smile can 
mean contentment or subtle and polite disapproval. And the cost 
of misinterpreting such gestures can be severe. When we ask our 
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partner, “Did you sleep well?” they may interpret this set or lin-
guistics signs (words) as “He’s concerned for my well-being,” or, 
conversely, “I must look terrible this morning for him to ask this.” 
As you might well know if you have been in this situation, the 
particular interpretation chosen by your partner may have critical 
implications for you during that day (if not longer). 

This is even more evident in the linguistic spectrum. The same 
word or expression can have diferent meanings depending on the 
context and intentionality in which they are used. Autoantonyms 
are not only an example of a linguistic sign with two diferent 
meanings, but they represent the extreme case in which the same 
sign (word) has contrary meanings. For example, in English “to 
clip” can mean “to attach” or “to cut of”; and oversight can mean 
“accidental omission or error,” or “close scrutiny and control.” In 
the next chapter we’ll see that even identically worded sentences 
can have two diferent meanings depending on contextual clues. 

Because we are always interacting with the world, and with oth-
ers, through symbolic mediations and because these mediations 
are often polysemic—they can have diferent meanings—we con-
stantly need to interpret the meaning of what we see, hear, and 
read. In other words, the consequence of living in a world medi-
ated by symbols with diferent, ever shifting, and possibly confict-
ing meanings is that the act of fnding the appropriate meanings 
for a given sign is a core element of being human. Johann Michel, 
in his recent book of the same name, calls human beings Homo 
interpretans, which provides an interesting complement to Cassir-
er’s suggestion, Homo symbolicum. If we create a symbolic world 
with countless explicit or latent meanings in each action, gesture, 
or speech, we also must constantly interpret these meanings. 

Modes of Interpretation and Evolving Meanings 

As Michel points out, the levels at which these interpretations occur 
vary in intensity and depth. Some interpretations of meanings are 
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built in to our genetic codes, so when we see something that could 
mean a risk to our lives, we run away immediately. This is what he 
calls proto-interpretation.21 In the next chapter we discuss proto-
interpretation in the context of how attention works. Then there are 
daily interpretations, like a morning greeting or a news story we read 
on the internet. Finally, we have a level at which we think about the 
fact that we are interpretive beings, what interpretations are, and 
how they afect us; Michel calls this level meta-interpretive (in fact, 
it is exactly at this level that we operate throughout this chapter). 

Up to this point, we have signifcantly simplifed our discus-
sion and only marginally considered how meanings change over 
time. Something that in Michel’s model could initially be classifed 
as “interpretation” becomes “proto-interpretation” with use and 
habituation. Trafc signs are good examples of how the need to 
interpret some symbols consciously passes over time in a sublim-
inal interpretive process. 

Therefore, we have to expand our analysis and complement 
it with a dynamic perspective that integrates the process of how 
meanings are linked to our world experiences. Imagine, for exam-
ple, that you want to understand a new sport. This was recently 
the case for one of the authors of this book who, being Brazilian, 
had very little contact with American football during his youth. 
The very fact that a sport that primarily uses the hands is called 
football provided an immediate interpretive challenge. Thus, in 
the frst contact with American football, there is a set of meanings 
and symbols that must be deciphered. The referee’s gestures, the 
movement of the players, the strategies of a play, and the reactions 
of the public are all full of meanings that require a conscious and 
constant act of interpretation on the part of any new fan. However, 
after a few games and then seasons, these meanings are increas-
ingly incorporated into the new fan’s meaning horizon, and the 
interpretive efort becomes diferent. At this point many predica-
tions have been consolidated and can be interpreted with a greater 
degree of naturalness—almost automatically and efortlessly. 
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Without the new fan even noticing, terms like touchdown, 
interception, and tackle transition from confusing to familiar to 
old hat. More than that, these new meanings become part and par-
cel of how the fan thinks about the world. Suddenly, when one of 
his children achieves something important, he might think “touch-
down.” He has not only learned some typical predications of the 
concept of touchdown, such as “achieving a goal by overcoming 
barriers,” but he actively applies this meaning in other contexts. 
This process of actively interpreting new meanings, and the cor-
responding gradual reinforcement and internalization of these 
meanings as they become familiar, will be central to our discussion 
in the next section. 

EXPLORING NEW WORLDS: SEMANTIC INNOVATION 

The meanings and concepts that shape our goals and priorities and 
mediate how we see reality are organized in a network of semantic 
predications (X is Y), as we discuss in Appendix A. These networks 
are created by interconnecting individual predications of things, 
experiences, people, and actions. As such, our internal semantic 
networks integrate various concepts while building a complex and 
multifaceted structure that constitutes how we understand our 
experience in the world. In this section we refer to this structure 
as our “life-world.”22 For example, in one person’s life-world some 
predications of Rio will be connected to concepts centered on 
nature, refecting Rio’s natural beauty, while others will be linked 
to the concept of a big city. In turn, “city” and “nature” have their 
own network of predications that may be evoked while trying to 
make sense of Rio. 

To complicate things further, meanings are not static, neither 
at a personal nor at a social level. Concepts and predications in our 
life-worlds are always being created, always changing, and often 
used in communication. This is happening constantly through 
learning, social interactions, scientifc discoveries, and changes in 
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the world. For instance, Rio de Janeiro hosted the summer Olym-
pic Games in 2016, creating a new predication for Rio in the life-
worlds of people across the globe. In turn, people watched, read, 
and talked about the games, building their networks even more. 

A sports fan who ventured to Rio for a visit during the games 
would have been bombarded by new predications of the city as 
they were exposed to new direct or indirect experiences of Rio. 
From the moment they started reading more about Rio as they 
prepared for the trip, or engaged in conversations with friends who 
visited Brazil before about what to expect from the city, their pred-
ications were being expanded and altered. And when the actual 
trip happened, it would have completely reshaped their previous 
predications about Rio. Each sensory experience during their stay 
in the city would serve to expand or alter their predications of Rio 
de Janeiro, changing its meaning radically. 

Our life-world is constantly changing, either because things we 
are familiar with are actually changing or because we are experi-
encing new things or diferent aspects of known things that did not 
change substantially. One does not need to travel to another con-
tinent to change one’s life-world. When one meets a new person, 
the predications that are suitable for that person are still unknown. 
Getting to know someone or something is a process of choosing 
which predications we judge appropriate for that person or thing. 
By making such choices, we gradually defne what that person or 
thing means to us. “She is clever,” “he is tall,” or “they are just.” 

If there is one constant in our day-to-day experiences, it is that 
we are always building and expanding meanings. When we learn 
something new, we build new meaning by using a series of pred-
ications to make sense of that experience. Anyone who has spent 
time with small children has seen this in action as a child’s reper-
toire of meanings grows exponentially to account for the immen-
sity of new things, people, actions, and situations that need to be 
integrated into their life-world. However, this constant attribu-
tion of meanings does not stop in childhood; it extends through-
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out our lives. This is true for subjective predications (we perceive 
new things about our experiences in the world) and for objective 
aspects (the world around us changes and we need to adapt the 
predications that we attribute to it). But how do we create and 
update meanings to help make sense of our ever-changing worldly 
experiences? Answering this crucial question is the main objective 
of this section. 

From Action to Language and Back 

In the previous section, we navigated from language to action in 
the world. We saw how the meanings we fnd at the linguistic level 
are mediators of our choices and actions, shaping our life-world. 
In this section we return to language to investigate an important 
way of creating new meanings—metaphors. Towards the end of 
the section, the exploration of the linguistic model will once again 
move us from language back towards our real-world experiences. 
We examine how metaphors are a privileged form for creating new 
meanings—semantic innovation. They aid us in exploring new 
meanings by creating new concepts that challenge and expand our 
current life-world. We argue that metaphors are not merely “privi-
leged” ways to expand our meanings, but in many ways they are the 
predominant way. This is due to two of their core features: 1) they 
speed up meaning creation, and 2) they have the unique capability 
of providing meaning to some experiences and phenomena that 
have not already been captured by language. Let’s look at each of 
these characteristics in turn and unpack them with examples that 
will guide us to the ways in which metaphors, as the cornerstone 
of semantic innovation, are critical to digital technologies. 

Do You Know John Doe? 

Consider the usual situation of meeting someone, John Doe, for 
the very frst time having no previous knowledge about them. To 
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“make sense” of a new acquaintance, we have suggested that one 
learns predications that are either gained through frst-hand expe-
riences or by being told about the person by others: “He is hard-
working.” “He is gentle’.” “He works at a research institution.” . . . 
In either case the new predications come fairly slowly, one at a 
time. We discuss the mechanics of this process and why it is true in 
the next chapter. However, language ofers another way to create 
new meanings, one that is more efcient—by using creative com-
parisons. Such comparisons can speed up the process of making 
sense of something by transferring well-established predications 
from one thing to another. For example, if a friend says, “John Doe 
is a bee’,” they are suggesting that we see John Doe as a bee, and 
therefore that we can leverage the usual predications associated 
with bees to begin to understand John Doe. 

Certainly, metaphors are not the only mechanisms for assigning 
meaning through new predications, but they are extremely ef-
cient because they allow the concise association of a large set of 
assignments from one term to another within the metaphorical 
statement. In saying that John Doe is a bee, we transfer a group of 
bee predications to John Doe, such as “John Doe is productive, just 
like bees’,” “John Doe is reliable, just like bees,” “John Doe is hard-
working, just like bees,” “John Doe is collaborative, just like bees.” 
We note here, as everywhere, that such predications are steeped in 
local culture and experience and thus may vary. Fans of Moham-
mad Ali might wonder, for example, if John Doe “stings like a bee.” 

Expansion of Meaning 

By bringing two concepts together, metaphors facilitate and accel-
erate the process of interpreting complex phenomena. Take a visit 
to a doctor (assuming you are not one yourself). Doctors often need 
to communicate the meaning of complex biological or biochemical 
concepts in a way that is accessible to lay people. So, they might 
ofer the metaphor that our immune system is an army tasked with 
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fghting attackers that are hostile to our body. For your part, you 
might start to see your immune system that way, and that new 
point of view will change the meaning you give to a fundamental 
thing in our human experience—disease. A mother might tell her 
son after a visit to our metaphorical doctor “you need to eat nutri-
tious food so that the soldiers in your immune system are strong 
and ready for battle.” 

This ability of metaphors to create meaning for new or complex 
experiences is particularly important in making scientifc and tech-
nical advances accessible to consumers. Let’s look at our example 
from Back to the Future again. In the third flm, Dr. Emmett Brown 
(Doc) is back in 1885 and comments to the locals that people in the 
future will no longer ride horses and instead will use something 
like “motorized carriages.” In other words, to explain the meanings 
of the new technology that people have no concept of, he uses a 
metaphor to put his explanation in terms that they already under-
stand. He used the known concepts of motors and carriages to 
explain something new, something that still did not exist. 

But metaphors are more than a way of transporting predications 
from one concept to another. They can also expand and redefne 
meaning in innovative ways, afording the ability to create com-
pletely original concepts. These new concepts can then be used to 
make sense of a particular phenomenon. Max Black, analyzing the 
components of scientifc knowledge, said that “perhaps every sci-
ence must start from metaphor to end with algebra; and perhaps 
without metaphor there would never have been any algebra.”23 He 
insisted the metaphors and imagination were critical components 
of science and humanities.24 Wyatt has also commented on how 
metaphors explore the future of the internet and other digital 
technologies through imaginaries, not only for technologists and 
engineers, but also by policymakers, journalists, academics, and 
industry spokespeople.25 

In the introduction, we discussed the “paintbrush as a pump” 
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metaphors proposed by Schön. He called this a generative meta-
phor, since it provided a new source of ideas for a research team 
that was struggling to optimize the performance of the paintbrush. 
Schön realized that “paintbrush-as-pump was a generative meta-
phor for the researchers in the sense that it generated new percep-
tions, explanations, and inventions.”26 Generative metaphors are 
examples of metaphors that not only communicate concepts and 
ideas already organized and established through other logical and 
formal procedures, but that also may provide new ways of thinking 
about those concepts. Metaphors are also seminal, creating new 
perspectives to explore phenomena’s aspects and characteristics 
that are not accessible with the concepts already established in 
the language. 

Meanings Grow Metaphorically 

Imagine that you are back from your exciting frst visit to Rio de 
Janeiro and want to share the news about your trip to South Amer-
ica with your friends. You will probably show them a few pictures 
and share some observations about the city, such as “it is huge,” 
“it has beautiful views of the Atlantic Ocean,” and “there are taxis 
everywhere.” Through this act, you share some of the predications 
that constitute what Rio de Janeiro means to you with your friends. 

But there is another possibility—that you will use one or more 
metaphors to capture what Rio means to you. For example, if you 
and your friends live in the American Midwest, you could say that 
Rio de Janeiro is “the tropical Chicago.” In only three words you 
are thus able to evoke a series of predications about Chicago that 
are familiar to you and your friends and transpose them to Rio de 
Janeiro. You are inviting your friends to see Rio de Janeiro as if it 
were Chicago but in a tropical climate. With that, you also create 
a task for your audience. Which Chicago predications should be 
attributed to Rio De Janeiro? Your intent might be to highlight 
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some of Chicago’s most characteristic predications: it is a metrop-
olis, it has a beautiful waterfront, it is full of social contradictions, 
and also that it has some dangerous areas. 

Despite the possible ambiguities that this entails, this metaphor 
is still quite simple because it involves two members of a larger 
category—cities. Crossing categories can lead to much richer, 
and potentially even more ambiguous, metaphors. For example, 
a popular Brazilian song describes Rio de Janeiro as a “purgatory 
of beauty and chaos.”27 There is always an unexpected aspect to 
metaphors; in this case, the song asks listeners to see Rio as a pur-
gatory, a place somewhere between heaven and hell, that combines 
aspects of heaven’s beauty with hell’s chaotic social tensions. 

This metaphor is broad because it allows many interpretations; 
it conjures up a set of predications about purgatory that need to 
be somehow reconciled with the predications normally associated 
with an urban center. This is also a great example of how meta-
phors can produce meaning even when no single word in the lexi-
con captures anywhere near the possibilities ofered by the tension 
between Rio and purgatory. It is simply impossible to cover all of 
the meanings of the metaphor using a predetermined set of con-
cepts or explanations.28 The metaphorical procedure of untangling 
the possibilities can efectively create a new meaning for Rio de 
Janeiro. 

Like other innovative metaphors, “Rio is a purgatory” is an 
impertinent predication. It disrupts our interpretive expectations. 
When we interpret conventional predications, we operate in an 
almost automatic mode of interpretation–close to what Michel 
calls proto-interpretation. Thus, “Rio is a city” does not cause us 
amazement or cognitive discomfort. Conversely, an innovative 
metaphor is a shock to our semantic expectations because it makes 
a predication that is not generally used for that thing in our life-
world. What do you mean by “Rio is a purgatory?” As a result, it 
becomes a puzzle that needs to be deciphered by exploring seman-
tic networks related to Rio and to purgatory. The context, or fram-
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ing, of a metaphorical utterance—in this case, the song’s lyrics— 
gives us clues so that the impertinent predication can be reconciled 
with our semantic horizon through an interpretive process. 

Finally, the tension between the vehicle (purgatory) and the 
tenor (Rio de Janeiro) makes the innovative character of metaphors 
explicit. This innovation does not end with a simple set of predi-
cations. It remains open and alive because, as we said above, “pur-
gatory of beauty and chaos” is not just a set of words but evokes a 
comprehensive and complex semantic network. This complexity 
afords multiple entry points for interpretation and thus many dif-
ferent ways that it might be applied to Rio de Janeiro. One could, 
for example, start with how purgatory is linked to the punishment 
of the wrongdoings that destroyed paradise. Through such a lens, 
the social chaos of a violent metropolis like Rio can be seen as a 
kind of punishment for marring the natural beauty of the Brazilian 
coast with a large city. Productive metaphors like this one engen-
der semantic innovation, bringing diferent concepts together in 
a relationship both blessed and cursed by tension and ambiguity. 
The clash of the impertinent predication thus fractures the con-
ventional linguistic structures captured in dictionaries. By asking 
us to see something as something diferent, metaphors stretch our 
semantic horizons, making us see diverse aspects of our experi-
ences in the world and creating new spaces of meaning. 

Metaphorical Bundles 

In praising metaphors, Aristotle says that the ability to create good 
metaphors depends on “an eye for resemblances”: 

It is important to use aptly each of the features mentioned, includ-

ing double nouns and loan words; but much the greatest asset 

is a capacity for metaphor. This alone cannot be acquired from 

another, and is a sign of natural gifts: because to use metaphor well 

is to discern similarities.29 
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Aristotle’s choice of the verb theorein (to look at, watch, contem-
plate) is particularly relevant. It is related to both a visual physical 
capacity, for example, to see as a spectator of the Olympic Games 
or to look at a physical object. It also has a frequent use related 
to an intellectual capacity, the ability to contemplate theoretical 
truths. So, the etymology of the verb simultaneously points to a 
physical and mental dimension of the act of “seeing as.” To met-
aphorize well is to develop a “sense of resemblance,” a capacity to 
see one thing as another. In classical theory, the resemblance was 
one between words. 

The Aristotelian interpretation became canonical in the estab-
lishment of metaphor as part of rhetoric in classical liberal arts. 
More recently, the contemporary semantic theory of metaphor, as 
exemplifed by Max Black’s work, moved the focus of this resem-
blance from the level of the word to the level of semantic predi-
cation.30 Metaphors are no longer viewed as simple substitutions 
of words but are recognized as a more complex phenomenon, one 
that happens in the context of the sentence and represents a difer-
ent kind of predication. The “seeing as” is no longer merely seeing 
one word through or as another; it is an exploration of the possi-
bilities of the semantic feld through novel predications expressed 
through metaphorical statements. So, instead of merely looking 
at two things and comparing them, one also looks around at the 
surrounding landscape and how they ft in. Paul Ricoeur calls this 
more contextual, sentence- level, perspective a tension theory as 
opposed to a word-level approach.31 This new way of seeing allows 
for an exploration of how a new concept can be created out of the 
efort to reconcile the apparent paradox created by an “impertinent 
predication.”32 

Max Black suggests that the secondary subject of a metaphor, 
sometimes called the “vehicle,” is better understood as a system 
rather than just as an individual thing.33 For example, in “society 
is a sea,” Black considers not only “sea” as an individual isolated 
object, but as a system of ideas, all linked to the central concept of 
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“sea.” He calls this semantic system the “implicative complex.” It 
is the set of “associated implications” that could be attributed to 
the secondary subject. 

This shift in focus from a secondary subject to a system of asso-
ciations has a number of implications that will be important in our 
subsequent cognitive analysis and its application to digital metaphors. 
First, it opens a space for the perception of the various possibilities of 
a new attribution realized by the same metaphor. Taken as an open 
system of attributions, some of these attributes can be selected to rec-
oncile the paradox aforded by the metaphor, and others cannot. Fur-
ther, in principle, diferent sets of attributes could be selected, yield-
ing diferent solutions to the paradox. The process of understanding 
a metaphor, therefore, is inherently about fnding and selecting an 
appropriate set of predications. As we discussed above about “Rio is a 
purgatory of beauty and chaos,” there may be no fxed set of predica-
tions related to the secondary subject that must be used or projected 
in the primary subject. The system of association highlights the open-
ness of the metaphorical semantic attribution, its systemic nature, 
and the relative interpretative demands. 

New Things in the World and in Language 

When we need to “make sense” of new experiences in the world, 
we can leverage existing metaphorical bundles. Like new stars, 
metaphors are created in relation to other metaphors, forming 
their own constellations. These other metaphors push and pull 
the meanings of the new metaphor, and they create a region of 
overlapping predications. Lakof and Johnson ofer an extensive 
list of examples of these seminal metaphorical bundles, such as 
“argument is war” and “time is money.”34 So, once the basic met-
aphor “argument is war” is shared by a community, it is easy to 
create new meaning through other metaphors derived from that 
matrix, e.g., “he was attacking his position in the debate,” or “her 
ideas ofered a new line of attack to deprecated arguments.” 
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As we briefy pointed out when exploring the Back to the Future 
example of motorized carriages, this mechanism of meaning 
expansion through metaphorical bundles is particularly useful for 
digital technologies aimed at creating new possible experiences. 
To make sense of these new experiences, designers need to link 
them to our linguistic and cognitive systems through metaphors. 
New technologies create things materially, and then metaphors 
make them communicable and understandable. In turn, these 
metaphors further create foundations, frameworks from which 
other related aspects of experience in the world can spring into 
the realm of language. 

Let’s take a look at the case of digital money, often called cryp-
tocurrency. First, a mechanism was created so that the transfer of 
items of value could be done consistently and safely through digi-
tal artifacts. Once that mechanism was in place, it was necessary to 
tell people about it so that they might start using it. Such a mech-
anism is only useful once it can be understood by a large number 
of people who, in many cases, would not understand the technical 
details behind the mechanism. To this end, the metaphor of a dig-
ital currency, Bitcoin, was created. This metaphor tells the story 
that a set of ones and zeros encoded in a certain way and stored in 
magnetic devices is the same as currency. Or, more simply, in this 
system bits can be treated in the same way that we treat coins—we 
can buy stuf with them, give them to other people, etc. In this way 
Bitcoin creators have asked users to see bits—themselves based on 
a metaphor where we see the states of magnetic felds as represent-
ing numbers—as currency in a fnancial system. “Bits are coins” is 
the fundamental metaphor that in turn has been used to generate 
a metaphorical framework for a series of other metaphors. Once 
the initial metaphor is understood, the rest should be easily assim-
ilated too, as they can be linked to the semantic network of “bits 
are coins.” For example, we store real coins in a wallet, so it is easy 
to add the new concept of digital wallets. Similarly, to document 
the transfer of currencies between entities in the fnancial system, 
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a ledger is used, so a digital ledger metaphor was created for the 
digital registration of transactions with Bitcoins. 

For a technical enabler to become a technology that afects 
people’s lives, it must be communicated; its meaning must be 
expressed through language. Metaphors are attractive for this com-
munication because, as we have seen, they create new meanings 
from concepts that are already familiar to speakers of the language. 
Metaphors allow new technologies to be understood and viewed 
as familiar, even though they may be profoundly diferent from 
a physical perspective. The creation of technological enablers for 
transferring values through digital codes is only one step in digital 
technologies such as Bitcoin. For them to gain social momentum, 
they need to be communicated, accepted, understood, and trusted. 
And metaphors are a fundamental mechanism for doing this. The 
set of predications pertinent to this new technology is created as a 
metaphorical bundle derived from the originally impertinent pred-
ication: bits are coins. This seeing-as of a metaphor takes place 
over time, all the while transforming the set of meanings of people 
and societies as the metaphor becomes part of the linguistic lexi-
con. In the next section, we explore how metaphors are born, grow, 
and die in language through metaphorical cycles. 

METAPHORIC CYCLE 

Metaphors have a life cycle.35 They start fresh, innovative, and def-
ant. They demand mental work to be solved because they repre-
sent a cognitive puzzle in the form of impertinent predications, 
e.g., “these bits are coins,” and “this application is a wallet of coins.” 
Obviously, there are problems to be solved when you hear such 
phrases for the frst time. Even for those who know what bits are, 
never before did a sequence of bits mean the same thing as a coin 
does; after all, bits are abstractions and coins are concrete. Of 
course, many of us have interacted with a traditional bank over 
the internet. But even in that case, the monetary value was still 
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represented in the currency approved and issued by the govern-
ment, such as the US dollar in the United States. We understand 
that as if our money is literally sitting in a vault in a bank some-
where, even if the reality is somewhat more complex. To say that 
bits are coins is to create an impertinent predication. The solution 
to this conundrum can be simply to believe that the person who 
said that bits are coins was mistaken. Or, if the mistake does not 
seem obvious, you try to solve the problem by approaching the 
proper predications of currencies with those proper to a bitstream. 
You try to imagine how bits can be seen as coins. Which typical 
coin predications can be assigned to bits so that this new thing in 
the world makes sense? The proliferation of articles in the media 
devoted to explaining bitcoin suggests that resolving this particu-
lar metaphor is no simple task. 

New metaphors invite us to think diferently so that a new 
thing or experience or interpretation of the world can emerge in 
language. They show how language is open, expansive, alive. What 
we can communicate through language is not static, solidifed in 
stagnant canonical lexicons; we can express and appreciate vir-
tually any diferent aspects of our experiences. The world is open 
to new interpretations through new metaphors. We can fnd new 
meanings by choosing new interpretive paths to impertinent pred-
ications. These are key characteristics of live metaphors. 

Over time, due to their frequent use, the predications suggested 
by new metaphors become part of the shared vocabulary of a social 
group. When it happens for a whole culture, the metaphor enters 
the dictionary or Wikipedia. They become ready-made bundles of 
predications that are commonly understood; they are no longer 
impertinent. They have been tamed. Tamed metaphors lose their 
openness and the rebel spirit that may have once challenged exist-
ing conceptual frameworks. They become stable and are solidifed 
(some would say fossilized) into dictionary entries; they join the 
canonical conceptual framework of the language. 

Poets want to nurture metaphors. They want to keep their wild-
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ness, their possibility of making us think diferently, go out of the 
box, to explore new worlds, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before through impertinent predications. For poets, metaphors are 
ends. 

Designers of new technology, by contrast, want to use the met-
aphorical mechanism to baptize the new things that they have cre-
ated. They have a pragmatic goal: make people understand (and 
therefore use) their new technologies. So, they want to speed up 
the metaphorical life cycle. They want to kill metaphors as fast as 
possible so that the predications they want to convey become reg-
ular meanings in the world. For people in tech, metaphors are means. 

To better understand how these metaphorical cycles happen, 
below we introduce the concept of the hermeneutic spiral, a con-
cept that runs through the rest of the book. This idea is a model 
of how meanings evolve over time. It can be applied to any of 
our experiences in the world, but it is particularly salient for new 
technologies. 

HERMENEUTIC SPIRAL 

Consider the temporal schema below based on Paul Ricoeur’s 
threefold mimesis that proposes that meaning is transformed in 
three phases organized in subsequent moments (t1, t2, and t3).36 

t1: life-world A—As we extensively explored in the previous 
sections, at every moment of our lives we always have a 
set of meanings for things and experiences in the world—-
e.g., justice, good, friendship, death, etc.—that shapes our 
interpretations, values, priorities, emotions, and actions. At 
the start of the transformation, we refer to this as “life-world 
A.” 

t2: semantic innovation—Innovative predications are proposed 
by new experiences such as conversations with friends, 
social media posts, books, works of art, and technologies. For 
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example, John Doe is a bee, beauty is exemplifed by Monet’s 
Two Sisters, courage is personifed by Homer’s Achilles, shopping 
is clicking buttons on a screen, and so forth. Many of these new 
predications are anchored by metaphors. 

t3: life-world B—As we interact with these new predications 
some of them become internalized in our life-world. As this 
happens, they reshape how we experience and value the 
world and ourselves. Such reshaping transforms our previous 
life-world, life-world A, into a new one, life-world B, through 
semantic innovations. 

Perhaps a helpful initial example for thinking about the herme-
neutic spiral is to consider a remarkable book that you have read 
or a memorable movie that you have watched. Works of art can be 
powerful because great ones ofer a new way of looking at (a new 
horizon of meaning about) certain aspects of the world, our inter-
personal relationships, and ourselves. Works of art can transform 
our life-worlds through semantic innovations. They propose new 
meanings for the concepts that organize many of our values and 
choices, such as love, death, deities, or work. It is not uncommon 
to hear people say that a particular book or movie “has changed 
their life.” 

Metaphors embedded in digital technologies are part of and 
drive a hermeneutic spiral as well. At frst (t1), “to chat” had a spe-
cifc meaning in Western societies. This means, as we saw above, 
that a set of predications were applicable to “to chat,” such as “to 
chat is to have the face-to-face encounter.” When (t2), the frst 
message applications implemented the digital metaphor that a set 
of text typed on a computing device and sent to another user of the 
system is “to chat,” they suggested an impertinent predication. At 
that point, “to chat” wasn’t understood as meaning exchanging text 
messages over computers. It would be fair for someone to reject 
the idea and say, “but that’s not what it means ‘to chat.’” How-
ever, the adoption of messaging applications and the pervasiveness 
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Figure 7. The Hermeneutic Spiral applied to semantic innovations implemented 
as digital metaphors. 

of mobile devices inserted the digital metaphor into the seman-
tic horizon of the people using those technologies, transforming 
the way they saw “to chat” and making it part of (t3), life-world B. 
Without even noticing, messaging apps also “changed their lives.” 

Once this cycle is completed, we return to (t1) because this is 
our new semantic horizon baseline. However, this process is not 
a circle, because we are clearly not back at exactly the same point 
(t1). What we could say, inspired by Ricoeur, is that we are at a 
new depth of the hermeneutic spiral which we could represent in 
our scheme as (t1-b). Most important for our purposes, through 
the hermeneutic spiral digital metaphors transform our horizon of 
meaning and therefore impact the ways we experience the world, 
our emotions, relationships, values, and actions. Such an approach 
to digital metaphors seems to us a more profound and productive 
way to assess the structural impact of digital technologies on con-
temporary societies once they reaches the cognitive and interpre-
tive roots of the human experience of the world. 

SPEAKING OF MEANING 

Meaning is a fuzzy and intertwined set of predications that we 
attribute to things, people, and experiences. Such predications are 
dependent on the ways we use language to act in the world. 
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Meanings expressed through natural languages and daily inter-
actions are open, fexible, and ever changing. We constantly inter-
pret meanings and incorporate them into the way we understand 
the world, continually refguring our life-worlds. 

Meanings are so pervasive in our interactions that we can say 
that we see the world, feel emotions, and make decisions through 
the lenses of meanings. Our life-world is the set of meanings we 
use to make sense of our experiences. 

Works of art, texts, actions, and technologies can all confg-
ure new meanings. Our life-worlds are refgured when we interact 
with these semantic innovations. 

Metaphors are potent and compelling ways of conveying new 
meanings to new experiences and to things in the world by lever-
aging concepts that were already integrated into our life-worlds. 

Digital metaphors are ways in which digital technologies are 
communicated to their users. By interacting with digital technol-
ogies, and by extension digital metaphors, users integrate such 
metaphors into their life-worlds, making them see, feel, and act 
diferently. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

COGNITIVE STRUCTURE, LEARNING, 
AND METAPHOR 

In the previous, chapter we examined meaning through a philo-
sophical lens, with a special focus on the idea of context, expressed 
in philosophical terms as predications. In this chapter, we ground 
these ideas in cognitive science, describing how people build mod-
els and understanding of the world by way of learning. 

Our guiding principle is that learning is fundamentally about 
using experience to make better decisions in the future. More 
specifcally, learning allows us to use the past to make predictions 
about the future. As Jef Hawkins recently put it, “the neocortex 
learns a model of the world, and it makes predictions based on its 
model.”1 Thus, one important form of learning involves building 
models of the world, sometimes called “cognitive maps.” We’ll turn 
to another closely related outcome of learning, memory, in a later 
chapter. 

Since our experience of the world is fltered by time, the most 
natural way to learn is to capture the sequences that we experience 
as we go through life. In terms of prediction, if you always expe-
rience C after experiencing A followed by B, then you ought to be 
ready for C to happen the next time you experience A and then B. 



 
 

   

           

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, learning systems that are predictive should prioritize conti-
guity, things that are experienced close together in time. Indeed, 
this is one of the critical building blocks of learning. However, we 
do not learn and remember every sequence that we experience; 
our need for a prediction dictates that we synthesize the sequences 
we experience into something more abstract—patterns—such that 
they can be better applied to new situations. Because we are build-
ing a model of the world, such learning is normally statistical in 
nature. We can more easily remember things we do commonly, for 
example, and if we do things enough times, they even become hab-
its. Much of learning, therefore, is slow and conservative, refect-
ing what statisticians would advise you about jumping to conclu-
sions with too small a sample size. Thus, repetition is the other 
key building block of learning. As we shall see, one of the reasons 
that metaphor is so necessary and so powerful is that it allows us 
to circumvent this process and the need to rely on repetition. With 
metaphor we can fnd new meaning by leveraging new combina-
tions of things we have already learned. 

As was true with philosophy, our aim is not to introduce an 
entirely new model of cognition in this book, nor to survey exist-
ing models. Instead, as we drew from Paul Ricoeur for our philo-
sophical foundations, we draw from a line of cognitive science that 
started with William James, but most importantly included Don-
ald Hebb. Though James’s work started in the nineteenth century 
and Hebb’s work dates back more than seventy years, their most 
important ideas have held up and continue to infuence cognitive 
science to this day. Before we get to their contributions, however, 
we contextualize why this perspective is important for our book. 

EXPERTS AND METAPHORS 

The story of our book begins with the public’s frst encounter 
with a new technology. Imagine a user, for example, browsing an 
app store looking for something new. That user will be presented 
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with choices, more choices than they can easily navigate. For a 
new product to get chosen it must stand out; the user needs to 
know why they should choose this new thing instead of any of 
the thousands of other choices. For apps, this means that the app 
needs to clearly spell out what it is and why it should be selected. 
Many apps are extremely complex, consisting of hundreds of thou-
sands of lines of computer code, and often require an extensive 
infrastructure to work. The information the user needs is more 
practical—what does it do and how do you do it? The user has a 
learning problem, and if it is not resolved quickly, they will simply 
move on to the next thing. As we have already seen, the answer to 
this problem is metaphor. 

We must note that metaphors are not the only choice for efec-
tive communication. Comics are an increasingly popular alter-
native, including in technological domains. For example, Google 
hired cartoonist Scott McCloud and his colleagues to provide 
explainers for several complex topics such as machine learning.2 

Randall Munroe of xkcd fame has become renowned for his abil-
ity to explain things with comics, ultimately resulting in a book 
that specifcally focuses on using comics to explain technology in 
simple terms.3 Such comics can be expensive and time consum-
ing to produce, however, and they also require having a cartoonist 
who fully grasps the technology themself. It is true that Google 
used a comic by McCloud to help introduce its Chrome browser.4 

But most developers do not have Google’s resources, nor Google’s 
stature with potential users. Meanwhile, even comics must rely 
on what McCloud has termed “structural metaphors.”5 Video rep-
resents yet another alternative, but the same arguments apply as 
with comics. Regardless, metaphors remain the primary method 
for communicating what a new technology is to the public. 

The story does not stop with the metaphor; it merely begins 
there. From the point of view of cognition, it is a story about learn-
ing: how we build cognitive structure, how that process changes 
how we view the world, and how we can learn from others. With 
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technology, that process almost always starts with a metaphor, and 
the choice of metaphor has myriad consequences, which we exam-
ine in detail in later chapters. This chapter is fundamentally about 
the process of building cognitive structure through learning and 
how metaphor can play a part in that process. 

LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE 

Learning about the world is a singular challenge. In a nutshell, we 
have a small brain in a big world. The world is full of objects and 
actions, things are happening constantly, we are surrounded by 
information and by change. One challenge in learning about the 
world is that we are exposed to only a tiny fraction of it—and even 
that tiny fraction is rich with information, more than we can easily 
process. Meanwhile, our brain is limited in terms of the amount 
of information we can process through our senses and the speed 
at which we can process it. Yet, despite all of these challenges, we 
are able to identify useful patterns, make accurate predictions, and 
generally do well in the world. 

We are born into a world of possibility. It is impossible to know 
what people will become important to us or what skills we’ll need. 
A frog, by contrast, can come into the world with a brain wired and 
ready to catch fies. As a more adaptable species, we can only gain 
the knowledge we need through experience. All of which is to say 
that our success in life comes from our ability to learn no matter 
what kind of environment we might fnd ourselves in, whether an 
arid desert, a tropical rainforest, or a densely populated city. 

The need to adapt to any situation is embodied by the basic 
unit of the brain, the neuron. Neurons are connected to thousands 
of other neurons, allowing them to be fexible and adaptive. The 
huge quantity of neural connections in the brain has led to the 
brain being referred to as the “connectome” in some circles.6 The 
myriad neural connections that humans are born with represent 
possibility, the ability to mentally connect anything to anything. If 
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the connections that we are born with represent possibility, then 
experience, by contrast, is a process of selection, strengthening 
some connections and weakening or even pruning others to bet-
ter refect the particular world that we live in. A Puluwat navigator 
who spends much of their life on boats in the Pacifc may be born 
with the ability to learn how to thrive in an urban environment, 
but the life that they actually lead will emphasize a completely dif-
ferent set of knowledge and skills. 

FINDING ORDER 

The neural mechanism for the selection process in learning is 
known as “Hebb’s rule,” named in honor of Donald Hebb who frst 
proposed it.7 In truth, the principle that underlies Hebb’s rule dates 
back at least to William James, who framed it in the nineteenth 
century in terms of “brain processes” instead of neurons.8 Versions 
of it have been discussed by philosophers going even further back 
in time. Each version of such a learning rule is concerned with 
“coincidence detection,” or times when two things happen at once. 
For Hebb, the two things are neurons fring, whereas for James 
learning was thinking about objects. In truth, James and Hebb’s 
ideas are fully compatible and stated in very similar terms. Hebb’s 
rule states that, when a neuron helps facilitate the fring of another 
neuron, the connection between them is strengthened. Thus, cen-
tral to learning are the two concepts introduced in the previous 
section: contiguity and repetition. Contiguity, because learning 
takes place when two things happen closely in time, in this case 
two neurons fring. And repetition because neurons fre often. If 
two neurons fre together once, it indeed may be a coincidence. As 
it happens more, the concurrence goes from coincidence to pat-
tern. The more the neurons fre together, the stronger their link 
will become. 

James’s version of learning states “when two elementary brain-
processes have been active together or in immediate succession, 
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one of them, on reoccurring, tends to propagate its excitement 
into the other.”9 It turns out that Hebb’s rule, for reasons beyond 
the scope of this book, works at this higher level as well. When 
thinking of one thing naturally leads us to think of another thing; 
that process is called association. And thinking about two things 
at the same time is the essence of metaphor. 

Thus, the basis for learning is association, and the mind is, 
as Kahneman put it in his seminal book Thinking Fast, Thinking 
Slow, an “associative machine.” This is true at every level of cog-
nition, from neurons to the objects of thought, which we refer 
to as categories or prototypes. It is also true whether thought is 
conscious or unconscious, or in what Kahneman calls “system 1” 
and “system 2.” 10 

By itself, Hebb’s rule has a number of implications for cogni-
tion. One of them is the reliance on repetition, which necessitates 
that learning new things is normally quite slow. This is a good 
thing. People who make inferences on too little evidence “jump to 
conclusions.” In other contexts, this is known as superstition, e.g., 
deciding that a pair of socks is “lucky” because your favorite team 
won while you were wearing them. Coincidences happen con-
stantly, so our standard for learning needs to be somewhat higher. 
What we need to capture in cognitive structure are patterns that 
can be exploited in predictions. Many readers will note that people 
do jump to conclusions all the time and that sometimes we can 
learn very quickly. So how do we square this with the idea that 
the basis of learning is slow? It turns out that the cognitive sys-
tem can speed up learning under special circumstances, building 
on the basic mechanics provided by Hebb’s rule. The emotional 
system, for example, can greatly accelerate learning in important 
situations (for some people, this would include their favorite team 
winning) by greatly intensifying neural activity. And, as we shall 
see, the language system, especially through metaphor, can also 
circumvent the normal process by taking advantage of existing 
cognitive structures. 
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Finally, it is important, and central to the thesis of this book, to 
note that learning is automatic and it is never “of.” We are always 
learning, and every thought or imagining brings cognitive change. 
Learning is not something we can simply choose not to do, though 
clearly we can be intentional about it. Imagine a world in which 
learning required some cognitive process or decision-making. 
How would a young child manage to learn so much? Indeed, in 
their frst few years children learn many of life’s most challenging 
skills, such as language and walking. What if we missed something 
because we didn’t mentally deem it important at the time? Learn-
ing is too critical to be anything other than automatic and ubiq-
uitous. It is true that we can consciously choose to intervene—we 
might repeat something to ourselves to generate extra repetition, 
or we might focus our attention somewhere else—but Hebb’s rule 
is always operating. 

Emotions and Learning 

The relative slowness of learning is fne for the most part. Coin-
cidence detection and association are statistical operations, and 
statistical operations need largish samples to be truly efective. But 
the world does not always support such sluggish learning. Some-
times we really do need to learn something based upon a single 
event, e.g., if your ancestors were walking by a cave and encoun-
tered a dangerous animal and barely escaped with their lives, they 
would have been more likely to live longer if they strongly associ-
ated the cave with danger. This is where the emotional system can 
help. Arousal in particular allows the cognitive system to boost 
learning, essentially short-circuiting the normal statistical nature 
of learning, allowing for a kind of “burn-in” of important events. 

It is important to note that this does not require an additional 
learning rule. Hebb’s rule, after all, is predicated upon correlated 
neural activity. Arousal focuses and intensifes neural activity in 
the brain through the release of the neurotransmitter dopamine, 
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automatically creating more correlated activity by ramping up 
internal repetition.11 Abstractly, we can think of arousal as a kind 
of measure of importance. Some things arouse us because we are 
hardwired to respond to them by evolution—pleasure, pain, ani-
mals, loud noises, sex, violence, etc. Other things arouse us because 
we have learned that they are important—the presence of our boss, 
a fnal exam, etc. All of these translate into a heightened state of 
arousal, which in turn releases dopamine in the brain, which has 
the efect of amplifying learning. Therefore, we can crudely think 
of arousal as a kind of dial that turns the speed of learning up and 
down. Thus, some highly emotional events—the assassination of 
a national leader, a terrorist attack, a near-death experience—are 
essentially unforgettable.12 Less intense variations are also com-
monly seen, especially given the relationship of pleasure and pain 
to arousal. 

Hebb’s rule has another important implication with regard 
to emotions. When we think about important events after they 
occur, the nature of association ensures that we automatically feel 
the emotions, and by extension the pleasure and pain, that hap-
pened during the event. Thus, thinking about an encounter with 
a dangerous animal is likely to bring back the feelings of fear that 
occurred during the encounter. This helps us to determine the 
right course of action. In his seminal book about emotions, Des-
Cartes’ Error, Antonio Damasio recounts the case of a man, whom 
he calls “Elliot,” who doesn’t associate emotions with events due 
to brain damage. Damasio shows in careful detail how debilitat-
ing this is, as the man is virtually incapable of distinguishing good 
decisions from bad: 

At the end of one session, after which he had produced an abun-

dant quantity of options for action, all of which were valid and 

implementable, Elliot smiled, apparently satisfed with his rich 

imagination, but added: “And after all this, I still wouldn’t know 

what to do!” 13 
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Negative consequences of this associative link, on the other hand, 
include problems like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 

The associative nature of emotions is important in technology 
because tech developers are able to take advantage of these link-
ages when choosing how to present their technology. Social net-
works, for example, are framed in terms with positive emotional 
afect, such as “friend” and “like.” As Sismondo has noted, meta-
phors do not simply change the target of the metaphor, but both 
the target and the source: “To say that the world is a machine is not 
just to shape our conception of the world, but also, eventually, to 
reshape our conceptions of machines; we make the world appear 
a little more machinelike and machines a little more worldlike.”14 

In other words, when Facebook tells us that our connections are 
“friends,” it not only helps us to understand this new category by 
pulling relevant features from our existing “friend” category, but 
it also will work to change the “friend” category through its asso-
ciation to the Facebook construct. 

The choice of positive metaphors, such as “friend” and “like,” is 
efectively free goodwill for an app’s designers thanks to associa-
tion. In psychology, this efect is known as metaphoric transfer.15 

With metaphoric transfer, changes in how someone feels about 
the source of a metaphor impact on how they feel about its target. 
Williams and Bargh did a pair of studies that show how this works 
and provide a kind of blueprint for how it could be exploited. In 
one, they took advantage of the common metaphor that links dis-
tance to emotional attachment.16 They asked participants to place 
two dots either close together in space or far apart. Participants 
who placed the dots farther apart subsequently reported a weaker 
emotional bond with their family than participants who placed 
the dots close together. In the second experiment, they looked at 
similar efects with warmth metaphors.17 In this case, simply hold-
ing a warmer or colder beverage in their hands made participants 
describe a target as having a warmer or colder personality. 
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Clarity,  Confusion, and Boredom: Seeking or Avoid-
ing New Experiences 

There is another side of the emotional coin that is less well stud-
ied, related to our need for information. As a species, we want 
to understand our world. Our success has not come due to size, 
sharp teeth, or claws; it has come from our ability to acquire and 
use information. Intrinsically, this means that we tend to seek out 
information, but we must also balance this desire with our need for 
safety. In machine learning, this is commonly framed as a trade-
of between exploration and exploitation. Exploitation allows a 
learning system to reap the benefts of experience, but exploration 
may lead to the discovery of new and better paths and methods. 
Systems that exploit too much may never fnd the best available 
methods, but systems that explore too much risk getting into dan-
gerous situations, or fnd themselves wasting time and resources 
when easy success might have been possible. 

In cognition, Ivancich,18 building on work by Kaplan,19 has 
framed this trade-of in terms of motivational pushes and pulls. 
Boredom, for example, pushes us towards exploration and try-
ing new things. When we have our environment fgured out, it 
is a good time to explore a little. Confusion, on the other hand, 
is at the other end of the informational spectrum; it pushes us to 
retreat back to what we know and understand. It is dangerous, 
after all, to be confused, as it signals that we are unlikely to make 
good predictions and decisions. Further, as any school kid knows, 
when presented with a confusing new topic, confusion can be 
cognitively painful. What Kaplan and Ivancich call clarity refers 
to a range of related experiences, including “interest, fascination, 
mystery, intrigue, the thrill of discovery.”20 All of these things pull 
a person deeper into an experience, with the clarity providing plea-
sure that can range from mildly pleasant to intensely joyful. And all 
these forms of clarity invite exploration with the promise of new 
frontiers of knowledge. 
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All three of these mental states play key roles in the world of 
apps and technology. Bored with the same old apps that you have 
been using forever? App stores have an ever-growing supply of new 
ones to keep you engaged. But if a new app is confusing in purpose 
or usage, it is easy to delete it in favor of something else, making 
the ability to present them in simple terms crucial to their success. 
Meanwhile, apps that bring any of the aspects of clarity can pull 
new users in with the promise of pleasures to come and continue 
to engage existing users with new things to explore. 

Attention 

In our discussion of Hebb’s rule, we noted that it is always on and 
therefore that learning is largely automatic. We further noted, 
however, that there are times when we want to exert some cog-
nitive control over this process. This is where attention comes in. 

As we have explained, we humans have a small brain in a big 
world, and the amount of information available to us greatly out-
paces our ability to process it. This implies that we have limitations 
on what we can process at any given time. Evidence of such limits 
can be seen in the small number of items that we can hold in our 
head at a time.21 Before we dive into the mechanics of attention, it 
is worth connecting this idea, that people have a limited capacity 
to process information, back to the philosophical treatment in the 
last chapter. For extensive concepts (like “Rio” for a native Brazil-
ian), it is impossible to hold every aspect of the concept in one’s 
head at once. Thus, context must help determine just what aspects 
that we attend to. In terms of what we are processing, there will be 
a signifcant diference in hearing “the home of the statue of Christ 
the Redeemer” and “the host city of the 2016 Olympics.” Returning 
to association, in the frst case it is likely that thoughts of art and 
religion are primed, whereas in the other it is more likely that we 
will prime thoughts of sports and international events. 

It is common to think of attention as a unitary concept, but 
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William James, sometimes called the father of modern psychol-
ogy, noted that there are in fact two kinds of attention.22 The frst, 
“directed attention,” requires efort; we even refer to the cost of the 
efort as “paying” attention. James contrasted this with “efortless 
attention” or “involuntary attention,” when material is so com-
pelling that it is difcult to ignore. The involuntary quality of this 
attention stems from our evolutionary history, when there were 
things that we needed to pay attention to in order to stay safe. As 
Kahneman puts it, “orienting and responding quickly to the grav-
est threats or most promising opportunities improved the chance 
of survival.”23 Movement, for example, might signify the presence 
of a dangerous animal, so there is value in attending to it. 

In the modern world, the two types of attention are often at 
odds in a way that pits our intention against our inclination. Con-
sider a student trying to study a difcult subject in their dorm room 
while their roommate is watching an action movie on television. 
The action movie is full of the sorts of things that trigger involun-
tary attention—loud noises, violence, color, motion, etc.—and, as 
the name suggests, their pull on the student’s attention is invol-
untary. Thus, the student is inclined to watch the movie, which is 
at odds with their intention to study. The student who wants to 
study has a choice in how they overcome this distraction. They can 
leave or they can attempt to deploy directed attention, buckling 
down to focus on their task. For environments such as the one the 
student fnds themselves in, this is difcult, as directed attention is 
sapped the more it is used. As we shall see later in this book, many 
apps in the digital world are optimized to capture our involuntary 
attention, in turn putting a severe strain on our directed attention. 

Stephen Kaplan and his colleagues, among others, have been 
studying the costs of directed attention fatigue for decades.24 They 
have found that directed attention is a limited resource, and that 
the consequences of overusing this resource can be fairly dire, 
impacting cognitive performance on many tasks, and even health. 
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Roy Baumeister and his colleagues have done similar work and 
term the phenomenon “ego depletion” having noticed that when 
you force yourself to do something you are less ready to take on 
the next challenge.25 Meanwhile, the benefts of experiences that 
are restorative to directed attention, for example, walking in 
nature, are many. For example, an early study done by Cimprich on 
patients during treatment and recovery for breast cancer showed 
that patients in an experimental group instructed to spend time in 
nature, such as walking or gardening, saw signifcant improvement 
in cognitive tests and in quality of life metrics over patients in a 
control group, and on average were more likely to return to work 
and got back to work sooner than the control group.26 

Students in the midst of fnals at the end of a long semester and 
workers regularly putting in long hours are generally very familiar 
with the impact of directed attention fatigue. Patience, for exam-
ple, relies on directed attention, so when directed attention is in 
short supply, so too is our patience. 

Involuntary attention is important to our story in several ways. 
For one, it is commonly deployed by digital technologies to force 
us to pay attention to them. Think of the noises, vibrations, and 
other tricks used by notifcation systems. They are designed spe-
cifcally to wrest control of our attention. And we willingly pay 
this cost, because we are afraid that otherwise we might miss out 
on something important. Meanwhile, digital apps are the source 
of a nearly infnite supply of distractions. There is always another 
funny video to watch on TikTok, or a new post to read on Twitter. 
In a world where people increasingly spend their time online, this 
can severely stress our attentional capacity. In turn, the constant 
competition between apps and services for our attention, the so-
called attention economy, has resulted in a kind of arms race where 
the individual actors are better and better at getting and holding 
our attention.27 Metaphors of the type we are discussing are the 
primary tool to enable users to connect with a potential audience. 
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Digital metaphors are designed to explain and engage. All of this 
presents a constant stress on our directed attention. In turn, peo-
ple whose directed attention is fatigued will make worse decisions, 
be more irritable, and have worse health outcomes. In and of itself, 
these are bad enough outcomes, but a simple decision for a cog-
nitively fatigued person engaged in watching TikTok videos is to 
keep watching. It might seem that letting involuntary attention 
win is a way to help directed attention recover, but Kaplan’s ART 
(Attention Restoration Theory) model further divides involun-
tary attention into things that provide “soft” fascination, such as 
nature, and those that require “hard” fascination and occupy the 
mind fully.28 When in nature, our mind is free to wander and thus 
can recover. By contrast, when we are engaged with an app, there 
is little opportunity for contemplation. Kaplan’s group has found 
that activities that provide soft fascination are far more restorative 
than those that require hard fascination. In short, our constant 
engagement with the digital world comes at a high cognitive price. 

Scaling Learning 

The learning system that we have described so far works well for 
experiential learning—the world around us. Hebb’s rule serves to 
emphasize patterns in our experience, and through emotions and 
attention the learning system is able to further refne what we 
learn. Attention is the primary way we deal with the problem of 
the volume of information that we take in. However, we are still 
limited to our own experience, which represents but a tiny sample 
of the world. To return to an earlier example, if one family member 
walked by a dangerous location, it would be a shame if the only way 
for other family members to learn of the danger was for all of them 
to walk past it themselves. To learn beyond our own experience, 
we need to be able to go beyond our experience; for humans, that 
ability is provided by language. 
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EXPERIENCING THROUGH OTHERS’ EYES 

Language allows us to experience things without living them. 
When another person says to us “The robot kicked the soccer ball,” 
we can imagine the scene in our own heads. The major diference 
between seeing a robot kick a soccer ball and being told about it is 
visual detail. Ultimately, in each case a representation of a soccer 
ball will become active and a representation of a robot will become 
active, as will a representation of the robot kicking the ball. The 
details of what those representations are like are the subject of long 
debate in cognitive science, which we do not explore here. Instead, 
we will merely point out that the two experiences will show sig-
nifcant overlap in terms of which parts of the brain are active.29 

Harkening back to Hebb’s rule, this means that we can learn in 
very similar ways through language as we do through experience. 

This is amazingly useful of course, as it greatly widens our abil-
ity to learn about the world around us. Once we could learn from 
others through language, we could greatly speed up the learning 
process and fnd out about parts of the world that were not imme-
diately accessible. However, it also meant that we might learn 
things that are not actually true. We can “experience” things that 
have not actually happened. Sometimes this is benign, as with a 
good novel, and sometimes it is actively harmful, as with disinfor-
mation campaigns. 

Normal descriptive discourse is a useful way to tell someone 
else about something that happened, but sometimes it isn’t enough 
in terms of what we want to communicate. Sometimes we want to 
tell someone about something new. This sort of communication 
cannot simply rely on activating internal structures already pres-
ent in the listener. Instead, it requires building those structures 
from scratch. This presents a real problem because, as we have 
already seen, normal learning, and especially learning new things, 
can be very slow and can rely on lots of repetition. This relative 
slowness may be adequate when reading a book or listening to a 
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lecture, but in the course of normal conversation, it does not cut it. 
Metaphor is the solution to this thorny problem. Metaphors 

allow us to use things that we already know about to create new 
things that we did not know about previously. Thus, the Shake-
spearean metaphor “time is a beggar” can communicate a new 
idea by drawing upon pieces of what we know about beggars 
and combining them with pieces of what we know about time. 
Another Shakespearean metaphor “Juliet is the sun” provides a 
quick description of Juliet, again based on the idea that certain fea-
tures of the sun can be shared by people. Not only is the metaphor 
poetic, but it is much more compact than simply listing Juliet’s 
relevant features. 

Metaphors are useful precisely because they allow us to leverage 
things that we already know about to quickly restructure existing 
categories or to learn brand-new ones. We can view metaphors, 
therefore, along a continuum, At one end, they are used in a mainly 
descriptive way, describing things that we already know about, but 
highlighting salient features or presenting the thing in a new light. 
At the other end, metaphors can be used to create brand new cat-
egories. To explore this continuum, we present three scenarios at 
diferent points along the continuum demonstrating three import-
ant uses of metaphor. The third of these scenarios represents the 
one that we are most interested in in this book. 

Three Types of Metaphor 

The frst scenario (Figure 8 (a)) is probably the most common in 
everyday usage. In this type of metaphor, the speaker uses one cat-
egory to emphasize certain aspects of another category. A typical 
example would involve two people discussing a mutual friend. One 
of the friends could metaphorically say “the man is a wolf.” As both 
friends know the man in question, the goal of the statement is not 
to create a new category, but to highlight things about the category 
that they already have. In this case “wolf” will associatively prime 
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certain aspects of the category at the expense of others. There are 
many possible features that might come to mind when talking 
about a man, but the context “wolf” will shape which ones are 
active during the conversation. Thus, a diferent set of features 
might be active than would usually be the case when talking about 
a person. Hebb’s rule will work to further strengthen the link to 
those features, as well as connect the representation of the man 
more closely to the representation of a wolf. This is emblematic 
of the fact that our mental representations are never truly static, 
thanks to Hebb’s rule. It is important to point out here that this is 
a case where Hebb’s rule can occasionally be insidious. The listener 
might not actually agree that the man is wolf-like, but without 
some mental efort the associative linkage will be strengthened 
regardless. If you are told something is true often enough, it is 
difcult to avoid having it creep into your mental structure. 

In the second scenario (Figure 8 (b)), one person tells someone 
else about something new. In this scenario, however, the new thing 
isn’t completely novel; it is just a novel example of an existing cat-
egory. Here, we could have two friends discussing a third person, 
but one of the friends does not know the third person. So, when 
the other friend says “the man is a wolf,” the sentence has a very 
diferent efect than that of the frst example. The other person 
now knows two things about the man being described: that he is 
a man, and that he has some things in common with wolves. That 
person knows a lot about people and also about wolves, and they 
can use this knowledge to build a quick framework for the man 
using the features that the two things have in common—probably 
the same set of features as in the frst example. In this case the 
result of the metaphor is a brand-new category made by combin-
ing two things that are already known. Further, the new category 
is a subclass of one of the original categories, in this case, people. 
Returning to our theme that learning is about prediction, in a case 
like this, with just a single sentence we have enough information 
about this person that we have never met to be able to predict quite 
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a few things about how they might behave. This is one of the major 
benefts of metaphors; they can transmit a tremendous amount of 
information with only a few words. 

The third scenario (Figure 8 (c)) is rarer in normal conversa-
tion, but is important for metaphors related to technology. In this 
scenario one person tries to describe something completely novel 
to another person. This new thing isn’t simply a new version of 
something the second person already knows about, but is funda-
mentally diferent in some important way. One scenario might 
involve someone trying to describe their scientifc breakthrough 
to a friend who is a complete novice in the feld. The person would 
have to describe the breakthrough in terms that are familiar to 
their friend. This would be similar to what we saw in the example 
at the start of this chapter, and metaphor is the normal way to do 
this, as occurs with many new technologies. Thus, a device made 
of complex circuitry, wires, and the like can be described as a way 
to have a conversation at a distance. What is important about this 
scenario is not only that a new category created, but also that the 
existing one is modifed. In the second scenario, describing some-
one as a wolf doesn’t change how we think about people generally, 
just about the new person. Indeed, we probably know other people 
who could be described as wolves. In this new scenario, however, 
the metaphor represents a violation of the original category. In the 
world before telephones, conversations were not held at a distance; 
closeness was an essential feature of what it meant to have a con-
versation. It is such a category violation that makes the technol-
ogy useful in the frst place. Thus, the metaphor creates a kind of 
schism in the category and generates two new subcategories—e.g., 
conversations close together and conversations at a distance. The 
thing that diferentiates the two subcategories is the new device. 
With other metaphors, sometimes called “novel” metaphors, the 
resolution is not so straightforward, because there might not be 
any features that appear to be in common. 
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Figure 8. Three types of metaphor. Each oval represents the representation of 
a category involved in a metaphor. The fll of each oval represents how well 
known the concept is to the listener. The arrows represent structural infuence 
due to the metaphor. (A) In this case both the metaphor’s source and target 
are known to the listener. The metaphor suggests a particular way of thinking 
about the target and will mainly strengthen selected internal associations. (B) 
Here the target of the metaphor is new. E.g. a person that the listener hasn’t 
met. In this case in addition to the source an additional infuence on the new 
category will be the class that the new thing is an example of. E.g., a person. 
The new object will be constructed from a combination of the target and the 
known class and will be a new example of the known class. (C) In this case the 
target is completely unknown and also isn’t simply an example of something 
that is known. In such cases the new class can only be infuenced by the source 
of the metaphor. 

A Second Metaphorical Dimension: Novelty 

It is fairly simple to see how association is related to metaphor, 
e.g., there are certain features of wolves that are often features of 
men. Thus the “the man is a wolf” metaphor should associatively 
activate those features. Indeed, one leading cognitive model of 
metaphors is based on this idea.30 This is not, strictly speaking, the 
whole story. It works well for what we call category 1 metaphors, 
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where the metaphor concerns two well-known categories, but it 
seems to fail for more complex metaphors, which are sometimes 
termed “novel” metaphors. 

In discussing novel metaphors Ricoeur used the example “time 
is a beggar” from Shakespeare. This is clearly a category 1 meta-
phor, because the vast majority of people watching the play would 
have solid categories for both time and beggars. For most people, 
however, the features of time and the features of beggars will have 
little to no overlap. Indeed, when we attempted to resolve the met-
aphor ourselves, we were unable to come up with a good set of fea-
tures. The primary meaning of “beggar” involves someone asking 
for food or money, which does not seem connected to time, and 
indeed seems to be at odds with the common metaphor “time is 
money.” The intersection of closely related features seems to be 
empty. To understand the metaphor requires the context provided 
by the original text; it cannot be a simple matter of word substi-
tution. In Shakespeare’s play Troilus and Cressida, the character 
Ulysses says: 

Time hath, my lord, a wallet at his back, 

Wherein he puts alms for oblivion, 

A great-sized monster of ingratitudes: 

Those scraps are good deeds past; which are devour’d 

As fast as they are made, forgot as soon 

As done. 31 

Shakespeare’s language guides us through our associations, pro-
viding context to set up (or prime, in the language of association) 
what comes next. Here we can see that the metaphor requires 
either a very particular view of beggars, that they are “monsters 
of ingratitude,” or at least that such a view fts a particular class 
of beggars. This particular metaphor is challenging, because such 
a view of beggars may not typically be part of the reader’s mental 
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model of beggars (their sociocultural context), and it is also reveal-
ing because it yields insights into the speaker’s beliefs. 

Shakespeare handles this complex metaphor elegantly. The pri-
mary subject in this case, time, is abstract, and thus not apparently 
easy to unite with a category as concrete as “beggar.” Shakespeare 
begins by personifying time. From there, Shakespeare alternates 
between aspects of the beggar, using terms like “alms” and “scraps,” 
and aspects of time, with allusions to oblivion, the past, and forget-
ting. Thus, Shakespeare is doing the work that we would normally 
do ourselves when resolving a metaphor in terms of determining 
the relevant features. During this process, Shakespeare creates a 
vivid new object for the listener that contains aspects of each cat-
egory. This new object is only possible because of the system of 
associations the listener already has in place. 

As we argued in the previous chapter, technology developers 
also rely on metaphors to create new things But they cannot aford 
to do so with metaphors as complex as this one; they rely on the 
associations being crystal clear to everyone. This is not to say that 
Shakespeare did not engage in such metaphors himself; indeed, 
one of his most famous metaphors and one we have seen before, 
“Juliet is the sun,” is very simple to decode with little or no addi-
tional context. 

The diference in how people process simple versus novel met-
aphors has been well studied in cognitive science and can be seen, 
for example, in MRI studies of the brain. Subjects who are decod-
ing complex metaphors actually need to recruit additional areas of 
the brain to make sense of them.32 There are a number of theories 
about how this works, but it is clear that more is going on than 
simple priming.33 A discussion of this is beyond the scope of this 
book, but it is important to note several things about such cases. 
First, “solving” such metaphors is pleasurable. The cognitive ori-
gins of this pleasure are likely tied to the idea of clarity that we 
discussed previously. To solve a metaphor is to understand, and 
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to understand is to know that you are likely to respond efectively. 
By contrast, to struggle to understand is to be confused, which is 
painful. Thus, our second point: that not being able to see the res-
olution of a metaphor is unpleasant. Finally, as we saw with “time 
is a beggar,” the resolution of a complex metaphor may be strongly 
tied to personal experience and cultural norms. 

Metaphor and Creativity 

So far, we have framed metaphor primarily as a vehicle for commu-
nication and learning. Once the cognitive system had the capac-
ity to create and use metaphors, it became possible to use it for 
other purposes as well. One such purpose, and one closely aligned 
with the idea of communicating novel concepts through meta-
phor, is using metaphor as a fully creative act. Albert Einstein’s 
famous thought experiments, or Gedankenexperiments, provide a 
good example of the intertwining of the two purposes. Einstein 
often referred to himself as a visual thinker and described a num-
ber of his breakthroughs in those terms. For example, when he was 
young and interested in the properties of light, he would imagine 
himself running alongside a beam of light. He later cited this as 
inspiration for his work on general relativity. In turn these thought 
experiments are also useful ways of explaining his ideas. 

That metaphor can be used as a creative act is a natural exten-
sion of the major purpose of cognition, which is to make predic-
tions. Returning to our example of seeing a dangerous animal near 
a cave, we can imagine what might happen if we were to return to 
the cave and predict that we could have a bad encounter with the 
animal. In what is perhaps the most famous quote in cognitive 
science history, Kenneth Craik put it this way: 

If the organism carries a ‘small-scale model’ of external reality and 

of its own possible actions in its head, it is able to try out various 

alternatives, conclude which is the best of them, react to future 
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situations before they arise, utilize the knowledge of past events 

in dealing with the present and future, and in every way to react 

in a much fuller, safer, and more competent manner to the emer-

gencies which face it.34 

In other words, our mental models allow us to run experiments in 
our head in a fashion analogous to Einstein’s Gedankenexperiments. 
It is much safer to run a mental experiment about a possible return 
to the cave than to fnd out by actually going. With mental models 
we can safely “play” in our heads by changing various aspects of the 
model or its input, e.g., you might think “what if I went back to the 
cave, but this time with a group of friends.” Metaphors extend that 
capability by allowing us to connect two things that we may not 
have connected previously. Put another way, our mental structures 
are models, and metaphors provide a mechanism to change the 
inputs to those models. Once we have the mental structure of a 
wolf, for example, we can plug a man into it. The amazing thing 
about our cognitive system is that it is able to ignore the contra-
dictory parts that this almost necessarily fosters, and instead focus 
just on the parts that ft. 

Advertisers and app developers use these abilities to get people to 
try their products, often painting a mental picture of how their prod-
ucts will be used and the ways that it will make customers happy. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR USING AND ACQUIRING MEANINGS 

Why Are Metaphors So Power ful and So Ubiquitous? 

Hebb’s rule has many important implications for the topics of this 
book. First and foremost is that learning is always “on.” We don’t 
choose to learn, and we have little direct control over it. Imagine a 
world in which we did have control over our learning. How would 
children learn the right things? What if we made mistakes in what 
we chose? Learning is too important for organisms such as humans 
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for it to be anything other than automatic. Second, the statistical 
nature of learning requires that it normally be quite slow. Jumping 
to conclusions with little experience or knowledge can be fatal in 
a dangerous world. And yet, it seems as if learning new things is 
often easy. That is the power of metaphor. 

Here we remind the reader that we use the term “metaphor” 
loosely, to describe a large number of linguistic techniques that 
have the common feature of referring to something as something 
that it is not.35 The power of metaphor is that it allows us to build 
new concepts, not by experiencing them again and again, but by 
leveraging our experience with other concepts that we have already 
learned. In describing Juliet, Romeo need not laboriously list all of 
her features and hope that we can associate them with her; instead, 
he can simply describe her as the sun, a concept that we all know 
and one that allows us to easily infer her features. Facebook could 
have chosen a new name for one of its features, then spent time 
trying to teach us what it was and why it was useful. But it was 
simpler to call it “friend” and gain all of the positive implications 
of that word. Friends are people we like, want to catch up with, etc. 
So, metaphors are cognitive shortcuts, allowing us to bypass the 
usual rules for learning and to take advantage of the learning that 
we have previously done. These shortcuts are so useful that they 
represent a signifcant percentage of our communication, about 20 
percent, according to one estimate.36 

Further, metaphors can leverage other aspects of cognition that 
also aid learning, especially emotion. Friends are generally people 
who bring us pleasure, and thus friendship is an inherently plea-
surable concept. Therefore, metaphors that build on friendship, 
or love, or any other concept strongly associated with emotions, 
automatically gain those associations. The idea of connecting to 
friends is pleasurable because in our own past connecting with 
friends has been pleasurable. Facebook and other social networks 
not only get a free association with this pleasure, but the pleasure 
actually can boost the learning process. 
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Of course, shortcuts have many advantages in terms of ef-
ciency, but they can also have drawbacks. Facebook friendship isn’t 
really the same as friendship in real life, after all. Metaphors have 
potential drawbacks as learning shortcuts as well. A successful 
metaphor relies on its recipient having the right model, for exam-
ple, in “time is a beggar,” having a model that beggars are, or at 
least can be, “monsters of ingratitude.” When someone describes 
another person as a wolf, they probably do not mean that they 
howl at the moon at night or live in a cave. Thus, it is not enough 
to merely create a metaphor. It is important that the right set of 
features is extracted. Even if the metaphor is properly understood, 
the metaphor may not actually be appropriate, which may lead to 
the wrong conclusions. Even common metaphors can have this 
problem. For example, metaphors to describe the stock market as 
“climbing higher” or “falling of a clif” impact how people react 
to fnancial news.37 In the frst, stocks are described as if they were 
agents with the implication that they have purpose and will. Those 
extra consequences, unintended as they may be, come along as a 
result of association, with the result that people exposed to the 
metaphor tend to feel that those climbing stocks will continue to 
do so tomorrow. By contrast, an object metaphor such as “falling 
of a clif” does not imply such agency and so does not generate any 
further expectations. Of course, what is a problem in one domain 
may be a valuable feature in another. Returning to Facebook, 
the implicative complex surrounding friendship is very positive, 
and thus the associations of those positive feelings will tend to 
be refected back on Facebook due to the power of association as 
expressed through metaphoric transfer.38 

As we have seen, metaphors are so useful because they take 
advantage of cognitive structure, in the form of associations, that 
already exists. This is also true of the emotions associated with 
such structures. The “like” metaphor is an example of how social 
networks can use these associations to drive user behavior. On 
apps like Facebook, liking something is a positive act that in turn 
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sends a signal back to the posting person that their post is appre-
ciated. This sets up a feedback loop where people are eager to gain 
more likes, and the positive emotions that accompany them, and 
thus are likely to post more often. But this loop also creates expec-
tations that their friends will like everything they post—if our 
friends have liked our posts before, our learned model will expect 
them to like them in the future. This situation benefts social net-
works, because it drives engagement and encourages more post-
ing, in turn creating more content for the network. We come back 
to this example in more detail in the fnal part of this book. 

For a person or group developing a new technology and desiring 
to create new meaning, there is a choice. To get users to go through 
the contiguity and repetition necessary to build fresh cognitive 
structure would be slow and tedious, which is not a situation con-
ducive to getting buy-in to a product. Emotions ofer an alterna-
tive, but not one that is realistically scalable (the YouTube phe-
nomenon of unboxing videos does show that this approach works 
for some people). It is not surprising then, that time after time, 
product after product, developers choose to rely on metaphor. 

The Cognitive-Hermeneutic Cycle Revisited 

Many people were frst exposed to the poet Amanda Gorman 
during the US presidential inauguration in 2021. For those peo-
ple a number of features may have stood out. First and foremost 
was the poem she recited, which was widely hailed and has since 
been turned into a best-selling book. Then there was her clothing, 
which also caused a stir and was praised for bringing brightness 
and color to a stage where participants often dress in drab grays 
and blacks. Then there was her race, which also stood out amid a 
largely white group on stage, and her youth, which was similarly 
notable. Some combination of these things would be associated 
with the nascent representation of her in people’s mind, knitted 
together by Hebb’s rule and forming an initial set of predications. 
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Subsequent news stories would have solidifed some of these pred-
ications and introduced new ones—she is mentored by Oprah, she 
had a speech impediment growing up, etc. Each of these encoun-
ters in turn serves to strengthen some of the existing connections 
emphasized in the articles, again through Hebb’s rule, and to build 
new ones, thus making the cognitive structure associated with her 
deeper and richer. Later, a series of articles appeared describing the 
difculties involved in translating her work into other languages 
and how race complicates that work.39 On social media, Gorman 
announced that even after her speech she had been profled by law 
enforcement.40 Anyone reading such articles would add depth and 
nuance to their understanding of her and her work. Thus Hebb’s 
rule, and the fact that any encounter with a complex fgure will only 
reveal part of what is going on, ensures that meaning is always in 
fux, gaining new components and emphasizing others with each 
encounter. Each of these encounters is one arc in the cycle (Figure 
9). In the meantime, as in this example, the world changes between 
our encounters. In this case, Amanda Gorman has a social media 
presence, has released other work, and has meaningfully reacted 
to her own experience of being on that stage. These actions, in 
turn, have been picked up by the media and reported out to the 
world. That same media pays attention to how many people click 
on stories about her and uses that information to decide whether 
to write more. Other predications involved, such as the role of race 
in US politics, also continue to evolve in parallel. 

This continuous cycle is also in play with metaphors and tech-
nology, and it can even be magnifed by the connections between 
users and developers. First, the metaphor and the artifact are 
linked in our mind during our initial encounter with the technol-
ogy. Then, each subsequent encounter will strengthen that meta-
phorical connection and provide an opportunity for further learn-
ing and depth. In the meantime, every individual’s experience with 
the technology will be diferent. Each will come to their encounter 
with a diferent set of life experiences and cognitive models. In 
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Figure 9. A simplifed view of an example spiral. Starting at A: Gorman reads 
her poem at the inaugural. B: The audience watches and reacts. C: The media 
also watches and reacts producing new stories about her including, D, inter-
viewing her and then E makes the stories available. F: The audience consumes 
these stories, learning more about her. G: the media notices the strong reaction 
to her poem, page views of stories, etc. H: she posts on social media, releases a 
new book, etc. 

turn, they will use the artifact diferently and in diferent contexts. 
Inevitably some of them will learn new, unanticipated, ways of 
interacting with it, or will at least fnd things about it that they 
wish to have changed. Meanwhile, the technology community has 
created efcient mechanisms for this feedback to be channeled 
back to developers. In turn, developers can use this information 
to iterate on the next version of the technology and the cycle will 
be renewed. 

SPEAKING OF COGNITIVE STRUCTURE 

Cognition is centered around making predictions. This places a pre-
mium on fnding recurring patterns and sequences. The primary 
mechanism for learning such patterns is known as Hebb’s rule. 
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Cognitive structure is associative. Thinking of one thing that 
we frequently experience in the presence of another thing will nat-
urally make us likely to think of the second thing. This also applies 
to emotions. In turn, emotions can help speed up learning. 

Attention is crucial to choosing what cognition will focus on 
next. Attention can be thought of as two systems, an involuntary 
system that automatically responds to intrinsically important 
stimuli, and a voluntary and directed system which can be con-
sciously deployed. The directed system requires efort and will 
eventually fatigue. 

Language provides a way of scaling learning to include things 
that we do not directly experience. Metaphor can accelerate learn-
ing by taking advantage of existing cognitive structure. Metaphor 
can either reconfgure existing categories or quickly build new 
ones. 
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PART I I I  

DIGITAL METAPHORS IN THE WORLD 

Next, we turn our attention to some of the major digital met-
aphors in today’s world. Our thesis is that these metaphors are 
increasingly mediating nearly everything we do. As such, we begin 
with a chapter that explores this idea. We then follow with a series 
of chapters examining diferent examples of such mediation. As 
we have noted, digital metaphors exist in a hierarchy, and thus 
our collection of chapters begins with a foundational metaphor: 
touching is selecting. This is an example of a metaphor so natural 
that it is easy to forget both the fact that it is a metaphor at all, 
and the complex software necessary to make it work. Next, we 
look at social media and how metaphors like Facebook’s use of 
friendship are reshaping how we think about relationships, and 
in turn how social media companies are in a competition for our 
attention. We then revisit our example of texting and conversa-
tion and examine the evolution of metaphors relating to texting 
technology. In this chapter in particular, we see how the cognitive-
hermeneutic cycle can impact not only users but the technology 
itself, as texting began with clumsy metaphors around telegrams 
and mail and evolved to more straightforward and efective met-
aphors of chatting and conversation. The relationship of videos 



 

 

 
 

and photos to memories are explored in the subsequent chapter. In 
this chapter, we see that not only are tech companies increasingly 
using memory as a metaphor for their products, but also that these 
products can actually change the very memories that they are rep-
resenting. We conclude this section with a look at smartphones. 
In this case, the initial metaphor—a phone not tethered to a single 
location—has become completely inadequate for how we now use 
these devices. In the chapter, we explore more appropriate ways of 
conceptualizing these devices, centering on ideas of identity and 
their ubiquitous nature. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

MEDIATING THE WORLD 

The framework we are proposing allows us to address a fundamen-
tal question about technology: Are we shaped by technology, or do 
we shape it to suit our needs? This question is typically phrased to 
suggest that the answer is one or the other but, as we have shown, 
the language chosen to frame an issue can change how we think 
about that topic. In this case, there is a continuum marked by two 
extreme views of a technology’s agency. At one end of this contin-
uum is technological determinism, which emphasizes how digital 
technologies defne our personal and social habits in an almost 
autonomous way. In this theory, the agency of the relationship 
between users and technology lies completely with the technology. 
Users are portrayed as passive, easily seduced by the coolest tech 
widgets on the market. Proponents of this vision emphasize how, 
for example, smartphones determine how we communicate and 
disrupt traditional forms of conversation and social engagement 
in ways that we have no control over. In this view, the power of 
digital technologies is such that the mechanisms by which they are 
created and the ways users integrate them in their lives are almost 
an afterthought when compared to the power of the devices 
themselves. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

             
 
 
 

 

 

Don Ihde highlights that, in this pole of technological deter-
minism, there are two important branches.1 One, linked to utopias, 
suggests that technology by itself creates a better world, on that is 
more organized and free of pain and worries for human beings. On 
the other hand, there is the dystopian branch. New technologies 
bring with them the gift of the Greeks to the Trojans and, when 
fully welcomed and integrated into our cities, will reveal them-
selves as unavoidable sources of sufering and eventual destruction 
of societies and the environment. 

At the other end of this continuum is a vision that we call tech-
nological neutrality. In this view, the impact of technologies is 
determined by its users, e.g., it is smartphones that are passive, vir-
tually without agency, and how much they interfere in our world 
and our relationships depends exclusively on the choices users 
make, including how, when, and at what intensity to use them. 
From this point of view, digital technologies are ethically neutral; 
they are neither good nor bad in themselves. The ethical implica-
tions of these devices thus are entirely dependent on their usage. 

Here we will pause to point out that in the digital age a technol-
ogy’s agency can vary widely. As we discussed in Part I, we willingly 
give agency to some apps. We don’t want to risk missing a meeting, 
so we give an app the power to interrupt and remind us. Other apps 
have a kind of agency through their connection to other users. A 
text messaging app might not make decisions to interrupt us, but 
it will when triggered by messages sent by our friends and col-
leagues. This suggests that the landscape of this issue is far richer 
and more complex than is suggested by the two extreme positions 
of technological determinism and technological neutrality.2 And so 
we now turn to an exploration of this landscape using important 
technologies currently in use, paying particular attention to the-
ories that draw on elements from both poles. The theory of social 
constructionism is a key example, as it posits a two-way, circular 
relationship between technology and society. Building upon this 
more nuanced position, we examine how meanings are embedded 
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into technologies that, in turn, change the way we live. Thus, there 
is a push and a pull in a cognitive-hermeneutic cycle, and is further 
grounded in the learning theory that we discussed in chapter six. 

Like any cultural artifact, digital technologies build on an accu-
mulation of meanings derived from culture, and in turn change 
how we see and interact with the world. Digital technologies 
are meaning-full, which is precisely why they are so relevant to 
understanding today’s society. This is also why we believe that 
the cognitive-hermeneutic approach proposed here is necessary 
for investigating the deeper ways that new technologies impact 
everything from personal identities to interpersonal relationships 
to social institutions. 

Assuming this cognitive-hermeneutic approach, the transfor-
mative power of technology is revealed by analyzing the relation-
ship of society and digital technologies as it is particularly impacted 
by digital metaphors. Social networks are not merely applications 
used by millions of young people to pass the time; they redefne 
essential human experiences such as communication, truth, and 
friendship. Furthermore, the ways in which we experience the 
physical limitations of time and space are fundamentally changed 
in “cyberspace” through metaphors that re-signify human experi-
ences. In this case, concepts such as “presence” and “simultaneity” 
change their meaning in a digital context. 

Several studies have explored and emphasized the use of met-
aphors to create good user interfaces and experiences for digital 
artifacts.3 Although these studies touch the same underlying phe-
nomenon that we describe in this book, their intentionality is quite 
diferent from ours. They are largely inspired by pragmatic goals 
aimed at optimizing software engineering practices. In our case, 
we want to explore not only how digital metaphors can be used to 
bridge the conceptual gap that increases user engagement, but also 
the profound consequences they bring to personal, interpersonal, 
and social environments. 

Our hypothesis is that the cognitive-hermeneutic approach 
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that we develop in this book provides new ways to analyze funda-
mental structural layers of the impact of digital technologies on 
society. Through their impact on their users’ cognitive associations 
and semantic horizons, digital devices are shaped by digital meta-
phors that can radically transform how their users see the world, 
their personal relationships, and social, economic, and political 
phenomena. Our focus is not just user interaction with the digital 
artifact, but more importantly how a user’s interaction with the 
world is mediated and reshaped by digital artifacts. These devices 
not only create new functionalities with a new set of possibilities 
to act in the world, they also afect the meanings that we attribute 
to the world, ourselves, and our relationships. Digital metaphors 
rewrite, at the semantic and cognitive level, things as fundamen-
tal as friendship, communication, social engagement, education, 
knowledge, and economic and political relations. They make us 
“see as,” transforming human experiences at their most basic level. 

Obviously, the plasticity of digital metaphors can lead to strong 
consequences, both positive and negative. For example, the funda-
mental metaphors of social networks related to friends’ conversa-
tions have been reframed with new layers of meaning by malicious 
users intent on spreading misinformation and manipulating public 
opinion. 

Therefore, the cognitive-hermeneutic approach that we pro-
pose touches the foundations of the complex relations between 
societies and digital technologies. Far from occupying a single 
point in the continuum, depending on context, digital metaphors’ 
manifestations and applications come closer to technological 
determinism, but their extremely fexible forms of use and appli-
cation can bring them closer to the arguments of technological 
neutrality. 

The point we want to emphasize is that the cognitive-
hermeneutic approach that we propose in this book allows us to 
analyze the more radical implications of digital technologies as 
they transform the world and individuals by changing the mean-
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ings in which we live. They are not just passive tools that we use to 
increase performance in certain areas of human experience; they 
redefne these experiences, sometimes with us as active partici-
pants. As Ricoeur proposes in his critical hermeneutic philosophy, 
all human action is mediated by meanings.4 Basic human actions 
like chatting, cooperating, dating, marrying, doing business, and 
playing are always “symbolically mediated.” They take place within 
a conceptual framework of the meanings we associate with each of 
them. As we have seen with metaphors, digital artifacts afect these 
symbolic mediations; they re-signify them and therefore afect the 
way we experience and act in the world. 

Our approach allows us, therefore, to go beyond a functional 
analysis of digital technologies, enabling the exploration of their 
role in transforming the symbolic mediations of meaning that 
structure societies and individuals. By focusing on the hermeneu-
tic and cognitive aspects of digital technologies, we touch a deep 
layer of the infuence of such artifacts. Still, we do not want to 
exclude material conditions that are dialectically related to these 
aspects. Our discussions of the metaphorical spiral and techno-
logical enablers highlight the importance of an analysis that rec-
ognizes the complex interrelationships between the material-
structural and cognitive-hermeneutic conditions of development 
and use of digital technologies. 

As we will see in more detail in the next chapter, Coeckelbergh 
and Reijers have explored, using the concept of narrative tech-
nologies, the ways digital artifacts build structures of meaning 
that reorganize human actions.5 Digital technologies in particu-
lar can reconfgure human time and mediate how people relate 
to everyday events. Coeckelbergh and Reijers cite the example of 
how electronic monetary technologies have redefned the media-
tions of meaning around trading actions.6 The ways in which we 
understand and act on concepts such as hedge funds, options, 
securities, derivative trades, and currency swaps have been trans-
formed by digital fnancial technologies. Human traders, in the 
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wake of these digital technologies, have been thrown into a new 
universe of meaning in which symbolic mediations of actions are 
deeply afected and, in many ways, redefned by digital artifacts 
and architectures. 

Also, we echo Johann Michel’s proposal that we are fundamen-
tally interpretive beings—Homo interpretans.7 The symbolic medi-
ations brought about by metaphors do not simply afect an isolated 
aspect of individuals and societies, they interfere in the essential 
mechanism of giving and interpreting meanings for the experi-
ences in the world. It’s not just about knowing diferently, but 
living diferently. Social networks not only afect what we mean 
by friendship, they further reframe this phenomenon and there-
fore restructure the ways in which we create, maintain, expand, 
and even break the interpersonal relationships of friendship. It 
is therefore not just an epistemological phenomenon—what we 
know about the world—but also an ontological phenomenon— 
what we are in the world. 

In this section, we examine a number of the most important 
technology metaphors of the last two decades.8 These metaphors 
vary in their efectiveness, both in terms of how well they make 
the technology understandable for users and how well they match 
what the technology is actually used for. As we shall see, meta-
phors’ efectiveness will impact how fast they are adopted, and also 
how essential the hermeneutic cycle is. All of them, however, have 
signifcantly changed our lives, both what we do and how we think. 

SPEAKING OF MEDIATING THE WORLD 

The amount of agency digital artifacts possess can vary widely. We 
often willingly choose to provide them agency. 

We use digital artifacts to mediate an increasing number of 
fundamental human experiences, such as communication and 
relationships. These mediations fundamentally alter key aspects 
of those experiences, thus changing their meaning. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

METAPHORICAL FOUNDATIONS 

Touching Is Selection 

Our frst example is also one of the most highly efective digital 
metaphors and concerns what may be the single most important 
software innovation of the twenty-frst century, one so important 
and so ubiquitous that it is easy to forget that it exists and hard to 
imagine life without it: the touch user interface (UI). This tech-
nology frst came to prominence when Apple released the original 
iPhone in 2007. In October 2020, only thirteen years later, Apple 
analyst Horace Dediu noted that “touch UIs are now enabling $1 
Trillion of economic activity.”1 Touch UI is probably less important 
than the other metaphors we discuss in terms of meaning, but it 
is foundational to the rise of mobile technology as it provides a 
metaphorical base upon which all other mobile metaphors build. 
Just as “argument is war” is what Lakof called a “structural meta-
phor” that serves as a framework for a variety of other metaphors, 
the basic actions of the touch UI system can be picked up by other 
digital metaphors and used without further explanation. 

Before 2007, the cell phone industry was dominated by compa-
nies such as Nokia, Motorola, and RIM that either used hardware 
keyboards or a combination of a number pad and several dedicated 
buttons. This is the world Apple faced as it developed the iPhone. 



 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

For example, in 2005 the Nokia N70 became the frst “smartphone” 
to sell more than a million units, and its UI consisted mainly of a 
number pad and a few other dedicated buttons. Meanwhile, the 
Motorola Q became the frst “QWERTY” phone, one with an entire 
keyboard, to sell a million units in 2005. This market grew so quickly 
that by 2006 the Blackberry Pearl sold ffteen million units. At the 
time, the ubiquitous UI for cell phones was a combination of a list 
(e.g., a list of phone numbers in an address book or a list of applica-
tions to choose from) and the arrow keys on the hardware keyboard. 
Users used the arrows to navigate to the item in the list that they 
wanted and then selected their choice by pressing the “enter” key. 
The activity that made early smartphones “smart” was email, and 
the push to full keyboards came about because of the difculty of 
typing emails on a number pad, a slow and tedious process. Cell 
phone keyboards themselves were essentially miniaturized versions 
of the keyboards used on personal computers. This had the advan-
tage that many people already had experience with keyboards from 
computers, or even typewriters, and thus had a mental model of 
how they worked. As Steve Jobs recounted in his keynote introduc-
ing the iPhone, Apple saw this model as a problem that needed to be 
solved.2 Aside from the mechanical problems possible in such hard-
ware, the need for people to know how to type, and the difculty in 
typing on such small keyboards, the problem Jobs focused on was 
that modern software needed to be dynamic in a way that existing 
interfaces could not handle. Jobs, after all, was involved in a many-
years-long quest to remove peripherals from computers, a quest 
that would culminate in the MacBook Air’s design, which included 
only a single USB-C port. The iPhone ofered a real opportunity to 
ship a device without drives for external memory, one that could be 
updated without the need for physical disks. But updating software 
on a cell phone was hamstrung by the existing mapping to available 
buttons and the keyboard. If new software functionality was added, 
for example, there might not be any hardware buttons available that 
weren’t already mapped to other things. 
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Once Apple decided to get rid of the hardware keyboard, its 
developers had many problems to solve, but certainly among the 
most important was simply how to let users choose what to do 
next. The operating system that Apple developed as part of this 
process, iOS, is built as a series of layers. At the bottom is what we 
would call the core operating system, which Apple refers to as Core 
OS. Each subsequent layer builds increasing functionality for those 
who want to develop software for iOS. At the top of this hierarchy 
is where user interactions are handled. In early versions of iOS, 
this layer was called Cocoa Touch. Apple’s engineers had to create 
this layer as a bridge for app developers who want their applica-
tions to be interactive. Since the Apple developers writing Cocoa 
Touch could not anticipate every possible type of interaction that 
software developers might want to support, they had to create a 
system that was as general as possible. The simplest version of such 
an interface is simply to create a button for every possible inter-
action. For example, with a fxed number of actions, an operating 
system could just assign a button to each one. Alternatively, theo-
retically, with a keyboard a user could type in any necessary com-
mand, but this was a poor solution because the keyboards were 
so small. Instead, commands were normally presented as a list of 
items that users navigated with directional arrows. An improve-
ment over this system, and the one employed by cell phones until 
then, was to create a list display that the user navigated with arrow 
keys. Once the user had navigated to the appropriate action, they 
could then take an action by hitting the appropriate other key. The 
metaphor employed by this system, such as it was, was “actions are 
taken by typing.” Such a system is easy to implement as it can be 
repurposed for applications or actions within an application. On 
the other hand, it is not friendly to novices, requiring skills like 
typing that must be learned, and users could only see a few of the 
choices at a time, especially since the keyboards left little room 
for the displays. Removing the keyboard required a new way of 
thinking about this layer. 
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The obvious thing for the engineers tasked to solve this prob-
lem was to look at other models. At the time, Apple had reinvented 
itself largely on the back of iPods, a successful product that did 
not rely on keyboards but instead used a more intuitive interface 
based on a wheel. Users could choose one song among hundreds by 
spinning the wheel. The scroll wheel could also be used to choose 
applications or make selections, as it did on the iPod. (Note: Apple 
actually made mockups of iPhones using this design.) But the 
wheel had the major drawback: much like hardware keyboards, it 
interfered with the screen. If the screen were to be a central feature 
of the phone, then that left the engineers with little choice but to 
use the screen itself for the user interface. As it happens, around 
that time an enabling technology became available: the capacitive 
touch screen. With such a screen, it was possible to detect a user’s 
fngers. Thus, the question became how to use this information 
to allow users to make choices. An obvious option, and one Apple 
explored, was to make a virtual scroll wheel—Apple even patented 
this technology.3 In other words, in several diferent ways Apple 
could have easily relied on the knowledge that people already had 
of either cell phones or its own iPod. Instead, Apple went user-
centric and asked how people choose things in the world. The 
answer is that they use their hands for grabbing and their fngers 
for pointing. As Jobs said in the keynote introducing the iPhone: 

We’re going to use the best pointing device in the world. We’re 

going to use a pointing device that we’re all born with — we’re born 

with ten of them. We’re gonna use our fngers.4 

Putting the technology together with how users do things in the 
world meant that a user could “point” at something on the screen, 
and the capacitive screen could identify where on the screen they 
touched it. Of course, the reason this layer is called Cocoa Touch 
is because the act of touching the screen became a driver for the 
entire interface. Thus, the metaphor “touching is selecting” is a 
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bridge from the engineers’ technical questions surrounding con-
necting software actions to user decisions and the user experience 
of learning to do things without needing new technical knowledge. 

Previously, hardware buttons were dedicated to specifc actions. 
With touch, it was possible to create virtual buttons for essen-
tially any action, which in turn meant that software could change 
dynamically in the way that Jobs envisioned. As we have already 
seen, frequent software updates are a hallmark of digital technol-
ogies in today’s world. This necessitated a new development para-
digm in Cocoa Touch to let app developers put their own buttons 
on the screen and connect those buttons to arbitrary actions. In 
software terms, this paradigm is called event-driven program-
ming. Cocoa Touch monitors the screen and can process what the 
user does, where on the screen the user touches, for how long, 
etc. App developers can grab the results of this processing and use 
it to determine the user’s intent. Thus, Jobs’s idea that software 
should be dynamic and upgradeable was now realizable because 
the general-purpose touch interface could support any sort of user 
interaction that app developers might dream up. Apple’s choice 
to look to the user for inspiration instead of engineers led to a 
new software paradigm and, not coincidentally, the most suc-
cessful consumer product in history—and in doing so, they used 
a powerful metaphor. Freeing the software from the tyranny of 
dedicated buttons had other advantages. Developers were free to 
make their software’s user interfaces look however they wanted. 
On a cell phone, updates could be done without the expense and 
time required to make physical disks; they could be done more 
frequently and at efectively zero marginal cost. 

The vehicle of this metaphor is “selecting” or “choosing,” and 
the tenor is “touching.” This is a powerful technology metaphor 
because, from the point of view of the people that need to use 
it, it almost isn’t a metaphor at all. As Jobs noted in his keynote, 
fngers are the greatest selection devices ever created. The rich-
ness of the metaphor does not come from, nor does it require, 
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a major cognitive reorganization on the part of the recipient; it 
comes from the ways that the technology was able to employ the 
metaphor. All of the layers in iOS, and now Android, work to hide 
all of the details necessary to make this happen. The metaphor 
makes us see touching as selecting, and very efective metaphors 
such as this one reshape how we see the world. By doing so, they 
become transparent. 

Another characteristic of highly efective metaphors is that they 
become what Lakof and Johnson call a structural metaphor, like 
“argument is war.”5 Such metaphors not only make us see argu-
ments as war, they create a metaphorical region in which other 
connected expressions fourish, such as “Your claims are indefensi-
ble,” and “His criticisms were right on target.” In terms of touch UI, 
“touching is selecting” led to a series of related metaphors, includ-
ing “grabbing is touching and holding,” “swiping is moving,” and 
others, creating a constellation of related metaphors and providing 
a foundation for other tech metaphors to build upon. 

The touch UI metaphor has another layer that also contrib-
uted to its success. Touching an object to select it, or touching an 
object to “grab” it and then dragging it with one’s fnger—these are 
operations that have physical analogs. We touch things to select 
them, but we can also use our fngers to manipulate objects. Touch 
UI enabled software to behave in the same way. When Jobs frst 
showed “slide to unlock” and “swipe to scroll,” the audience audi-
bly gasped. They may not have understood anything about how 
this technology worked in terms of capacitive screens and the soft-
ware involved, but it was self-evidently useful and a leap ahead of 
what they were used to. 

In retrospect it is easy to feel that the iPhone’s success was a 
foregone conclusion, since touch UI is so obviously superior to 
hardware keyboards and other previous alternatives. And while 
it is true that the iPhone was hotly anticipated, that anticipation 
was built mainly on Apple’s success with the iPod. Indeed, the 
touch interface was seen as the biggest obstacle to the iPhone’s 
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success. In one famous interview, then CEO of Microsoft Steve 
Ballmer laughed at the outrageously expensive device, noting 
that without a keyboard it was “not a good email machine” and 
thus would be shunned by business customers. Note how Ball-
mer’s view of a smartphone’s success was predicated on its use as 
an email machine. To use a hockey metaphor that Jobs was fond 
of, Ballmer was skating to where the puck was, in this case email, 
while the iPhone was skating to where the puck was going. In fact, 
predictions of the iPhone’s failure were rampant upon its release, 
with news organization after news organization declaring it dead 
on arrival.6 Even in 2009 articles were still being written about 
the iPhones “Achilles’s heel” and how a keyboard should be added. 
In many ways the tech press’s reaction to the iPhone reveals the 
disconnect between people within the tech industry and the gen-
eral public. People within the industry are “power users” and thus 
are not representative of the public since their mental models of 
technology are so much more developed than those of the average 
person. Such users are interested in tricks and shortcuts, want-
ing to maximize efciency. The public, on the other hand, just 
wants something that is fun and easy to use without requiring 
a slow learning process. The iPhone became the most successful 
consumer product in history by meeting these needs, and much 
more. It is worth noting that this pattern has repeated itself over 
and over with Apple products; iPads, Apple Watches, and AirPods 
were all derided by the tech press upon release, and all went on to 
dominate their markets, in no small part because they were built 
on metaphors that made them easy to use and understand. 

The iPhone sold six million units in 2007, and the impact of 
touch UI on the rest of the industry was immediate. By 2008, when 
it sold twenty-fve million units, there were already two other 
phones that used touchscreens and sold more than ten million 
units, one from Nokia and one from Samsung. By 2009, phones 
running Android, Google’s operating system that was a competitor 
to iOS but also used a touch UI system, started to appear on the 
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market. Nokia was able to keep releasing phones featuring hard-
ware buttons that sold in the hundreds of millions until 2015, but 
by that time the smartphone market had essentially been com-
pletely taken over by iOS and Android. By the frst quarter of 2011, 
Apple earned more proft in the phone market than the rest of the 
industry combined, while Android was described as a “lifeboat” for 
the rest.7 It took just over three years for touch UI to completely 
overwhelm the smartphone market. This transition was able to 
happen so quickly in part because of the cognitive-hermeneutic 
cycle. The iPhone was, and still is, a high-end product. As late as 
2013 Nokia was writing about the importance of making cheap 
smartphones on its company blog.8 But companies like Samsung 
were able to take over that part of the market because Android 
allowed them to make better phones cheaply as well. Android was 
essentially free, and its software made phones that used it capable 
of an almost infnite number of things. 

In the meantime, “touching is selecting” is a metaphor that has 
become familiar to everyone who has used a smartphone or tablet 
in the last decade, including a new generation of children who 
never learned any other way of interacting with them. Stories of 
such children trying to touch and swipe other devices like televi-
sions are legion as users increasingly have become unaware of the 
layers of technology required to make it work. 

It is worth noting that the metaphor is essentially unchanged 
more than a decade after its introduction. There have been incre-
mental improvements to how the metaphor is implemented, but 
not the kind of full-fedged hermeneutic cycle that we discuss 
throughout this book. For example, there are new touch gestures 
added periodically to both the Android and iOS systems, but most 
of these are mainly useful for power users. The vast majority of 
user interactions with phones come from touching, dragging, 
tapping, and swiping, all gestures introduced in the frst iPhone. 
There have been experiments to modify the experience, such as 
Apple’s introduction of force touch, where the level of force that 
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the user applied could diferentiate the operation selected. But 
such complications do not improve the metaphor; they muddle it, 
and none of them have found mainstream use. It is reasonable to 
assume that many of these variations have not found widespread 
use because they simply do not match the physicality of the orig-
inal metaphor. Users of the frst iPhone would fnd it simple to 
adapt to the latest phones by any manufacturer. This is mainly due 
to the strength of the original metaphor and the level of match to 
the technology involved. 

The real importance of touch UI, though, is that it is an enabling 
technology that provides a foundational layer that other mobile 
applications can build upon. In 2021 the publication Inc called 
Steve Jobs’s email giving developers approval to write apps using 
Apple’s touch UI software “the most important email in the history 
of business.”9 Consider web browsers. The lifeblood of the internet 
comes from the hyperlinks embedded in web pages. A user on an 
e-commerce site such as Amazon can easily scroll through a page 
using their fngers and then touch and select any item they wish 
to buy, or click on any links to other pages by tapping them. It is 
nearly impossible to imagine how this would work on a phone 
without touch UI. Meanwhile, since every app uses touch UI in 
their own interfaces, they are free to build on it, exploiting the 
fact that users will know how it works. Apps do not normally need 
to teach users about selecting and swiping because that is what 
they are used to, but the generality of touch UI is also such that a 
gesture like a swipe can be easily repurposed by individual apps, as 
Tinder famously did when it built its selection mechanism around 
swiping either right or left to show one’s preferences. 

SPEAKING OF TOUCHING IS SELECTING 

Touch UI is perhaps the quintessential example of the value and 
power of metaphor in technology. “Touching is selection” can 
be efortlessly understood and thus is transparent even to a new 
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 user. Meanwhile, the metaphor hides a complex set of technologies 
that users need not be aware of. As the primary mediator between 
phones and users, touch UI also serves as a metaphorical founda-
tion for apps to build upon. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

MEDIATING RELATIONSHIPS 

Social Media 

Other important innovations that came with the introduction of 
the iPhone was the app store and the subsequent “app economy.” 
In the early stages of the personal computer revolution, software 
was expensive and difcult to update. It came on physical disks 
and required a signifcant investment of time and money, both 
on the part of the producers of the update and on the part of the 
consumer. By the time the iPhone was introduced in 2007, this 
was starting to change as computer applications could be down-
loaded over the internet. This was a huge advantage for developers, 
because it reduced the costs of updates to virtually nothing, and 
for consumers, because they could get software more cheaply, did 
not have to go to a store or wait for mail, and update the software 
at any time over the internet. But even with the ability to remotely 
update software (over-the-air updates), only device manufactur-
ers could use this functionality. So, all mobile device software was 
created by a limited group of developers associated with hardware 
manufacturers. This ecosystem limited both the creation of new 
applications and diversifcation of experiences. As we shall see in 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
          

 

 
 

 

 

chapter twelve, even now companies like Apple who have profted 
greatly from app stores are still reluctant to completely open up 
their ecosystem. 

The app store represented the next step in this revolution. From 
the point of view of developers, a new app they created could auto-
matically go to the same “store” as every other app, and every cus-
tomer in the world could potentially obtain it. From the consumer 
point of view, apps could be added on a whim. Over time, the fact 
that there are no marginal costs to apps after their development led 
to a collapse in the cost of software. Whereas previously a typical 
computer application would run at least ffty dollars, and often into 
the hundreds of dollars, the typical price of an app in the mobile 
market quickly became “free.” This led developers to look for other 
ways to make money and naturally led them to look at advertising. 

With the proliferation of apps in the era of mobile phones and 
the subsequent drop in the price consumers are willing to pay 
for them, most of the money made by developers in the modern 
app economy comes from advertising.1 To succeed, then, an app’s 
software development must gain and hold users’ attention. For 
software developers participating in this “attention economy,”2 

this problem can be framed as “how can we keep people engaged 
(online) as much as possible?” From this point of view, software 
that competes in this attention economy is attempting to supplant 
previous industries that also competed for attention by providing 
entertainment, such as movies and television. Indeed, television 
itself is built on the metaphor “a window to the world.”3 Apps as 
a whole are efectively working to replace television as that win-
dow. The previous solution to holding the public’s attention, as 
embodied by the television industry, was for the industry itself 
to produce as much content as possible. Of course, creating such 
content is expensive and risky—after spending large amounts of 
money developing a show, television networks would essentially 
hope that the show was what the consumers wanted, and many 
such shows were dropped after only airing a few episodes. Thus, 
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the temporal dimension of the old model was long; creating a new 
show, writing it, producing it, and fnally airing it could take a year 
or more. Nevertheless, the power of this model is such that not 
only does the television industry still use it, but so too do Netfix 
and more recent digital competitors like Amazon Prime, Disney+, 
and HBO Max, because control over premium content is one way 
to hold users’ attention. 

The rise of social networks represents an alternative model in 
which content actually comes from the users (we note here that 
the gaming industry afords yet a diferent model). This solves 
two major problems simultaneously: app developers are no longer 
responsible for the creation of all of the content required to keep 
users engaged, and content is likely to be interesting and engaging 
to users because they are creating it themselves. Such content can 
also be far more responsive to what is going on in the world, since 
that content can be generated very quickly. In other words, where 
television was a metaphor for a window to look out at the world, 
social media is a metaphor where the world can look in your win-
dow. For this to work, these networks need as many people on and 
connected to each other as possible to keep the supply of content 
high. Thus, it is in the best interest of developers who work on 
social networks to design their software to encourage people to 
connect with each other even if they have no relationship in the 
real world. The collective connections between users are some-
times called the social graph, and the idea from the developer’s 
perspective is for that graph to be densely connected. Thus, in 
this reconfguration, users of social networks are encouraged to 
form relationships with people they may never have met. Facebook 
“friends” may never even have been in the same room. “Conversa-
tions” with celebrities and people on the other side of the world 
are equally possible. Further, the temporal dimension of content 
creation has shrunk to almost nothing—content is consumed 
almost immediately after it is created, and the consequences of 
poor content are minimal. 
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Social networks go beyond the simple “screen as entertainment” 
metaphor, though. The social graph is built around the semantic 
context of relationships and thus refnes the general “entertain-
ment” metaphor to be more specifcally about relationships, be 
they friendships, love, or other. (Because they want to keep you 
engaged, networks like Facebook have grown to incorporate other 
features as well.) These relationships are expressed somewhat 
diferently in diferent networks, but in general social networks 
attempt to capture the spirit of checking in on or catching up with 
existing friends, or meeting potential new friends or starting new 
relationships. In the predigital world, friends interacted by meet-
ing in person, which required being in the same place at the same 
time. When people met with friends, relatives, and acquaintances, 
they inevitably spent time trading information, or “catching up,” 
telling each other what had happened in their respective lives since 
the last time that they had seen each other. In a social network, a 
“post” is a metaphor for this process. A post, be it a tweet, a pic-
ture, or a video, informs the world what the poster has been doing 
or thinking. In a real-world, or predigital, situation, our friends 
respond to our news, creating a conversation and providing sup-
port. In a social network, the metaphor turns these conversations 
into comments on the post, and support is expressed and collected 
in the form of “likes.” Thus, the full metaphor: “catching up with 
friends is posting, commenting, and liking.” 

A given social network contains “feeds,” which again build on 
the foundation provided by the basic software list construct. Every 
time you check in with a social network, it presents you with the 
posts that have been made since the last time you were on. The 
simplest organizational structure for such feeds, and one most eas-
ily implemented with a list structure, is a list ordered by time—a 
timeline. And indeed, many social networks, such as Twitter, are 
organized around this concept. However, a raw timeline would 
break the catching up metaphor and could be confusing as the 
number of posts grows. For example, in 2018 technology writer 
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Benedict Evans estimated that the average Facebook user would 
have between 1,500 and 2,000 items in their feed each day based on 
150 friends posting or linking 10 to 20 items per day.4 This shows 
just how well Facebook has solved the content generation prob-
lem, but also why the feed needs additional organization. So user 
interfaces in social media are generally conceived as a combina-
tion of time and conversations. The result is a system that is more 
coherent and meaningful than if users just saw a long list of items 
ordered by time. This additional structure is a necessity, because 
the technology removed the previous restrictions on conversations 
that are fxed in time and space. The extra structure also provides 
the user with a mental model that allows them to make sense of 
what otherwise might be a string of seemingly unrelated conver-
sational snippets and to overcome the semantic distance from the 
concept of conversations face-to-face. The conversation metaphor 
also allows users the illusion of seeing people they are connected 
with as friends. Thus, the refguration of the relationship concept 
under this metaphor not only breaks temporal and spatial bound-
aries, it even stretches the defnition of relationship to include peo-
ple that we may never have met. 

The “friends catching up” metaphor is a useful starting place 
for a social media company. It is familiar to everyone, it takes 
advantage of the connected structure of the internet, and—with 
the concept of a feed organized by a combination of time, people, 
and conversations—it is easily grasped by even nontechnical users, 
who are not required to learn specialized commands or to use 
complicated interfaces. Meanwhile, by expanding the metaphor 
beyond one’s close friends and relatives to include even people that 
the user may never have met, social networks have expanded the 
semantic feld of what it means to catch up. On one hand, people 
can connect to an arbitrary number of other people whether they 
directly know them or not. On the other hand, the information 
that they choose to share with others can be carefully curated if 
desired. The intimacy of close sharing with a few friends shifts 
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to public-facing sharing with as many other people as wanted. In 
addition, catching up with friends usually takes place in specifc 
contexts, locations, and predetermined times that make what is 
shared restricted to the context of who is being spoken to and 
when. By reframing “catching-up,” social media timelines break 
these temporal and physical boundaries, creating what dana boyd 
called collapsed contexts, which profoundly alter the dynamics of 
self-expression.5 This weakening of what it means to be a friend 
directly benefts social networks, as it helps them solve their con-
tent creation problem in the attention economy. 

Meanwhile, the cognitive-hermeneutic cycle continues as social 
networks compete with each other. As of this writing, the currently 
hot iteration is TikTok, and even newer audio-based networks 
such as Clubhouse. At a glance it might seem like TikTok is just 
another social network where users create the content. However, 
this view ignores a key factor in TikTok’s success. The constraint 
of a pure social network is that, while users create the content, you 
are still relatively constrained by only seeing the content of people 
that you follow—your friends. Social networks continue to tweak 
this idea, e.g., Twitter allows users to retweet others, a version of “a 
friend of mine said . . .”, thus leveraging the power of the network. 
TikTok removes this constraint altogether in favor of its sharing 
algorithm. Now users essentially have access to the content cre-
ated by all of the other users. This is possible in the abstract on 
social networks for items that have enough viral reach, but TikTok 
removes the friction in the process that comes from the network. 
In general, TikTok’s success can be traced to removing friction that 
way, and also in reducing the friction of making new videos, which 
in turn helps ensure a large supply of video content. 

Feeds, whether TikTok’s algorithmic feed of videos or Face-
book’s newsfeeds, have evolved in a kind of arms race where the 
goal is user engagement. Ultimately, because of this the competi-
tion, apps require high volumes of content that they try to tailor to 
individual desires. As tech writer Benedict Evans put it, “all social 
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apps grow until you need a newsfeed. All newsfeeds grow until 
you need an algorithmic feed.”6 TikTok and Facebook make no 
bones about the fact that their algorithms are designed to optimize 
engagement. Engagement here is a proxy for attention. Recall from 
chapter six that we as individuals experience a kind of constant tug 
of war between our inclinations and our intentions through volun-
tary and involuntary attention. Voluntary attention is associated 
with will and is deployed to help us reach our goals. The feeds of 
social networks are designed to be so distracting as to thwart our 
will to do something diferent or to be productive. There is always 
another cute cat video or another political story designed to pro-
voke outrage. Since there is an ecosystem of such apps, their inev-
itable solution is to deploy machine learning to determine exactly 
what your needs are and then draw on their vast store of posts to 
provide that to you. Framed another way, these apps are learning 
how to thwart your willpower, and every time you hit a “like” but-
ton or a heart icon you are teaching them how to do it. As Adam 
Alter’s book title suggests, timelines become “irresistible” as they 
tap into behavioral addiction, and efective digital metaphors can 
be one crucial component of such behavioral engineering. Alter 
mentions Tristan Harris’s comment that it is not that people lack 
willpower, but that “there are a thousand people on the other side 
of the screen whose job is to break down the self-regulation you 
have.”7 

A great deal of the writing on the topic of the information about 
users that these companies are acquiring is usually framed in terms 
of advertising, and it is indeed important since it provides revenue, 
but there is no one to advertise to if they have abandoned your app 
for your competitor. While it is true that users are not the custom-
ers of these apps, the apps need as many engaged users as possible 
in order to survive. 

Before the virtually infnite choices of the internet and machine 
learning algorithms deployed to hold our attention, in 1985 Neil 
Postman wrote a prophetic book, Amusing Ourselves to Death, in 
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which he described how the medium of television was designed 
to hold our attention and the rather dire (from his point of view 
anyway) consequences of a nation seeking and fnding constant 
amusement as television undermined all other forms of commu-
nication. In the foreword, discussing the diferences between 1984 
and Brave New World he noted: 

Orwell feared those who would deprive us of information. Huxley 

feared those who would give us so much that we would be reduced 

to passivity and egoism. Orwell feared that the truth would be 

concealed from us. Huxley feared the truth would be drowned in 

a sea of irrelevance.8 

Postman noted that his book was about the possibility that Hux-
ley’s Brave New World was right. There is little reason to believe 
that the subsequent decades since the book was published would 
change Postman’s mind. When Postman was writing, most people 
had only four channels of television to choose from. The digital 
world, on the other hand, afords almost infnite choice, including 
many products that have relentlessly refned the art of capturing 
and holding attention. As we noted in chapter three, Herb Simon, 
writing at about the same time as Postman, called attention a “pre-
cious resource” in an information-rich world.9 Fifty years later the 
phrase “information rich” is a dramatic understatement a digital 
world where there is more information than ever, but also where 
human connections are being increasingly diluted. 

SPEAKING OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media apps seek to mediate how we relate to each other 
through metaphors based on concepts like friendship, dating, and 
social groups. 

The aims of the developers are to win and hold the attention of 
users. Their methodology mainly relies on the constant develop-
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Table 1: Diferent aspects of relationships with and without social media 

Relationship 
Features Raw As Mediated by Social Media 

Meeting May be serendipitous, may be 
through mutual friends 

May be discovered, may be 
sought 

Catching up Talking in person Posting, reading posts 

Support Providing counsel, encourage- Liking posts, commenting on 
ment, advice, etc. posts 

Intimacy Varies according to level of 
friendship, but leans towards 
more personal interactions 

Can vary, but there is a 
strong pull towards being 
public-facing 

ment of content by the users themselves. Positive framing meta-
phors, e.g., “like” buttons, aid in this task. 

Users are able to maintain relationships without the distance 
and time constraints imposed by in-person interaction. 

These apps are learning how to thwart your willpower and 
every time you hit a “like” button or a heart icon you are teaching 
them how to do it. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

MEDIATING COMMUNICATION 

Texting 

A common property of mobile applications is that they provide 
the ability to break spatial and temporal boundaries for activities 
that were once constrained in either or both dimensions. The fact 
that smartphones are still referred to as “phones” gives primacy to 
their role as phones that are no longer tethered to a single location. 
Given this fact, it is natural for the mobile phone to have begun 
an era of evolution in how people communicate. A number of 
communication alternatives to smartphone-as-mobile-telephone 
have sprung up in the wake of the cell phone revolution, perhaps 
the most important of which is texting. The calling apps on cell 
phones removed space as a constraint on communication, but 
not time. Making a call no longer required you to be in a specifc 
place, tethered to a wire. Nevertheless, to talk to someone with a 
mobile phone, you are still required to use the calling app at the 
exact same time that they do—you must be temporally in sync. 
This suggests that apps that remove the temporal constraint would 
be in high demand. The antecedents of apps which do this, text 
messaging apps, are simple—telegrams and letters. Both removed 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

spatial and temporal restrictions on communicating; one need not 
be close in time nor in space to communicate with someone else by 
telegram or by letter. That telegrams, and especially letters, were 
such a strong infuence on the development of texting can even be 
seen in the iconography of many text applications, which resemble 
envelopes for letters. 

Texting dates back to 1984 and a system called “SMS,” which 
stands for “short message service” and initially limited texts to 
160 characters so they could ft into existing signaling formats.1 

In other words, the original version of SMS was shaped almost 
entirely by a combination of the preexisting forms of communi-
cation that removed temporal and spatial restrictions, along with 
the technological limitations present at the time. Thus, SMS did 
not start out as a reimagination of communication; rather it began 
as a very straightforward marriage of technology to an existing 
metaphor. The SMS format would later lead Twitter to adopt the 
same character limit for tweets. The original metaphor “SMS mes-
sages are telegrams” is a kind of second-order metaphor in that a 
telegram is a metaphor itself for communication, thus it does not 
resonate as easily as a metaphor like “touching is selecting.”2 By 
contrast, “tweet” stands on its own and captures the brief nature 
of messages on Twitter. Note that we use telegrams in the origi-
nal metaphor mainly because of the length limitations. Telegrams 
were written to be short; the advantage of letters is that they can 
be as long as the writer desires. The choice to use letters in the 
iconography of early SMS apps is undoubtedly related to the fact 
that virtually everyone has experience with mail, but the use of 
telegrams is relatively rare in the modern era. 

The strong ties between the original formulation of SMS and 
technology hampered its adoption. To a user without expert 
knowledge, the 160-character limit is bafing, mysterious, and 
completely unnatural with respect to familiar forms of communi-
cation. Then there were the problems of actually creating a mes-
sage. As we saw in chapter eight, early phones did not feature full 
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keyboards so typing in a message involved a laborious process that 
was not intuitive to nontechnical users. In other words, the tech-
nology itself was a barrier for nontechnical users, preventing them 
from fully acquiring the metaphor. 

Over time, many of the original technological limits on SMS 
and its usage were dropped one by one in an ongoing technical-
hermeneutic cycle—keyboards were introduced, autocomplete 
technology was added, texts could be longer than 160 characters, 
messages could eventually include audio and video, etc., in a kind 
of constant reformulation of the technology. As this happened, 
developers worked to incorporate the changes into their systems 
in order to improve the software and make it more useful. These 
changes naturally broke the original, clumsy, metaphor, which 
eventually transitioned to “instant messaging.” While letters 
remove one kind of temporal restriction on communication, they 
are anything but instant. By emphasizing the speed of SMS, devel-
opers were able to reformulate the original metaphor. 

The new metaphor became “texting is conversation.” This is 
an improvement over the original metaphor in many regards, not 
the least of which is that it is no longer a second-order metaphor. 
Unlike in social networks, where posts are made to everyone who 
is a follower, in a text message thread, conversations are had with 
selected people and thus are more focused. And, unlike a letter, 
a text message thread between two people online at the same 
time can be in real-time the way an actual conversation is. There 
are even a number of ways that texting does not simply recreate 
talking through technology, but actually improves the original 
experience. We have already noted that text conversations do not 
have the same temporal and spatial constraints that real conver-
sations have. In addition, text conversations have reduced atten-
tional demands that can allow for multi-tasking (or even having 
multiple conversations simultaneously). If desired, these conver-
sations can even leave a concrete trace. They do not have to be 
remembered, they can be scrolled back to; conversely they can also 
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be deleted, and some apps will do this automatically so there is no 
“paper trail.” Finally, they do not require speaking, meaning they 
can happen even in places where speaking aloud would bother 
other people nearby, although the advent of audio texting meant 
that spoken texting is possible. Thus, texting has expanded the 
meaning of what a conversation is. 

By 2010 SMS had become the most widely used application in 
the world, ubiquitous to the point where calling mobile devices 
“phones” does not really make sense anymore, something that we 
explore in chapter ten.3 (The usage of SMS specifcally is no lon-
ger as high, as it has increasingly been replaced by similar systems 
such as WhatsApp and Apple’s iMessage that add their own func-
tionality.) We showed in chapter two how deeply the “texting is 
conversation” metaphor has become embedded in young people. 
Further, texting, especially as it has evolved beyond SMS, contin-
ues to further untether the rules of conversation. Originally texts 
were sent to a phone number, which in turn was connected to 
a specifc device, just as phone calls had long worked. Now with 
iMessage, for example, texts can be sent to a person and can appear 
on any of their registered devices. In turn, this has even allowed 
companies to modify calling apps so that they work the same way; 
thus, you can receive phone calls on your laptop or your tablet. The 
metaphor has outlived and evolved beyond the original technology 
for which it was developed. This is an example of how a digital 
metaphor can be more important than the specifc technology it 
is initially paired with. 

It is interesting to consider the impact of texting in terms of 
demands on our attention. It might seem that texting is actually 
less demanding of attention than a face-to-face conversation. 
Looking closer, however, it is far from clear that this is the case. 
For one, for many people new texts are typically accompanied by 
notifcations, which we have already noted have a signifcant cost 
in terms of attention. Responding to texts is also likely to break the 
fow of one’s activities into smaller and smaller chunks, requiring 
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a constant shifting of attention from one thing to the another. 
Each such shift is likely to be accompanied by a need to reorient 
and refocus on one’s previous activity. This wouldn’t be the case 
with most face-to-face conversations. People and talking are both 
things that spur involuntary attention. It does not normally take 
much attentional efort to converse with other people because we 
are wired to fnd other people interesting. Typing, on the other 
hand, does require focused attention. There are variations, of 
course, depending on circumstances, but casual in-person con-
versations should not signifcantly drain attention. 

Many people have reported a further problem of attention and 
texting—that they experience anxiety when waiting for texts. In 
Alone Together, Sherry Turkle reports on her research with many 
teenagers who wait anxiously to receive responses to their text 
messages, particularly if they involve emotional content.4 This 
anxiety is distracting and stressful and may even be alienating to 
nearby people who notice the constant furtive glances at one’s 
phone. In a face-to-face conversation you rarely have to wait for 
the person you are conversing with to reply. There are occasional 
awkward silences, of course, but that very awkwardness generally 
spurs people to talk. In a texting conversation, in which partici-
pants are freed from looking at an expectant face, such silences can 
stretch for long periods of time. And the silence can mean virtually 
anything because, as we just noted, people can easily multi-task 
while texting and thus might simply be engrossed in something 
else. Texting has many potential benefts for the spatial dimension 
of conversations, but the loss of seeing the other person and the 
huge amount of context that comes along with facial expressions 
and gestures should not be understated. 

SPEAKING OF TEXTING 

Texting began as a technologically limited metaphor based on a 
hybrid of telegrams and mail. As the technology improved and 
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 Table 2: Various features of having a conversation in person versus 
through texting 

Conversation 
Features Raw Mediated by Texting 

Ability to dis- Excellent, can use infection, Depends on the skill of the per-
cern intent facial expressions, gestures son writing the text. Can use 

standard abbreviations, emojis, 
gifs, etc to augment 

Scope Normally lasts as long as the Can take place over long peri-
participants are together ods of time 

Permanence As with any memory, Can be efectively permanent 
degrades with time or ephemeral based on user 

choice 

Conventions Learned over a lifetime of May vary widely. 
practice 

Timing Participants take turns. Sometimes a text signals it is 
Pauses normally indicate it the other person’s turn. Some-
is time for someone else to times it doesn’t. Pauses may be 
speak. indicative of virtually anything. 

Privacy Depends on location Depends on the app. 

usage grew, the technology evolved and left the original metaphors 
behind. The new metaphor is that texting is conversation. 

As with social media, texting drops previous time and space 
limitations on conversations. Part of the evolution of texting 
involves trying to overcome the limits of text. Examples include 
adding the ability to include media and the continuing develop-
ment of emojis. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

MEDIATING MEMORY 

Photos and Videos 

Nearly every aspect of photography has been disrupted by the 
mobile phone industry. The old aphorism “the best camera is the 
one you have with you,” which is attributed to Chase Jarvis, points 
to why. Having a camera with you no longer takes forethought, nor 
extra space, nor flm or other equipment—it comes integrated into 
a device that most people already have in their pockets. In other 
words, smartphone cameras are convenient, and the smartphone 
industry has clearly shown that convenience is a powerful force in 
consumer preference. In addition, the cameras on mobile phones 
are increasingly able to challenge all but very expensive standalone 
models for quality, especially with the rise of computational pho-
tography enhancing their capabilities. Camera quality has become a 
diferentiator for people buying new phones. The concept of having 
a phone with a camera is an old idea founded on the limitations of 
landline phones. As we discussed in the last chapter, while phones 
removed spatial restrictions on our ability to have conversations, 
they came with the cost that you could not see the person you were 
talking to. Thus, it was easy to imagine adding a video component to 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
             

phone calls that would mitigate this loss. The idea long seemed like 
such a natural evolution of the phone that Dick Tracy even started 
making video calls with his watch in comics strips starting in 1946 
(and notably, this technology is now common too). 

As more and more people got mobile phones, the cameras on 
those phones got better and better, and storage improved com-
mensurately, it became more and more possible for people to 
record their lives. This coincided with the rise of the “selfe,” a 
picture taken of one’s self and the Oxford English Dictionary 2013 
“word of the year.” The evolution of the selfe is closely tied to 
social media—the word began as a tag to mark what kind of photo 
it was. As we discussed in chapter nine, a function of social media 
is to catch up with friends virtually. Selfes are a simple and natural 
way to enhance this process; they are an easy way to show what 
one is doing and where. If a picture is indeed worth a thousand 
words, then a few selfes can be used to create an efective narrative 
without the time and efort of typing. 

In our discussion of meaning in Chapter 1, we noted that even 
the most basic functions of our lives, such as eating and mating, are 
mediated and symbolically interpreted. This is true of our memo-
ries as well. As we saw in chapter 2, learning is impacted by repe-
tition, emotions, and other factors. Since memory is just a specifc 
type of learning, it stands to reason that memory has the same 
characteristics. Further, as we saw with learning more generally, 
memories will be impacted by Hebb’s rule and thus will change 
over time, e.g., as we recount stories of the past to our friends, 
those retellings will actually afect the memories. It turns out that 
when our friend’s memories are diferent from ours, those difer-
ences impact our own memories too.1 In Chapter 2, we framed 
learning as mainly serving to help us make predictions, but it is also 
important in that it provides a link to our past. Thus, many cere-
monies surrounding death revolve around memories of those lost 
to, among other reasons, signal that we too will be remembered 
after we are gone. 
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In many ways, the history of technology is one of providing 
ever better ways to capture our stories and moments in our lives. 
Arguably one of the very frst uses of technology, drawing on cave 
walls, was an attempt to capture and communicate a memory. The 
invention of writing represented another milestone in preserving 
our stories and memories. As technology has developed our abil-
ity to do this has commensurately improved, and this process of 
improvement has seen an exponential leap in the past decade or so. 

People have been “recording” their lives through diaries, letters, 
and the like for centuries. Like so many other things, digital tech-
nology has only made this easier. A diary, for example, requires 
time and discipline. Taking a selfe with a device that is always with 
you, on the other hand, only requires scattered moments here and 
there. One of the frst responses of the app economy to the rise 
of selfes was to create social media services, such as Instagram 
and Snapchat, that focus on pictures. Suddenly diaries required 
little or no writing at all. Simultaneously these services and oth-
ers provided easy ways to edit and manipulate photos, a skill once 
consigned to darkrooms and specialized training and equipment. 
Thus, especially in the context of social media, the life that was 
being recorded could actually be enhanced. The face that people 
started showing to the world could be altered digitally. For people 
eager to get more likes on social media, selfes evolved from casual 
snapshots to carefully curated and edited photos designed more to 
project a desired image than to accurately refect reality. 

Thus, there was a kind of industry-wide technological-
hermeneutic cycle in place with phones and users. The possibil-
ities that phones aforded caused app developers to respond with 
new digital technologies. In turn, these new technologies began to 
change users’ behavior, e.g., taking selfes drove the app economy 
in new directions. An important moment in this cycle occurred 
in 2013 when Snapchat introduced a new feature called “Stories” 
where users could string a series of photos together into a single 
post. Like “touching is selecting,” in retrospect the idea of stories 
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seems so natural that it is almost hard to imagine life without it. 
Also like “touching is selecting,” “a series of pictures tells a story” is 
almost no metaphor at all. Since its inception the concept of sto-
ries has been borrowed or stolen by nearly every tech company that 
deals with photos. Instagram essentially copied it directly, debuting 
its version of Stories in 2016. Photo storage services, such as Apple 
and Google, which clearly were not going to keep the ephemeral 
aspect of stories (on Snapchat and Instagram a story disappears 
after twenty-four hours), transformed the idea into “Memories,” 
borrowing from a service called Timehop. The idea of Timehop 
was to periodically remind us of what was happening in our lives 
in years past by showing us our social media posts. It was natural 
to combine this idea with photos. Google has cited the idea that 
in tracking user behavior on its photo service it noticed that many 
users never looked at many of their photos. Thus, its Memories 
features is designed to be ostensive: to put photos in front of users 
whether they asked for them or not. Thus, Memories, like Time-
hop before it and the notifcations from calendar apps, is another 
example of the intrusiveness of technology no matter how benign 
the motivation. 

The metaphorical use of memory is clear in the way these appli-
cations explain their basic functionality to users. For example, the 
Google Photos application’s help page says “Memories are collec-
tions of some of your best photos and videos whether from previ-
ous years or recent weeks.” It adds the note (which becomes almost 
ironic when we think metaphorically) that “Memories are available 
on Android devices, iPhones, and iPads.”2 

Both Apple and Google build Memories algorithmically, choos-
ing a selection of photos and videos based on when and where they 
were shot, as well as selecting based on computationally deter-
mined measures of quality. The idea, as is often the case, is to make 
users more engaged with the product. For users the appeal is con-
venience. The ease of shooting photos and videos also increases 
the sheer volume of content that must be stored and organized. 
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What good, after all, is a great photo if you never see it or cannot 
easily fnd it when you might want to see it? This is yet another 
variation of the timeline problem that social networks faced, and 
algorithms are again the solution. Of course, just as they are with 
social networks, algorithms can be problematic. Capturing mem-
ories and reminding us of painful experiences was a very early side 
efect that continues to this day, and one that was amplifed by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.3 

There is another, more subtle issue with intrusive memories— 
they can, and do, change our remembered experiences. In an arti-
cle in The Atlantic, psychologist Robyn Fivush notes that: 

We use our memory in part to create a continuous sense of self, a 

‘narrative identity’ through all of life’s ups and downs: I am a person 

whose life has meaning and purpose. I’m more than the subject of brute 

forces. There’s a Story of Me.4 

More than ever that story is subject to changing and editing, 
whether by the selection and alteration of digital photos and vid-
eos, or the fact that tech companies choose what memories to 
highlight and how to package them together. Meanwhile, these 
digital encounters do alter our memory. As we saw in chapter six, 
memory is closely linked to repetition, so the photos that we see 
repeatedly will naturally become more and more familiar to us, 
coming to the foreground of our memory of an experience, poten-
tially at the expense of other details. Even the most intense mem-
ories, so-called “fashbulb memories” associated with traumatic 
events, are altered through recall.5 This is yet another side efect 
of Hebb’s rule and the fact that it is functioning whether we are 
experiencing something for the frst time or reminiscing about it. 

With Memories, both Google and Apple provide agency for the 
motivated user, but remove the need for agency for everyone else. 
Both services allow the user to edit the created Memories or to 
create new ones themselves, but ironically the algorithmically gen-
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Table 3: Characteristics of memory with and without digital mediation 

Memory 
Features Raw Digitally Mediated 

Fidelity Poor to good, vivid details are 
generally flled in rather than 
remembered 

Excellent 

Scope Poor to great depending on 
the uniqueness and impor-
tance of the memory 

Limited to what is captured 

Permanence Most degrade with time Do not degrade with time, but 
may become inaccessible with 
loss of support depending on 
format 

Malleability Memories change every time 
we recall them, more so if 
other people are involved 

Can be tuned and crafted as 
desired 

erated Memories only reduces the motivation to do so for all but 
a few users. This is a fairly typical efect of technology; by making 
so many things so easy and so convenient, it makes anything less 
convenient less appealing. Once combined with social media, this 
can be a potent combination. A small number of highly motivated 
users, so-called “infuencers,” can show of their highly edited and 
curated lifestyles to their followers. In turn, those followers cannot 
help but compare what they are seeing on social media to their 
own lives. 

SPEAKING OF MEMORY 

Photographs and videos began as a simple add-on to smartphones. 
As part of the metaphorical spiral, and especially in conjunction 
with social media, the usage of cameras evolved to provide a kind 
of record of one’s life. 

Recently tech companies have been connecting photographs 
and videos to the concepts of stories and memories. These narra-
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tives can be easily created and are increasingly done so automati-
cally by artifcial intelligence. They can also be edited. 

It is the nature of memory that any time we engage with our 
memories we simultaneously alter them. Thus, our digital memo-
ries are altering our real ones. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

MEDIATING THE SELF 

Smartphones 

In the tech world there has long been an obsession with a met-
aphor that is slightly diferent than most of the ones discussed 
in this book. The metaphor involves fnding the “killer app,” an 
app that is so obviously useful and necessary that it makes a new 
gadget or service a must-get. The term frst appeared in PC Week 
in 1988, which explained that “everybody has only one killer appli-
cation. The secretary has a word processor. The manager has a 
spreadsheet.” Indeed, the word processor and/or the spreadsheet 
are widely considered to be the frst killer apps for early comput-
ers, especially since they accelerated the adoption of computers 
in business settings. Early home computers were mainly aimed at 
those who might today be called “makers,” tinkerers who enjoy 
putting things together. 

When Steve Jobs introduced the iPhone, he was keenly aware 
of the need for a killer app given his experience founding and run-
ning Apple Computer Company (now Apple Inc.). In the keynote 
speech introducing the iPhone, Jobs said “the killer app is making 
calls.” His use of “killer app” was aimed at the press who regularly 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

used the metaphor as a framing device at that time; the reminder 
that “this device is a phone” was a metaphor for the public. Jobs 
undoubtedly knew better than anyone that the ability of an iPhone 
to make calls was not what made the iPhone a great device. But 
he also understood that to get people to buy an iPhone he had to 
convince them that it was a must-have in terms that they already 
understood. This should be a familiar refrain to the readers of this 
book by now. And, as we have noted throughout the book, the 
initial choice of a metaphor can have serious long-term conse-
quences. By choosing a framing centering the device’s ability to 
make phone calls, Jobs built a narrative that still has consequences 
more than a decade later. Very few people today would argue that 
making phone calls is an iPhone’s killer app; many would argue 
that it isn’t even an important one.1 This is mainly because so many 
alternatives are now available, both on the device and of. On one 
hand, apps for email, texting, and other communications have 
made phone calls less important. On the other hand, internet ser-
vices enable users to make phone calls on virtually any device, such 
as tablets, PCs, and watches. Further, you no longer have to send 
a text to a phone number. Instead, you can generally send texts to 
individuals, and your ecosystem will route it to the appropriate 
device—phone numbers have become incidental to what phones 
do. In 2014 when Jef Bezos introduced Amazon’s new smartphone, 
the Amazon Fire, he spent an hour and a half describing it and 
never once mentioned that it had the ability to make phone calls.2 

Other countries have not held on to this convention of linking the 
devices to phone calls—in Britain they are called “mobiles” and in 
Germany “Handys,” each name emphasizing a critical feature of 
the device. Meanwhile, by 2019 it was estimated that the average 
iPhone had more than eighty apps installed, nine of which on aver-
age were used every day.3 The killer app of the modern smartphone 
is its generality. Yet we still call them smartphones, and the notion 
of these devices as phones still persists and still impacts how we 
think about them. 
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Perhaps it seems like this does not matter; perhaps a smart-
phone is whatever one chooses to make of it. There has been online 
debate on whether things such as tacos qualify as sandwiches for 
nearly a decade now, and something as complex as a smartphone 
seems even less likely to ft into neat boxes, so why should we even 
try? It turns out that, among other things, there are strong legal 
implications and, as we shall soon see, other consequences as well. 

An example of why this matters arose in 2020, when Microsoft 
wanted to expand its online game system to include iOS. Micro-
soft wanted its Xbox customers to be able to start a game on an 
Xbox and later pick it up elsewhere on another device. In other 
words, Microsoft wanted to remove location as a restriction on 
playing Xbox games, and, as we have seen time and time again, 
removing location restrictions is one major advantage of mobile 
devices. Apple in turn blocked Microsoft’s app from appearing 
in its app store, stating that it would not be able to review all of 
the games that might be played through the app. Microsoft and 
its customers reacted with anger. How one views this situation 
probably refects one’s model of what a smartphone actually is. If 
you view it as a small computer, then Apple’s move does not make 
sense. For most of us, computers are devices that we control and 
can confgure how we like, installing whatever software we please. 
The Xbox, by contrast, is a console. Users understand that its func-
tion is playing games. But underneath the box, the internals of an 
Xbox are essentially indistinguishable from any other computer. 
Indeed, an Xbox even runs a version of Microsoft’s Windows oper-
ating system. It would be relatively simple for Microsoft to make 
an Xbox that could run virtually any game, not just games built 
for its own system. Even so, there are very few complaints about 
the fact that no one can play Sony’s PlayStation games on Xboxes. 
So why should Microsoft complain that its own games cannot be 
played on an Apple device? How is an iOS device diferent from 
an Xbox? Indeed, in 2020 an estimated 72% of app store revenue 
across Apple and Google’s app stores came from games, represent-
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ing about $80 billion.4 Given the money involved, it is easy to see 
why it is in Apple’s interests to treat its device as a console. The 
questions remain. Is an iPhone a small computer, or is it a con-
sole? Or is it something else? Even if the device doesn’t change, the 
choice of wording used to describe it has a major impact on how 
people react to it and what they expect from it. It even has legal 
implications—Epic Games sued Apple over its policies around the 
App Store. At stake in the lawsuit are issues such as how much 
control Apple can exert over third-party apps. These pragmatic dis-
cussions unveil the rhetorical function of metaphors that is used 
to emphasize some aspects of the technology (it does make calls 
like a phone), and hide or deemphasize others (but is also a general-
purpose computational device). 

Apple’s claims that its app store is a “walled garden,” an idyllic 
metaphor that suggests comfort and safety. This framing is good 
for Apple, as the associations of such a garden are almost uniformly 
positive. Apple’s framing is one of protection; bad things cannot 
get into the garden to ruin the experience. Writing for the Wall 
Street Journal, Joanna Stern explored some of the implications of 
the metaphor and of Apple’s rules that are not so idyllic, such as 
stifing innovation and keeping people locked into the garden.5 

Expanding on this, tech writer John Gruber suggested an alterna-
tive metaphor—a theme park. In this metaphor, Gruber compared 
Apple’s store to a theme park where users are charged for admis-
sion but such parks are “fun, safe, and deliver a designed experi-
ence.” He contrasted this metaphor with public parks, which have 
a diferent set of strengths and weaknesses.6 Picking up on this, 
Dieter Bohn of The Verge, in an exploration of tech metaphors, sug-
gested a completely diferent metaphor, that Apple is like a phone 
carrier.7 Bohn’s framing is much more negative, comparing Apple’s 
policies to the very same phone companies that it has battled since 
the launch of the frst iPhone. Such carriers are notable for forc-
ing their own software onto devices, for example, exactly as Apple 
does. This discussion shows just how difcult it is to understand 
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something as complex as the app store, but also how important 
metaphors are. Which of the three metaphors a casual reader hap-
pens to encounter can have a large impact on how they think about 
the App Store. 

The ubiquity of CPUs and GPUs across many devices makes it 
hard to defne and classify a wide range of objects. We have “smart” 
washing machines, refrigerators, and televisions. Most of these 
contain more computational power than the computers that frst 
sent humans to the moon. With the introduction of the Series 6 
Apple Watch, analyst Horace Dediu noted that the Apple Watch 
can now: sense blood oxygen levels, sense heart rates, generate an 
ECG, detect when sounds may be damaging to hearing, detect falls, 
and sometimes notify emergency services if the wearer appears to 
be unconscious, detect altitude, monitor hand washing, pay for 
groceries, and more. It can do all of these things because it has a 
computer inside, and yet none of the things listed are things that 
any desktop computer can do. It certainly can tell time, but is it a 
watch? Telling time is no longer a killer app when everyone has a 
smartphone in their pocket and many of the devices around our 
homes and ofces display the time constantly. 

As we noted in the introduction, some technologies exist 
mainly to enable other technologies that can in turn mediate our 
activities with the world. The examples in this chapter suggest that 
the chips that power smartphones and other devices are enablers 
that make the activities of smartphones possible but do not difer-
entiate them from other technologies. Tablets especially make it 
difcult to see the uniqueness of smartphones. The obvious difer-
entiator between tablets and smartphones is size, but smartphones 
continue to grow in size. Meanwhile, the diferences between tab-
lets and laptop computers also continue to blur, as laptops are 
increasingly enabled with touch UIs and tablets can be used with 
hardware keyboards and mice. 

Similarly, it is tempting to argue that what diferentiates mobile 
devices from other classes of technologies is that they are general 
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purpose. Cory Doctorow has been writing and speaking about 
“the war on general purpose computing” for more than a decade.8 

In a nutshell, this war is happening because the more a device is 
capable of, the more harm it is capable of, and diferent stakehold-
ers have very diferent defnitions of harm. For example, digital 
objects can essentially be copied ad infnitum. In the early days of 
the internet, an application called Napster took advantage of this 
to allow people to freely share music. The entertainment industry 
saw this as an obvious threat and worked to shut Napster down 
and enforce Digital Rights Management (DRM) systems on media 
players. “Owning” a song or a movie does not mean that you can 
do anything you want with it; you are restricted by laws and regu-
lations. As time has gone on, the number of these regulations and 
restrictions has continued to grow. The more that a device can do, 
after all, the more bad things that can also be done with it. As Doc-
torow noted “we don’t know how to make a computer that can run 
all the programs we can compile except for whichever one pisses 
of a regulator, or disrupts a business model, or abets a criminal.”9 

So, inevitably, we return to predications and associations. A 
predication of smartphones that isn’t shared by tablets is that 
they ft into one’s pockets. Watches are not phones because they 
are worn on the wrist. When smart glasses make their inevitable 
return, they will belong on our heads. Thus, it seems that spatial 
predications, such as size and where they are used, are probably 
central to how we defne and think about smartphones. This sug-
gests that devices like iPods are probably most similar to smart-
phones because of their spatial characteristics. Meanwhile, the 
primary predication of smartphones that iPods have always lacked 
is that smartphones have a cellular connection. Finally, the touch 
UI discussed in chapter eight is a clear separator between what 
most people now think of as smartphones and the generation of 
phones that preceded them. In terms of forming a cognitive pro-
totype, then, a good set of predications might be a device that fts 
into a pocket, uses touch UI, and has at least a CPU and a cellular 
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connection. All of these predications are important, but one res-
onates most closely with the themes of this book, and it might be 
a surprising one—the fact that smartphones ft into our pockets 
such that they can be with us at all times. 

With a smartphone, we have a useful device, one that is capable 
of mediating a huge range of activities and one that we have with us 
at all times. Together, this makes convenience a premium feature 
of the devices. Why carry a camera around when your smartphone 
comes with a quality camera? Why lug CDs around when your 
smartphone has access to nearly every song ever recorded? Why 
have newspapers delivered to your house when smartphones can 
show you the news literally as it happens? Further, these devices 
continue to grow in usefulness, adding apps, faster speeds, new 
sensors, and other features year after year. This means that our 
connection to them cannot help but grow as we use and rely on 
them for more and more things. According to App Annie, in 2021 
the average user spent nearly fve hours a day using their phone, 
the ffth year in a row where usage grew by about thirty minutes a 
day.10 We use them for work and for leisure, to shop, to keep track 
of what we do, and to remind us of what is coming—the more 
activities they displace, the more they are intertwined with who we 
are. With such a device in our pockets, we can communicate with 
people across the globe, access a huge portion of human knowl-
edge, and extend our normal capabilities as individuals in many 
other ways. 

The Apple-Epic lawsuit also revealed, through a trove of Apple 
emails and testimony, a rather unsurprising fact about Apple’s 
long-term strategy: Apple’s goal is to get users as invested in its eco-
system as possible to keep them buying Apple products. An Apple 
Watch, for example, might work well on its own, but it works far 
better when paired with an iPhone. In the trial, it was revealed that 
Apple has not ported iMessage to Android simply because it would 
make it easier for users to migrate back and forth between devices. 
None of this is surprising. Apple is a business, after all. But the 
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ultimate endgame of such a strategy is to essentially tie users to an 
ecosystem. You can send iMessages to people rather than specifc 
devices precisely because of this approach. For now, iPhone users 
closely tie their identities to their phones, but Apple is trying to 
simultaneously strengthen that bond and widen it. 

Other companies also want to strengthen their link to our 
identity. While Apple is still primarily a hardware company, many 
other tech companies create software. For a company like Face-
book or Google, it is somewhat more challenging to link identity 
and their product because they do not control the device. Instead, 
they rely on tracking. Such companies have been shown to have a 
remarkable ability to keep track of our activities, mainly in order to 
build profles of us to use in advertising. Thus a new battleground 
was forged when Apple added tools designed to limit a company’s 
ability to do such tracking. This will drive software companies’ 
need to fnd ways to identify users. It is no wonder that Facebook 
reportedly spent more than a billion dollars on the development 
of a watch by mid-2021.11 TikTok, another example, announced in 
2021 that it would begin to collect biometric data on users, e.g., if a 
user posts a video on TikTok the platform could analyze the video 
to determine who is in it, where they are, etc.12 Software companies 
argue that such information will help them better serve users. Such 
an argument is a hermeneutic one, but it relies on the companies 
acting in good faith with regard to users. There has been concern 
about TikTok and data privacy, for example, since it is owned by 
a Chinese company, leading it to be temporarily banned by the 
Trump administration. 

Throughout this book we have used the cognitive-hermeneutic 
cycle to examine how users and app developers act and react to one 
another in a continuous interpretive spiral. Such a spiral also plays 
out at the level of the device. The improvement in smartphones 
may seem small and incremental on a year-to-year basis, but over 
the span of several years, it is undeniably large. On the hardware 
side, processors get faster, screens get better and larger, batteries 
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last longer, cameras take sharper pictures and video, and more. On 
the software side, some apps are improved and others are added 
with new functionalities. Meanwhile, users are driving many of 
these changes by showing their preferences with their buying 
choices. A 2019 survey showed that the top fve consumer desires 
were: 1) more storage, 2) improved charging/battery, 3) more pow-
erful processing, 4) increased durability, and 5) better cameras.13 

The frst four can be summarized as “I want my phone to be always 
ready for anything” and the ffth as “especially as a camera.” The 
importance of these fve items can be seen in the ecosystems that 
have developed around them. The “cloud” is increasingly making 
on-device storage less important and is also available for process-
ing. There is a large ecosystem of companies making mobile solu-
tions for charging rundown batteries and another large ecosystem 
of cases and screen protectors designed to provide protection. In 
terms of cameras, there are portable tripods, “selfe sticks,” and 
a host of other devices that can be used in conjunction with the 
camera; you can even turn your phone into a microscope with the 
right combination of hardware and software. 

In the previous chapter, we argued that digital photos have 
helped to reshape our sense of self by mediating our memories, 
our communications, and our relationships. These are but a few, 
though clearly important, ways in which our devices are reshap-
ing our sense of identity and our self-image. For many people the 
thought of being without their smartphone is terrifying because 
so much of what they do relies on that one device. 

SPEAKING OF SMARTPHONES 

The smartphone era began by piggybacking on the basic metaphor 
of telephones. The rapid evolution of its metaphorical spiral has 
been such that the device’s use as a telephone is minimal compared 
to many other functions. 

No obvious metaphor has sprung up to replace the telephone 
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Table 4: A partial, and growing, list of important aspects of self that can be 
mediated using one’s smartphone 

Aspect of Self Mediation Examples 

Communication Text, email, phone 
Relationships Social media, dating apps 
Memory Photos, video, editing software 
Purpose Calendars, To Do apps 
Health Fitness tracking, ftness apps 
Knowledge Web browsers 
Entertainment Videos, web browsers, games, social media, readers 

metaphor. Smartphones are like computers but are clearly a difer-
ent beast. Similarly, they are also like tablets or even iPods. There 
are strong legal implications for whatever defnition is settled 
upon. 

Perhaps the defning characteristic of a smartphone is that it is 
always with us. Combining that feature with the myriad ways that 
they mediate our experiences, it might be said that the ultimate 
metaphor of the smartphone is that they are us. 

The killer app of the modern smartphone is its generality. 
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PART IV 

METAPHORS ARE CHANGING THE WORLD 

This, the fnal part of the book, is divided into four chapters. The 
frst three concern the fallout from the processes described thus 
far. These chapters are not comprehensive, as in many cases there 
is rich literature on the individual topics addressed, but they serve 
to provide a common framework that links the assorted issues. 
The frst chapter deals with issues stemming from failures of met-
aphor. These failures could be because the chosen metaphor is not 
a natural ft for the technology, or because of cultural or ethical 
reasons. Such cultural and ethical issues give rise to the topic of 
Chapter 14, which examines who exactly is creating these technol-
ogies and metaphors. It will come as no surprise to most observers 
of technology that the answer is mainly white men living in one 
small corner of the United States. With that in mind, the following 
chapter deals with the ramifcations of successful metaphors, met-
aphors that are able to engage users with the technology. Success, 
however, does not always mean that the results are positive. The 
fnal chapter is more forward-looking and ofers some ways to take 
agency back from technology. 





 
  

 
 

 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

WHEN METAPHORS FAIL 

COGNITIVE FAILURES 

Despite all of the positive examples of metaphors working to be 
found in this book, metaphors are not a panacea. The cryptogra-
phy community provides a cautionary tale of the kinds of things 
that can go wrong.1 Indeed, there is growing evidence within that 
community that its chosen metaphors are actively harmful, fram-
ing critical issues in the wrong way and actually making it less 
likely that the technology will see widespread adaptation.2 For 
example, the most basic metaphor in cryptography is probably the 
lock and key, where we are told that encrypting something is just 
like locking it up in a box and decrypting is equivalent to unlocking 
the box and gaining access to its contents. This metaphor may have 
worked as a description of older cryptographic systems. Unfortu-
nately, it does not map well to most modern cryptographic sys-
tems, which instead are based on “public key encryption.” In such 
systems users have both a public and a private key, and each key has 
very diferent functions. As Whitten and Tygar point out, “normal 
locks use the same key to lock and unlock, and the key metaphor 
will lead people to expect the same for encryption and decryption 



 

 
  

 

  

 

 
 
 

if it is not visually clarifed in some way. Faulty intuition in this 
case may lead them to assume that they can always decrypt any-
thing they have encrypted, an assumption which may have upset-
ting consequences.”3 

Thus, choosing proper metaphors can be a difcult task with 
signifcant long-term consequences. These consequences can be 
good or bad, depending on the perspective of who is judging them. 
Further, the initial choice may be sound, but as the technology is 
updated the metaphor may become a poor choice. And, as the cryp-
tography example shows, the problems resulting from a poor met-
aphor may be difcult to overcome. On the other hand, as we saw 
with SMS, sometimes the cognitive-hermeneutic cycle can work to 
change the underlying metaphor over time. While the cryptogra-
phy example may be just a case of the obvious metaphor not being 
the right one for the job, it does raise the specter that metaphors 
might be chosen to be deliberately misleading. Indeed, the cryp-
tography community provides another example where a problem-
atic metaphor has led to a kind of battle between diferent groups 
with diferent agendas. Jenner, in a blog post provocatively titled 
“Backdoor: How a Metaphor Turns into a Weapon,” examines the 
multiple dimensions of this metaphor and the diferent predica-
tions that can be read into it. On one hand, governments, which 
want such backdoors, try to emphasize some of these predications, 
while people in IT, who warn against them, emphasize a diferent 
set, in what Jenner calls “a power struggle over its meaning.”4 

ETHICAL FAILURES 

The world of cybersecurity afords another example of metaphori-
cal failure, this time from an ethical perspective. In this world there 
are two kinds of hackers. Hackers with malicious intent are known 
as “black hat” hackers, while people that hack into systems in order 
to improve security are known as “white hat” hackers. These met-
aphors build on a constellation of metaphors where white rep-
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resents purity and goodness, while black represents absence and 
the lack of morality.5 We have noted throughout the book that 
there is a close relationship between metaphor and thought, with 
metaphor both refecting how we think and framing how we take 
in information. Meanwhile, over a period of decades, a large num-
ber of researchers have been working with data collected from the 
Implicit Association Test (IAT), which tests a subject’s associations 
by measuring reaction time.6 While the IAT has been criticized 
as lacking the necessary accuracy for individuals, there is a great 
deal of evidence that it is accurate over large groups of people, and 
there are other confrming tests as well.7 What the data collectively 
points to is a situation where the associations of whiteness with 
goodness and blackness with the lack of it transfer, even if only 
unconsciously, to racial attitudes. This should not be surprising 
given the literature on metaphoric transfer.8 

We are not suggesting that the black hat/white hat metaphors 
are anything other than a refection of wider cultural biases. That 
does not mean, however, that these metaphors should not be 
reevaluated and potentially replaced. Further, it does open the pos-
sibility that some metaphors could be created for less than ethical 
purposes, and for that and many other reasons we believe that it 
is important to examine the potential implications of any digital 
metaphor that gains widespread use. We outline some possible 
approaches to this task in chapter sixteen. 

CULTURAL FAILURES 

Developers of digital artifacts also need to consider how the mean-
ings evoked by metaphors are diferent among their potential 
users. Technologies that increasingly target a global audience need 
to “translate” metaphors if their meanings lead to undesired inter-
pretations within a given cultural sphere. For example, a particular 
fag can be considered a symbol of patriotism within one culture or 
country, but in another culture or country the same symbol might 
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be considered abhorrent. Thus, a company with global reach might 
have problems deciding whether content including such a symbol 
fts their defnition of acceptable. Further, a common object in one 
culture, such as a fag on a mailbox used to signify that a home-
owner wants the mail carrier to pick up mail, may be completely 
absent in other cultures. Thus, a digital metaphor that includes 
such an icon may be lost on the intended audience. This issue is 
of growing concern when the world of smartphone technology is 
still dominated by white men working in Silicon Valley. If technol-
ogy has an outsized impact on how we apprehend the world, then 
it should be concerning that these changes are guided by such a 
narrow group. 

SPEAKING OF METAPHORICAL FAILURE 

Metaphors can fail in multiple ways. They can be interpreted in 
ways that fundamentally misconstrue how a technology is meant 
to work. This can be the result of an unfortunate choice of an ini-
tial metaphor, poor ethical choices on the part of a developer, or 
diferences between cultures. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

WHO IS IN CHARGE? 

Before we move on to the problems associated with metaphors 
working too well, it is worth looking at the group most responsi-
ble for both the successes and the failures of tech metaphors: the 
creators. 

Since the creators of digital technologies have such a signif-
cant impact on the world today, as well as how we think about the 
world, they are worth examining. It is no secret that the majority 
of the companies building and shaping today’s digital environ-
ment are headquartered in one place, Silicon Valley, and were all 
founded by white men. The stock market is dominated by the so-
called FAANG stocks (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netfix, and Goo-
gle).1 Microsoft is not included because, despite being one of the 
fve biggest companies in the world by market cap, it is not consid-
ered a “growth” stock. Tesla will almost certainly be added to this 
group. Every founder of these companies—Mark Zuckerberg, Steve 
Jobs, Steve Wozniak, Jef Bezos, Reed Hastings, Larry Page, Sergei 
Brin, Bill Gates, and Elon Musk—is a white man, and white men 
dominate the work rolls throughout Silicon Valley. Only about 4 
percent of professionals in Silicon Valley are Black, while about a 
third of companies have zero executives who are women of color.2 



 

 

 

 
  

 
 

Thus, we have a situation where an unrepresentative group of peo-
ple living in a tiny corner of the world have an outsized impact on 
nearly every aspect of modern life. Meanwhile, the architecture of 
the digital world gives those leaders, through the digital cognitive-
hermeneutic cycle we are describing, an unprecedented ability to 
exert and maintain their power. 

The urgency of this issue can be seen in the 2012 Facebook 
experiments aimed at directly manipulating users’ emotions.3 The 
scale of a company like Facebook is such that it can run such exper-
iments in order to fne tune how users respond, essentially manip-
ulating how users think and feel by choosing what they are shown. 
Since that experiment, Facebook has operationalized A/B testing, 
making it a core feature for advertisers. This is another example of 
how the normal hermeneutic cycle has been accelerated through 
digital technologies, and how companies are working to determine 
how they can optimize taking advantage of our thinking as efec-
tively as possible. 

Developers can also use these ideas in the opposite way. Some-
times developers and designers willfully do not attempt to bridge 
the semantic gap between the technical and the cultural, instead 
choosing to exploit it. This is generally done by making it difcult 
for users to do something that they may want to do. In the world 
of software such designs are known as “dark patterns.”4 For exam-
ple, users may fnd it easy to sign up for a service that is initially 
free, but nearly impossible to cancel when fees begin, because the 
software has been carefully designed to make such details obscure. 
Designers could bridge the gap with a simple metaphor—an exit 
sign, for instance—but choose not to because helping the user 
does not suit a particular goal. In 2021 a consumer’s rights group 
in Europe fled a lawsuit against Amazon for just such a practice.5 

Meanwhile, in 2021 the New York Times was criticized for writing 
an article decrying dark patterns even while its own website uses 
some of them.6 
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The level of control and the speed of change possible with digi-
tal technologies thus places unprecedented power in the hands of 
digital companies and the unrepresentative group of people that 
run them. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

WHEN METAPHORS WORK TOO WELL 

The argument that we have made in this book is that metaphors 
begin as a useful way to connect people to new technology, but due 
to the nature of metaphors and how we process them cognitively 
the learning process does not stop there. The metaphors continue 
to change how we categorize and therefore how we think. With 
regard to the technology that the metaphor serves, this can be a 
mainly positive outcome. Fifty years after a prototype device in a 
lab was coined a “mouse,” the name has been fully incorporated 
into culture, even as the obvious links to the origin are being extin-
guished. There are many other cases, however, where metaphors 
have far more extensive ramifcations. In these cases, the power of 
the metaphor may be such that the efects must be considered in 
any discussion of the technology’s costs or benefts. 

DIGITAL METAPHORS CAN DIVIDE US 

We began this book with the idea that metaphors are an ideal way 
to communicate about what otherwise might be complex topics in 
relatively simple terms. Metaphors form a kind of cognitive short-
cut that can allow us to build new categories using the foundations 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

of existing categories. These categories are learned very quickly, 
accelerated by a potent combination of the metaphor, the pace at 
which technology improves, and the amount of time that people 
spend on their smartphones. One important efect of this process 
is that it can cleave the world into an increasing number of groups: 
those whose cognitive models have been altered by a particular 
metaphor and those who have not. This might be brushed of as 
“everybody” has a smartphone, or “everybody” is on Facebook, etc., 
but the truth is that many people do not have smartphones and 
even more people do not participate in any particular activity. Take 
Facebook, undoubtedly the world’s biggest social media service. 
In 2020 Facebook was estimated to have just under three billion 
active users. We could try and discount how many of those users 
are corporations or bots, but even if we do not, Facebook’s users 
make up less than 40 percent of the world’s population. In North 
America, where Facebook usage is greatest, it is estimated that 
about 69 percent of the population is on Facebook.1 Not every-
one has been transformed by Facebook’s model of friendship; the 
number of Facebook users is not particularly close to the world 
population. 

Of course, all of this has happened before. The world has been 
transformed by technology many times in the past—the light bulb, 
the telephone . . .—the diference is the speed at which it happens 
in today’s digital world. As we pointed out in chapter four when 
discussing the metaphorical spiral, TikTok reached two billion 
users in a matter of a few years, whereas even transformative tech-
nologies like light bulbs and telephones took decades to reach such 
high percentages of the population. During those decades, society 
had a chance to grapple with the efects that the technologies were 
having on the world. But it is also worth pointing out that, with 
those technologies too, society was broken into groups according 
to who had them and who did not. 

As we have already seen, the diferences in a word’s meaning 
can have real consequences. Take the word “subscribe.” In the pre-
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digital world, the kinds of things you subscribed to, such as news-
papers or magazines, cost money. But the digital world has come to 
run on advertising, and so you can subscribe to things like podcasts 
and YouTube channels for free. On the other hand, there are many 
other services to which you can subscribe in the digital world that 
are decidedly not free. The result is that there are multiple mean-
ing populations for the word subscribe. For some people it means 
paying money, for others it means that it doesn’t, and for still oth-
ers it might or it might not. Regardless, in 2021 Edison Research 
reported the results of a survey that showed that 47% of people 
who were familiar with podcasting assumed that subscribing to 
podcasts always cost money, leading to it being called “the stone 
in the shoe” of podcasting.2 In 2021 Apple changed the language in 
its own podcast app to use the word “follow” instead of subscribe, 
prompting Podnews to describe it as “a small change with a big 
impact,” because “the word ‘subscribe’ has been confusing poten-
tial listeners for more than ffteen years.”3 

The only way to efectively communicate with another person 
is to have shared signifers. When the two authors of this book 
talk, we have an implicit agreement on most of the words we use, 
with occasional exceptions owing to the fact that one of us is a 
non-native English speaker. This agreement comes from the gen-
eral overlap in our meaning horizons. When one of us uses a word 
like “justice,” it is true that our personal experiences will shade the 
word’s meaning in diferent ways, but it is also the case that we will 
understand what the other is conveying, and we will ask questions 
when we are not sure. Often our questions refect the fact that we 
were raised in diferent cultures. To a large degree—and this is true 
for anyone—our ability to communicate successfully stems from 
the fact that we inhabit the same world and the objects that make 
up that world are the same. If one of us had poor vision or were 
colorblind, we might see trees diferently than the other, but we 
would still agree on what the word “tree” means. With the advent 
of digital technology, however, it is now easily possible to at least 
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partially inhabit virtual worlds that others do not, or to inhabit 
parts of the world that were previously inaccessible. While these 
things do aford many exciting opportunities and experiences, they 
can also come with a cost. 

Sharpening Existing Divisions 

Another important consequence has to do with the manner in 
which digital metaphors and algorithms have been implemented. 
By now, it has been well established that the digital world has prob-
lems with race,4 gender,5 class,6 and age.7 This is not surprising. As 
we have demonstrated throughout this book, technologists have 
worked hard to mimic the “real” world in creating the digital world, 
and the real world is full of racism, sexism, etc. Algorithms are not 
any sort of protection from these problems. They often only make 
them worse, especially since algorithms are hailed as being objec-
tive and thus supposedly immune to such issues.8 Algorithms have 
also struggled greatly to mitigate problematic online speech.9 One 
reason for this struggle is that in the cognitive-hermeneutic loop 
users, especially large groups of users, do have agency. For example, 
anti-vax groups eager to avoid Facebook’s crackdown on vaccine 
misinformation during the coronavirus pandemic communicated 
using coded phrases designed to outwit Facebook’s algorithms. So, 
the groups refer to themselves by names such as “dance party” and 
to vaccinated people by terms such as “swimmers.”10 

Meanwhile, algorithms can become racist (or sexist, or, . . .) in at 
least three ways. First, they may not actually be objective at all; they 
may simply codify privilege. Second, any algorithm is a model of a 
process, and if the process itself is racist, then it simply implements 
that racist system. In computer science this principle is known as 
“garbage in, garbage out,” refecting the fact that any algorithm 
is limited by the quality of its data. Finally, algorithms that learn 
will begin to refect their environment. There have been several 
notable attempts to embed learning algorithms in the internet 
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that have quickly learned to become racist, sexist trolls.11 These 
are all serious problems for the digital world. They are made far 
worse by the hermeneutic cycles we describe in this book. As we 
have shown, the digital environment is optimized for learning— 
communications are simple and repetitive and many people spend 
much of their lives on their devices. As Sara Wachter-Boettcher 
explains, “the more technology becomes embedded in all aspects 
of life, the more it matters whether that technology is biased, alien-
ating, or harmful.”12 The result is that “the new Jim Code” as Ruha 
Benjamin puts it,13 is being widely assimilated everywhere, even by 
young children. Even worse, it is being exported around the world. 

Culture as Digital Group 

As we saw in Part III, the power of smartphones is that they remove 
barriers of time and space. At one point in history, you could only 
talk to another person if you were in the same place at the same 
time, but now you can have a conversation with someone regard-
less of location, and by using text, the conversation does not even 
need to be synchronous. Similarly, for much of human history the 
groups to which we belonged—our culture—were defned mainly 
by a combination of time and place. This is no longer the case; we 
are free to choose our groups, and the digital world ofers more 
choices than ever. 

Once upon a time, a role of culture was to provide individuals 
with the wisdom of the group, thus scaling and improving indi-
vidual learning. For example, a religious admonition not to eat a 
certain food might be grounded in hard-won lessons about the 
dangers of said food. At its best, digital culture can play the same 
role. Users can fnd lessons to do virtually anything on YouTube, 
or learn math through online learning systems like Khan Acad-
emy. This is the promise of the digital age, that everyone has access 
to collective knowledge and that we can connect across time and 
space. There are, however, downsides to this freedom. Among 
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them, not all online knowledge is hard-won or even real. We are 
replacing culture, with its emphasis on collective wisdom tested 
by time, with more ephemeral things, some of which are not well 
connected to reality. Disinformation and propaganda are nothing 
new in the world, but they too gain power from the amplifying 
efects of digital metaphors and the reach of the internet. 

Digital Connects People and Distances Them 

The fact that we are focusing on the ways that digital metaphors 
increase divisions runs contrary to the great promise of the digital 
world, which is that it can connect us regardless of distance. The 
coronavirus pandemic revealed both the truth and limitations of 
this promise. Digital metaphors are removing barriers of space and 
time to concepts such as conversations and meetings, but they are 
simultaneously removing other aspects of those concepts, nota-
bly those related to physical presence. A conversation over Zoom 
instead of text may restore some physical elements of conversa-
tion in that we can at least see each other’s faces, but it also places 
unusual demands on our attention and does not capture body lan-
guage in ways that in-person conversations do. The uncomfortable 
feeling that this engenders are so widespread that it already had a 
name, “Zoom fatigue,” and academic papers were written about it 
before the pandemic was even over.14 As a species the vast majority 
of our evolution centered around communicating with each other 
in close proximity, and with learning and using many physical cues 
to do so. Communicating remotely is not the same and it never will 
be, no matter how much we do it. Digital connection is a substitute 
for physical connection, but it is far from a perfect substitute. 

ALGORITHMIC ACCELERATION 

Throughout this book we have shown that the combination of 
metaphors and digital technology is a powerful learning acceler-
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ant that can drastically speed up the cognitive-hermeneutic cycle. 
Digital technology can make this combination even more powerful 
through the use of algorithms. While tech developers can iterate 
quickly compared to older technologies, they are still limited by 
the speed at which humans can work. Algorithms do not have such 
limitations. They can respond to users immediately, essentially 
supercharging the cognitive-hermeneutic cycle to its maximum 
speed. The potential efects of this can be seen in the riots at the 
US Capitol in January 2021. 

On January 6, 2021, the United States Capitol was stormed by 
angry insurgents. As we write this book, there are still uncertain-
ties about what exactly happened and who was responsible. Some 
of this uncertainty has been created by groups looking to defect 
blame. As we previously stated, digital groups such as QAnon 
have replaced cultural ones for many people. By January 14, the 
New York Times published an article examining the role of social 
media in the mob’s behavior.15 The article does not use the lan-
guage of this book, of course, but it is a nearly perfect match for 
the cognitive-hermeneutic spiral and its results that we describe. 
The article traces the online life, or more precisely the Facebook 
life, of a pair of individuals, seemingly normal people posting pic-
tures of family and friends and generally living up to Facebook’s 
intrinsic metaphors. Their cognitive-hermeneutic spiral took a 
turn soon after the presidential election in November 2020, when 
they made posts that generated an unusual number of likes and 
comments. Thus began an accelerated spiral. From Facebook’s 
point of view, posts that drive engagement are a solution to the 
problem of holding users’ attention; the algorithms suggest such 
posts to other users, further driving likes and comments. In the 
meantime, Facebook is also algorithmically analyzing the posts 
and using them to suggest articles and groups to the poster. All 
the while the person who made the original post is also getting 
feedback—likes and comments–which are the reward structure of 
social networks. The role of rewards in learning is probably the 
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oldest area of study in the feld, going back to Pavlov’s dogs and 
continuing today in machine learning. When presented with an 
environment that contains rewards, learners will optimize their 
behavior to maximize those rewards. In 2021 researchers at Yale, 
looking at posts expressing “moral outrage” on Twitter, found 
exactly that pattern.16 For the individuals in the New York Times 
story, that means optimizing behavior with respect to the kind 
of posts that drive likes and comments. Facebook is happy to play 
along by getting like-minded people together in groups and rec-
ommending similar content. This kind of behavior is as old as the 
internet, going back to when early internet companies learned 
how to optimize their websites to take advantage of Google’s orig-
inal “page rank” algorithm. In a system like this, the accelerants are 
so powerful that seemingly “normal” people can be radicalized over 
a period of only two months. 

The other side of the learning spiral are the companies that 
model user behavior in order to keep them engaged. In 2021, the 
Wall Street Journal ran a powerful experiment that showed how 
well this works.17 They programmed some bots—artifcial online 
personas—with specifc interests and then signed the bots up with 
accounts on TikTok. They found that TikTok’s algorithm was able 
to quickly identify what the bots liked. It wasn’t even necessary 
for them to use likes or hashtags to do so; just the amount of time 
spent looking at diferent videos was enough signal for the algo-
rithm to highly tailor the bots’ feeds and send them down special-
ized “rabbit holes.” The authors found that if they programmed a 
bot to prefer, for example, depressive content, within a matter of 
hours the TikTok algorithm would tailor as much as 93% of the 
bot’s feed to that content. Why not 100%? As we previously dis-
cussed when looking at learning, learning systems have to trade 
of exploitation, in this case showing another video that the user 
will defnitely like, versus exploration, showing videos from other 
genres such that other genres might be discovered. A given user 
might grow tired of a genre after a while, after all. 
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DIRECTED ATTENTION FATIGUE 

As we noted when discussing the metaphorical spiral, one of the 
things happening with digital metaphors is that they are all com-
peting for our attention—to get it, and then to keep it. Over time 
this competition invariably leads to better and more efective ways 
for apps to keep us engaged. This is refected in usage metrics for 
digital devices. There is a cost beyond the time involved, and that 
cost is to our attention. There is a growing and robust literature 
which we reviewed in chapter six that details how directed atten-
tion is a limited resource that can be overused and fatigued.18 The 
result of fatiguing this system is the loss of “executive function” 
abilities, which has been tied to diminished cognitive function-
ing, decision-making, and health, among other factors. A com-
mon reaction to evidence of attentional fatigue is to suppose that 
activities like watching funny videos online might actually help 
relieve it. Berman and Kaplan, however, argued that television, a 
reasonable proxy for this kind of activity, “is a counterproductive 
means of restoring directed attention.”19 This was more recently 
supported by Basu and colleagues, who noted that restorative 
activities typically allow the mind to wander.20 

The Zoom fatigue phenomenon is yet more evidence that 
spending time online only depletes attention. The kinds of activ-
ities that efectively relieve attention fatigue typically involve nat-
ural settings, walking, and being disconnected from technology. 
Thus, the addictive nature of our digital devices makes for a kind of 
vicious cycle where we use them too much, which in turn leads to 
cognitive fatigue, which in turn impairs our decision-making and 
makes us more eager to engage in activities that feel cognitively 
easy, which in turn leads to us spending more time connected. A 
common complaint of the modern world is that we are losing our 
ability to pay attention. It is actually more likely that we are simply 
keeping our attention system in a constant state of exhaustion. 
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SPEAKING OF METAPHORICAL SUCCESS 

What is good for an individual technology may not be good for 
individual people, or even for society as a whole. The amplifying 
power of technology is such that many tech metaphors simulta-
neously build new groups and make the resulting groups more 
disconnected. 

One way that the marriage of technology and metaphor has 
strongly impacted individuals is on our attention. As apps get bet-
ter and better at grabbing and holding our attention, our ability 
to deploy our directed attention to achieve our goals is weakened. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

METAPHORICAL CRITICISM 

The ambiguity of metaphors is both a blessing and a curse. On one 
hand, it enables new possibilities of expression, but on the other 
it opens the door to manipulation and disguise through indirect 
associations or simply through unwanted interpretations. Wyatt, 
among others, has repeatedly argued that metaphors have not 
only a cognitive but also a normative dimension. She called for 
the careful examination and criticism of how metaphors are used 
in technology, and in many ways we see our book as an answer to 
her call to arms.1 

Blavin and Cohen also highlighted the implications of meta-
phors in the ways legislators deliberate on new topics, particularly 
related to new technologies. They insightfully summarized their 
view on metaphors’ intrinsic ambivalence, saying that “while met-
aphors aid humans in comprehending abstract concepts and legal 
doctrines, they also may limit human understanding by selectively 
highlighting various aspects of an issue while suppressing and 
marginalizing others.”2 

We suggest, following Ricoeur, that an examination of met-
aphors requires two complementary and interpretative move-
ments.3 The frst movement should be one of openness, embracing 



 

 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 

the new possibilities suggested by metaphors. Such a movement 
can emphasize and explore the positive characteristics that met-
aphor has in unveiling new experiences and phenomena through 
innovative predications capable of disrupting the otherwise solid-
ifed canon of lexical expressions. The fundamental premise of 
this frst movement is based on the ubiquity of the metaphorical 
phenomenon which, as we have explored extensively, is seminally 
and intricately linked to the malleable and comprehensive nature 
of natural languages. 

Robert Frost said that: 

Unless you have had your proper poetical education in the meta-

phor, you are not safe anywhere. Because you are not at ease with 

fgurative values: you don’t know the metaphor in its strength and 

its weakness. You don’t know how far you may expect to ride it and 

when it may break down with you. You are not safe with science; 

you are not safe in history.4 

In this talk, delivered at Amherst College in 1931, the New England 
poet invited the academic community to look to metaphors as a 
fundamental mechanism for understanding meaning—not just 
for poetic discourses, but also scientifc and historical discourses. 
Frost further suggests that metaphor is the whole of thinking, and, 
therefore, learning about metaphors is learning about thinking.5 

Two decades, later this idea found new life in the work of Lakof 
and Johnson. We would also gladly add technological discourses 
to Frost’s list—delivered in words, symbols, and digital artifacts. 

Nevertheless, this frst movement of openness needs to be 
balanced by a second, critical one, in which the ambiguities of 
metaphors are explored so that their shortfalls and possibly mis-
leading meanings can be unveiled, criticized, and, in some cases, 
denounced and combatted. Metaphors can be risky and manip-
ulative. It is necessary to recognize that there is a breaking point 
in metaphorical statements, at which they cease to be productive 
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and instead become mechanisms of illusion and manipulation. 
Metaphors always both show and hide aspects of the reality they 
describe. And it is often necessary to unveil not only what is inno-
vatively said by the metaphor, but also what is left out, and some-
times intentionally concealed. 

In Leviathan, Hobbes, imbued with the spirit of the European 
Enlightenment, railed against the ambiguity of metaphorical state-
ments and proposed an alternate ideal borne of precise language, 
free from ambiguities. Thus, he ironically rejected metaphors using 
the ignes fatui metaphor. He suggested that, like fashes of light 
that occur in marshlands and bogs—ignes fatui—which produce 
only evanescent light sources but provide decomposing organic 
matter combustion, metaphors are not good guides for rational 
thought.6 

More recently, several scholars have devoted their attention to 
the manipulative use of metaphors aimed at the maintenance of 
power.7 For example, Andrew Goatly has done an extensive study 
of how metaphorical themes such as “important is big,” “status is 
high/achievement,” “good is pure/white,” and “time is money” are 
used in ideological discourses to justify structures of power and 
domination.8 More directly connected to this book, the Alexander 
Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society organized a series of 
essays by a variety of authors under the general heading “how met-
aphors shape the digital society.”9 Each post examines diferent 
tech metaphors and how the choice of metaphor has impacted 
society. 

Nevertheless, the centuries that separate us from the modern 
goals of unambiguous language dominated exclusively by scien-
tifc rationality have taught us that human thought is intrinsically 
metaphorical. Purging metaphor is purging the creative and imag-
inative potential that drives new discoveries, opens up new per-
spectives, and keeps us individually and collectively alive. There 
is no non-metaphor place. Nevertheless, Hobbes’s caution should 
resonate in our minds as an alarm that warns of the constant and 
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imminent danger that comes with the use of natural language and 
the way we think metaphorically. This is also true for the analysis 
of metaphors used and implemented in digital artifacts. 

In light of this mandate for a critical interpretation of digital 
metaphors, we reexamine, through a critical interpretive lens, two 
widespread digital metaphors related to social interactions and 
digital data. 

To structure this metaphorical critique, we should recall some 
key concepts that help us understand particular traits of meta-
phors. In the relationship between the source/vehicle of a meta-
phor and its target/tenor, there is a process of mapping predications 
and cognitive associations based on similarities. Such mappings 
are delineated by the context of the use of the metaphor that we 
refer to as the ground. Thus, some, but not all, associations and 
predications relevant to the source are applied to the target. In 
this process, an unexpected, impertinent predication is created 
within the scope of established lexical rules suggesting a possi-
ble new meaning. However, not all typical source predications 
have the same emphasis in terms of the metaphor. The context of 
the metaphorical statement highlights some source predications, 
we will call these explicit, but it leaves out others that we will call 
latent. Similarly, metaphors will call to mind some of the target’s 
characteristics and associations while leaving others untouched by 
the predication. We will call the former explored target features in 
contrast to the unexplored target features within the grounds estab-
lished by the metaphorical statement. 

Finally, there is a lot to say about the relationship between met-
aphors, but we will highlight just two of them proposed by Goatly. 
The frst relationship is diversifcation (see Figure 10), in which the 
same target is referred to by multiple sources. The second is mul-
tivalency (see Figure 11), where the same source refers to multiple 
targets.10 

Before using these concepts to describe some strategies to 
criticize digital metaphors, a literary example from Shakespeare’s 
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Figure 10. The same object can be targeted by many diferent sources. E.g. “man 
is a wolf,” “man is a machine,” and “man is an island.” 

Figure 11. In multivalent metaphors the same source could be used for a num-
ber of diferent targets. E.g. “she is the head of the department,” “they are hot 
headed,” and “keep your head in it!” 

monologue “All the World’s a Stage” in the pastoral comedy As You 
Like It will hopefully clarify the conceptual framework a little more. 

All the world’s a stage 

And all the men and women merely players; 

They have their exits and their entrances, 

And one man in his time plays many parts.11 
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In this excerpt, one of the metaphors asks the reader to see the target/ 
tenor “men and women’” as the source/vehicle “players.” The context 
of the metaphor is provided by the comedy that delimits the grounds 
of the metaphor, encompassing changes in the lifespan of women 
and men. The explicit source predications in this segment are exits and 
entrances (from the stage), and to play many parts. Some latent source 
predications—ones not suggested in the metaphorical statement—are, 
for instance, players use customs and players receive a salary. 

Regarding the metaphorical target, some explored target features 
are the aging process and the diferent social roles men and women 
take in their lives. Among the multitude of unexplored target fea-
tures, we could highlight the fact that men and women may get 
sick and die prematurely. Through the concept of diversifcation, 
we could consider other sources to the same target, for instance, a 
marionette that would suggest the metaphor “men and women are 
marionettes,” from which we could explore other target features. 
Finally, the concept of diversifcation leads us to consider other tar-
gets for “players,” such as the employees of a corporation, which 
would unveil other possible predications of players not explored 
by the initial metaphor. 

Equipped with these concepts about metaphors, we suggest 
some basic strategies that could be applied when critiquing digital 
metaphors. 

(1) Clearly identifying the metaphor in the form of seeing X as 
Y is an important initial step. It requires the clear defni-
tion of source and target, as they could be confusing or not 
explicitly mentioned when the metaphor is proposed by 
digital technology. Because conventional metaphors can 
become transparent due to their constant use, the sim-
ple identifcation of an underlying metaphor may lead to 
important insights and critical considerations about the 
digital technology—am I really talking to someone when 
typing characters on the keyboard of my phone? 
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(2) Next in the fow proposed by the critical analysis is an 
exploration of metaphors’ heuristic and innovative poten-
tial. At this initial interpretative moment, a detailed 
description of explicit source predications sheds light on 
the scope of the metaphor, and a refned analysis of the 
explored target features clarifes the aspects of the phenom-
enon captured by the metaphor and how the impertinent 
predication provides cognitive access to such elements. 

(3) In the subsequent analytic moment, we take a more critical 
approach and explore limitations, shortfalls, and risks of 
the proposed metaphor. At this stage (3a), it is imperative 
to discuss the latent source predications that are not explic-
itly explored in the metaphorical context but that can 
infuence and distort the understanding and valuation of 
the underlying phenomenon mediated by the metaphor. 
They point to cognitive and emotional associations of the 
metaphor that are only subliminally suggested but have 
relevant efects on the values and actions shaped by the 
metaphor. (3b) It is also crucial to investigate unexplored 
target features, because they can unveil positive or prob-
lematic characteristics of digital technologies that are not 
adequately captured by the metaphorical statement. (3c) 
The analysis of other metaphorical interactions through 
the concepts of multivalency and diversifcation allows for 
the exploration of other associations evoked by the source 
and target and identifcation of additional unexplored target 
features. It is also possible to propose alternate sources to 
capture the nuances of the target, and the confict between 
the interpretation proposed by diferent metaphors for the 
same digital technology broadens the understanding of the 
underlying phenomenon. 

This interpretive method should ofer a deeper and more balanced 
perspective of the cognitive gains and possible manipulation risks 
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arising from employing metaphors in digital technologies. At 
the very least, this analysis should promote a discussion of the 
implications of using certain metaphors and eventually foster the 
replacement or removal of inadequate and misleading metaphors 
in which poor or ill-disposed associations cloud heuristic, innova-
tive, and cognitive gains. In the following two sections, we apply 
this method to the analysis of the Facebook like metaphor and 
some metaphors related to digital data. 

THE LIKE BUTTON 

We start with the seemingly naïve and harmless metaphor of the 
thumbs-up button to express appreciation for a post on Facebook. 
The famous like icon had an exclusive reign on the app’s interface 
from 2010 until 2017, when other “reactions” were added, though 
with reduced visibility in comparison to the like. The explicit meta-
phorical content of the like button is relatively straightforward and 
allows us to express feelings of approval for ideas and information 
shared by our Facebook “friends.” In this sense, as we mentioned 
previously, this metaphor was an efective way to implement a fea-
ture designed to promote positive engagement between people. 
From Facebook’s perspective the positive afect associated with 
this is an added beneft, as that afect will naturally transfer to the 
metaphor and to Facebook itself. 

However, in the second critical step of this analysis, we should 
consider the other associations and possible motivations behind 
Facebook’s choice of this specifc metaphor. If we think about the 
target domain of this metaphorical theme—the friendship rela-
tionship—we must face the fact that friends express more than just 
positive feelings. Friends are often the people we turn to when we 
need honest feedback. One of the possible underlying reasons why 
Facebook has ignored this is linked to the company’s fundamental 
business agenda: to increase the number of users and their engage-
ment. Thus a positive relationship environment tends to increase 
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user satisfaction with interactions within the application and by 
association with the app itself. But still other layers of intention-
ality behind the metaphor can—and should—be explored. In Sep-
tember 2015, MIT Technology Review published Facebook’s plan 
that the like and share buttons that publishers have added to their 
pages and mobile apps would start funneling data on people’s web 
browsing habits into its ad targeting systems.12 Furthermore, with 
machine learning-empowered recommender systems, every like in 
a post (even noncommercial ones) becomes a signal of user pref-
erences that is used for profling and targeted advertising. These 
user models can also help to fne tune the feeds that help keep 
users engaged. Another problematic dimension behind the like 
metaphor and similar ones is the concern, particularly acute in 
adolescents, of a culture that emphasizes dependence on positive 
feedback from friends in social networks, with signifcant psycho-
logical and behavioral repercussions.13 

Fundamentally, the like metaphor is part of the metaphorical 
bundle for “friendship” proposed and implemented by Facebook. 
Indiscriminate likes and endless lists of “friends” fatten the very 
concept of friendship, afecting and redescribing one of the most 
fundamental relationships in contemporary societies.14 The met-
aphorical critique proposed here should lead us, personally and 
collectively, to refect on the extent to which we want to embrace 
this new concept of friendship. The metaphor of friends that was 
originally used to make and explain computational concepts now 
works in the opposite direction, changing the very meaning of 
friendship, friends, appreciation, chatting, etc. Digital metaphors 
are full of meanings that afect how we see and value our experi-
ences, relationships, and ourselves. 

It is possible to take another step and think of other metaphors 
that can be and are implemented in social networks to evoke and 
incite other relationships. As always, these new metaphors will 
also have their limitations, and they also need to be criticized and 
put into dialogue with other metaphors. Through the vast set of 
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meanings revealed by this confict of interpretations, new ideas 
and possibilities can arise for digital technologies to use metaphors 
more conducive to inspiring ethical and social values. 

An example of a distinct metaphorical theme for social network-
ing applications can be found in the Junto application. According 
to its designers, Junto intends to “inspire authenticity and rebal-
ance our relationship with technology.”15 One of the app’s explicit 
strategies to achieve this goal is selecting new digital metaphors 
to reframe the social networking experience. First, it is interesting 
to remark that the name of the application itself is a metaphor 
expressed in Spanish and Portuguese without a lexically similar 
term in English, which changes the interpretive bias of the meta-
phor for speakers of other languages and opposes the centrality of 
the English language in technological metaphors as mentioned in 
the previous sections.16 

Junto designers also propose a set of innovative metaphors for 
its essential features. The metaphor “expression” replaces the met-
aphor of “post,” and there is a public virtual space for exchang-
ing expressions with everyone called “collective.” Another fun-
damental metaphor the app implements is “packs.” According to 
the designers, a pack is “a group of close friends (and/or family) 
who evoke the most unfltered and honest version of yourself and 
with whom you can share, privately.”17 Surely, it is a metaphor that 
rouses other cognitive and emotional associations whose mean-
ings must be explored and contrasted to its more commonly used 
alternatives. While “pack” certainly evokes some predications and 
associations intended by the designers’ mission statement, such as 
familiarity and common goals (Cub Scout Pack), it can also evoke 
associations of competition, ferocity (pack of wolves), and even 
illegal activities (a pack of thieves). 

The forms of interaction that such semantic changes can pro-
voke in user communities is another fundamental aspect of the 
critical analysis of this metaphor. An essential change proposed by 
the metaphorical theme and the underlying intentionality of Junto 
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is the removal of the like metaphor. In the current version of the 
application, you can only interact with expressions in textual com-
ments, which certainly changes the dynamics of content-mediated 
relationships and avoids some of the potential negative efects of 
the like button. 

As of this writing, Junto is still in development on Google Play 
and has a small community of early access users. However, what 
interests us most is the example of digital artifacts that propose 
to structure their functionalities and interfaces through diferent 
metaphors when recognizing the limitations and practical impli-
cations of existing metaphors. 

STREAMING FROM CLOUDS OF GOLD 

In January 2015, Tim Hwang and Karen Levy wrote a short but very 
thought-provoking article in The Atlantic about the importance 
of the metaphors used to describe digital data.18 Recognizing the 
difculty of achieving a precise and clear defnition of the con-
cept of digital data, they highlighted three metaphors commonly 
used to express how we relate to digital data: “data streaming,” 
“data mining,” and “data cloud.” It is fascinating to refect upon 
the diferent materialities suggested by these three metaphors— 
and their cognitive and emotional implications. Data can be fuid 
like a stream of water, it can be solid and impenetrable enough to 
require mining eforts, or it can be so gaseous that it evaporates 
and condenses only in the form of clouds that we contemplate in 
the distance. 

Following our metaphorical criticism strategy, let’s start our 
analysis with a movement of openness and receptivity to explore 
new meanings—typically with positive connotations—that are 
usually publicly emphasized, and expand and help us understand 
relevant aspects of digital data. In the second movement, we com-
plement this frst approach by exploring the inadequate, inefcient, 
or elusive latent associations of these same metaphors. And fnally, 
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we explore alternative metaphors and interpretative critique that 
should be considered when interacting with digital metaphors. 

As discussed in previous sections, the “data is a stream” met-
aphor was a useful way to indicate the new features and condi-
tions of digital media consumption that were no longer accessed 
locally via magnetic tapes or CDs but were continually accessed 
from remote storage locations. Streaming data indicated the need 
for users to connect with the spring/repository from which the 
data originates; it also provided the implication that the data fow 
can sometimes be interrupted or become insufcient to properly 
consume the media. Streaming video and streaming music have 
become common metaphors and continue to productively shape 
how we interact with data. 

Data mining has been a buzzword for computer science over 
the past two decades. Graduate and specialization courses spread, 
consultancies ofered data mining service as a diferentiator, and 
new software platforms were created specifcally to optimize min-
ing processes. It efectively created a “digital gold rush” that fully 
justifes the metaphorical theme suggested by mining. The meta-
phor suggests an active process of expending great efort to extract 
something that, when found, can have immense economic value— 
“data is gold.” The metaphor has been fully adopted in some activ-
ities, such as advertising. Advertisers use the patterns in mined 
data to optimize the return on their investment by reaching the 
potential consumers who are most likely to pay for their products. 
Such customers are the “gold” in the data for advertisers. In other 
application domains, such as diagnostic imaging, the result of data 
mining to identify diseases early and efectively also reinforces the 
idea of the value that can be extracted from the process of inspect-
ing a large volume of data.19 

The data cloud metaphor is the most open—and therefore 
potentially the most problematic—of this triad of metaphors. It 
suggests that the data foats freely in the internet’s skies, so you 
don’t have to worry about storing it in a local container. Using 
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one of the metaphorical themes linked to directionality, you can 
upload your data to the cloud, and this brings with it the connec-
tion that “up is better.” The cloud ofers yet another way that the 
digital world disconnects us from constraints of place. 

The evident weakness of this metaphor suggests that we begin 
our second moment of metaphorical critique of these three meta-
phors in reverse order. The data cloud metaphor is extremely poor 
with regard to its potential associations with the phenomenon of 
data storage in remote locations. It is so vague and limited that it 
fails to inform users’ understanding of what is happening, creating 
an almost mystical concept around data storage and completely 
hiding some crucial implications of the process. It is a clear case 
where what the metaphor hides is far more important than what it 
reveals and communicates. Consequently, a signifcant issue with 
using the cloud revolves around trust. How can you trust some-
thing that you do not understand? 

Regarding the vehicle’s predominant associations, such as tran-
sience, mobility, and intangibility, none seem to clarify the tenor 
linked to massive computational structures that occupy vast spaces 
and need a lot of maintenance due to their physical nature. There 
is nothing gaseous or transient in the data centers and magnetic 
storage devices used for data clouds. Other aspects of the tenor 
(physical data storage infrastructure) are obscured by the meta-
phor, such as the amount of energy that data center computers 
consume and its potential impact on the environment.20 In addi-
tion, the “foggy” idea of the cloud also hides the reality that all 
data is actually being stored and becomes the property of compa-
nies that can use this information for various activities without 
users’ knowledge. It also does not address the numerous security 
issues inherent in having your data stored by third-party systems. 
This very brief critical analysis of the data cloud metaphor raises 
a number of problematic consequences of the use of a weak met-
aphor, a metaphor that hides more than it illuminates and thus 
becomes almost meaningless. Yet the data cloud metaphor refers 
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to a fundamental phenomenon of digital technologies, and its 
poor construction only distracts users from problematic aspects 
of the reality. 

Let’s now make a brief critical analysis of data mining, a meta-
phor that clearly has more signifcant heuristic potential than data 
cloud, but which still needs to be explored so that other under-
stated aspects of the proposed associations are properly consid-
ered. As we have seen, the idea of mining has a strong connotation 
with the production of economic value, making the positive asso-
ciation of productivity lead to considering investment in the activ-
ity as something evidently proftable. However, a more nuanced 
analysis of the processes of extracting value from large volumes 
of data reveals their limitations and the uncertainty that gold will 
actually be found through this mining.21 Another extremely unset-
tling aspect of this metaphor is that mining is typically done on 
natural resources that are either public or owned by the mining 
entities. In data mining, the feld being mined is often the data of 
users who are unaware that they are “donating” their resources 
for this type of commercial exploitation. Further, “data as gold” 
suggests that individual chunks of data are what is worthwhile. 
This is fundamentally backwards; it has been suggested that “data 
is sand” would be a better metaphor.22 Any individual piece of data 
is fairly useless, it is only when it exists in large quantities that 
there is actual value. 

Finally, we take a critical look at “data is a stream.” One of the 
things this metaphor leaves out is that there are diferent chan-
nels for the data stream, and each of them has diferent fnancial 
implications for those who decide to drink from this digital source. 
Anyone who had a bad surprise with their mobile phone data plan 
bill because they watched movies outside of Wi-Fi coverage will 
have painfully learned that the particular channels have signif-
cant diferences, diferences not directly captured by the metaphor 
despite the spring and liquid being the same. Another aspect of this 
metaphor that is not usually communicated is that the owners of 
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the data stream pipelines can, depending on the laws of the coun-
try/region, control the data fow or even prevent a specifc type of 
liquid from passing through the stream. This little-explored part 
of the metaphor is behind the vast legal controversy in the United 
States over net neutrality. Unlike pure water streams, data streams 
are made up of diferent “liquids”—the types of data that travel, 
for example, whether the data is from a Netfix movie, a page from 
your favorite newspaper, or a song from Spotify. These diverse 
liquids can be easily fltered by whoever controls the data stream 
channels. Thus, the movie stream can be removed or have its fow 
signifcantly diminished, while the stream of information pages 
continues with the same fow of data. 

This last analysis illustrates how it is possible to enter the met-
aphorical theme. This can be done to clarify other dimensions of a 
complex technological issue and foster other political and ethical 
arguments. Such discussions can be more nuanced and multifac-
eted, providing interpretations accessible to communities with 
varying degrees of technical expertise. 

SPEAKING OF METAPHORICAL CRITICISM 

The unrivaled combination of the power and fexibility of meta-
phors in conjunction with their use in technology requires care-
ful monitoring. As a compact way of summarizing things that are 
often very complex, metaphors run the risk of being misused and 
misunderstood. 

Important tech metaphors should be pulled apart and exam-
ined, both in their construction and in their intent, with an eye for 
what is implied and what is obscured or hidden. 
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REVIEW AND CONCLUSION 

Now that we have concluded the main arc of the book, it is time 
to take stock and revisit some key ideas. For starters, we want to 
highlight the title of the book and its relationship, through our 
proposed cognitive-hermeneutic method, to the impact of digi-
tal technologies. When we frst came up with the title Meaningful 
Technologies, we had four intertwined ideas in mind, each concern-
ing an in-depth analysis of digital technologies. 

First, we emphasize that digital technologies are more than 
neutral tools whose impact is defned exclusively, or even mainly, 
by how they are used. They are full of meanings, and throughout 
the text we have proposed that digital metaphors are at the heart 
of these meanings, embedded and implemented in digital technol-
ogies that afect users and society. 

Second, we highlight, through a conceptual framework based 
on cognitive science and hermeneutic philosophy, that an analy-
sis of the ways in which digital technologies afect the meanings 
we attribute to our relationships with the world and with others 
reveals a deeper aspect of their impact on our lives. By reshaping 
our semantic horizons through digital metaphors, they alter the 
cognitive foundations that form the fabric of our personal and 
collective identities. Technologies make sense; they engender new 
senses and meanings into our individual and societal structures. 

Third, we point out that, precisely because they are full of 



   

 

 

 
 

  

 
  

 

  
 

 
 

 

meaning and because they transform meanings, digital technolo-
gies are important—meaningful—and must be analyzed and better 
understood in terms of their complexity and infuence. 

Finally, as we suggested in the last chapter, analyzing how digital 
metaphors mediate the relationship between technology and mean-
ing not only enables us to describe and criticize them, but also gives 
us the potential to propose changes capable of altering this funda-
mental and transformative layer. To make sense of technologies is 
to bring sense into technologies by transforming how they embed 
meanings—and digital metaphors are a crucial mechanism through 
which we reshape digital technologies’ proposed meanings. 

Our title, and thereafter the book’s trajectory, was thus an 
invitation to rethink—through digital metaphors—our collective 
responsibility to redefne digital technologies to provide a kind of 
road map such that they can become carriers of constructive and 
benefcial meanings for contemporary society that might better 
promote the common good. 

We also want to call back to the foundational ability that makes 
metaphors so prominent and useful in language—seeing one thing 
as being something else—and pair it with the old adage that “see-
ing is believing.” Digital metaphors take this one step further. 
When Amazon tells us that an icon on our screen is a shopping 
cart, they literally make the pixels resemble one. It takes a real act 
of will, then, to remind oneself that there is no shopping cart, or 
that friendship on Facebook is not the same as friendship in real 
life, or even that Google’s selection of photos as a memory of my 
vacation might not actually be representative of what happened. 
Whether that metaphorical shopping cart, friendship, or memory 
is better than what preceded it is up to the individual, but it is a 
consideration that needs to happen more often than it does now, 
and it needs to be considered in a larger context too. Just as we 
cannot truly understand a sentence without knowing its context, 
so too we cannot truly understand a technology or its metaphor 
without connecting it back to the world. 
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The book is also an invitation to consider the intricate sym-
biotic relationship between technology and society through the 
lens of our proposed cognitive-hermeneutic spiral of digital meta-
phors. On one hand, digital metaphors are born of designers’ need 
to create bridges so that their technological enablers will be under-
stood, typically by relying on ideas and other technologies that are 
already well established in society. On the other hand, the massive 
and swift adoption of digital technologies and their subsequent 
repetitive use speed up the transition of digital metaphors into the 
linguistic lexicon, restructuring how we talk and, in turn, how we 
think about social aspects of our lives, ranging from things as sim-
ple as getting a ride to the more profound, such as the presidential 
election process. And once they are assimilated, digital metaphors 
give birth to something new, truly transforming society by foster-
ing the creation of new realities that will, in turn, be the basis for 
new technologies and subsequent digital metaphors. 

Our realization of how central digital metaphors are in the 
interplay between society and technology inexorably led us to 
ethics, culminating in the proposal of a new kind of metaphor-
ical criticism that we presented in the previous chapter. Recent 
discussions about the harmful impacts of social networks on indi-
viduals and societies have highlighted the need for ethical debates 
on new technologies. The speed and scope of digital technologies’ 
impact—which only continues to grow due to increasingly robust 
and sophisticated architectures—requires that the efects of new 
technologies be analyzed and criticized even before they are widely 
deployed. As we have discussed throughout this book, we believe 
that the impact of new technologies cannot be fully understood 
without a thorough examination of the digital metaphors that 
they rely upon. It is necessary, for example, to investigate which 
ideas and values inherent in a technology are emphasized on one 
hand, or obscured on the other, by the particular digital meta-
phors selected. In this we are aligned with Wyatt, who called for 
critical scholars “to be simultaneously careful and imaginative in 
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their own choice of metaphorical language.”1 We would expand 
the list of those who need to be careful to developers and even to 
users. The goal would then be to propose alternatives so that their 
impact can be better aligned with the common good. We believe 
the cognitive-hermeneutic approach we describe in this book can 
become a valuable tool as society struggles to cope with the efects 
of rapid technological change. 

Finally, we return to our discussion of what distinguishes 
smartphones from other modern devices—the fact that we always 
have them with us. People now spend about a third of their wak-
ing hours using smartphones, and that percentage is growing 
every year.2 As we outlined throughout the book, these devices are 
now used to mediate nearly every aspect of our lives. In a very 
real sense, they are becoming an intrinsic part of our identities. 
We have argued that digital metaphors, and by extension digital 
technologies, are changing the meaning of fundamental human 
concepts. Perhaps the ultimate example of this is the concept of 
who we are. As we increasingly allow technology to shape who we 
are, it is imperative that we critically examine the consequences 
so that we are as well informed about them as we can possibly be. 
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APPENDIX A 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MEANING 

In his infuential article “General Semantics,” David Lewis argues 
that meanings have two fundamental aspects.1 One is context-
independent and primarily focused on linguistic structures, and 
the other takes into account the context in which language is used. 
Lewis warns of possible problems that might arise by confound-
ing these two aspects and treating them as a single phenomenon. 
On one hand, the question of meaning can be framed within an 
abstract and static semantic system—something like understand-
ing the meanings of a language by solely reading one version of a 
dictionary or analyzing sentences on a blackboard. On the other 
hand, meaning can be analyzed from the psychological and socio-
logical realities related to the concrete use of an instance of this 
abstract semantic system. Aware of the necessity to tread lightly 
to avoid conceptual confusion, we explore both aspects in the fol-
lowing sections of this appendix. Nevertheless, we do not think 
it is possible to keep these two dimensions completely separate 
as they intertwine in a dialectical manner. We hope to clarify and 
leverage this intersection as the argument progresses and use it as 
one of the building blocks of our ensuing hermeneutic refections 
on digital metaphors. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN? OR, THE NONCONTEXTUAL 
DIMENSION OF MEANING 

The non-contextual side of meaning, as we said, concerns ana-
lyzing the propositional content of sentences and predications 
by abstracting them from the context in which they are uttered. 
This is appealing from the perspective of modern science, since it 
constrains language to an “objective” analysis separate from the 
context of use and the psychological and sociological dimensions 
of its use. In other words, it would be great if we could study sen-
tences in the same way that we study a chemical compound. In this 
section, we gather some conceptual elements developed over the 
last century in linguistics and the philosophy of language. These 
are important pieces of the mosaic we are composing to serve as a 
conceptual background to our analysis of meaning and metaphors. 
This process is selective and intentional; we choose only the con-
cepts that are needed to better understand digital metaphors. This 
necessarily means leaving aside an immense bibliography and the 
associated long discussions concerning the conceptual nuances 
surrounding the selected concepts. 

The frst non-contextual characteristic of meaning that we 
highlight was originally proposed by Ferdinand de Saussure. Sau-
ssure, widely recognized as one of the most prominent linguists of 
the twentieth century, inspired structuralism, a movement widely 
supported by the scientifc community in the last century.2 In his 
Course in General Linguistics (1916), Saussure proposed thinking 
about linguistic systems as consisting of two distinct parts: langue 
and parole. In this schema, langue is a closed system of signs—each 
written word in a natural language binds together a concept and an 
acoustic image.3 Parole, on the other hand, refers to how speakers 
use a langue to communicate messages. The langue signs get their 
meaning from diferentiations from other signs within the lexical 
system. So, someone understands the meaning of “capital” by dif-
ferentiating it from other signs of the linguistic system like “city” 
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and “town.” Such analysis avoids many of the possible problems 
associated with the temporal nature of language. 

Another movement, with very diferent premises and methods, 
but that also focuses primarily on the non-contextual aspects of 
language, is associated with thinkers of the analytical tradition of 
the philosophy of language, such as Gotlobb Frege, G. E. Moore, 
Bertrand Russell, and Willard Van Orman Quine. For many, Frege, 
along with Russell, is one of the precursors of analytic philosophy 
in the history of twentieth-century thought.4 His infuential work 
“On Sense and Reference” is a nuanced analysis of some of the 
non-contextual dimensions of the question of meaning. 

Frege’s starting point centered around the meaning of a simple 
linguistic sign. For consistency, let’s return to our discussion of Rio. 
In particular, Frege showed the problems that ensue if all the sign’s 
meanings were contained in its referent. If this were true, then one 
sign that said “Rio” and another that said “the home of Christ the 
Redeemer” would mean exactly the same thing, since the statue of 
Christ the Redeemer is indeed located in Rio. However, it is clear 
that “the home of Christ the Redeemer” adds something more to 
the referent than the city name by itself. To solve problems of this 
nature, Frege postulated that the meaning of words is not limited 
to the referent of a sign (what is said), but also encompasses sense 
(how to say what is said), an integral part of the meaning. 

When it comes to larger grammatical units, Frege proposed that 
we must consider sentences based on a new criterion, one linked 
to the constituent words: “If we now replace one word of the sen-
tence by another having the same referent, but a diferent sense, 
this can have no infuence upon the referent of the sentence.”5 So, 
“Rio” and “the home of Christ the Redeemer” must have the same 
referent, even though the thought or the sense of the sentences is 
diverse. 

Continuing his argumentation in “On Sense and Reference,” 
Frege engages in a bit of poetic analysis by diferentiating the aes-
thetic pleasure linked to the thoughts (or senses) of sentences and 
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the scientifc knowledge that would be linked to the sentence ref-
erent. He completes this analysis with the following observation: 
“It is the striving for truth that drives us always to advance from the 
sense to the referent.”6 Frege then concludes that “we are therefore 
driven into accepting the truth value of a sentence as its referent. 
By the truth value of a sentence, I understand the circumstance 
that it is true or false.”7 That is, the universe of referent possibilities 
for each and every sentence is the set {True, False}. 

This is a paradigmatic statement for analytical philosophy. It 
concerns the relationships between truth values that, on one hand, 
abstract the details of each sentence and, on the other, are efec-
tively linked to scientifc truths. So a sentence like “Copacabana 
Beach is located in Rio,” could be expressed as a formal function 
Located_in_Rio (Copacabana) in predicate logic. Meanwhile, “Rio 
is a city in Brazil,” or City_in_Brazil (Rio), could then participate 
in an equation that would take into account only the referents of 
both sentences. From a formal perspective, both sentences refer to 
the same universe of possibilities, true or false. With such a system 
in place we would be able to make logical inferences using predi-
cate logic, such as the fact that Copacabana Beach is in Brazil. 

This defnition has signifcant consequences for the sentences’ 
semantic content, since, as Frege said, “if now the truth value of 
a sentence is its referent, then on the one hand all true sentences 
have the same referent and so, on the other hand, do all false sen-
tences. Hence we see that in the referent of the sentence all that 
is specifc is obliterate.”8 Frege’s statement illuminates the prior-
ity that the analytical tradition within the philosophy of language 
has given to the logical problems associated with the question of 
meaning. The standardization of the referent as true or false ft like 
a glove for modern scholars who sought a precise and unambig-
uous linguistic approach to describe scientifc experiments. To a 
large extent, this observation about the obliteration of the specifc 
marks a large part of the efort of this philosophical tradition con-
cerning the search for meaning. 
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Like Frege, Bertrand Russell also thought extensively about 
the logical aspects of natural languages’ meaning as he turned his 
attention to some aporia of the ordinary use of language. To have 
a clearer perspective on Russell’s approach, let’s consider how he 
would decompose the sentence “the father of bossa nova was from 
Rio” into separate logical predications.9 From Russell’s point of 
view, the original sentence would encompass three diferent and 
complementary assertions as follows: 

1. At least one person is the father of bossa nova. 
2. At most one person is the father of bossa nova. 
3. Whoever is the father of bossa nova was from Rio. 

The original sentence’s meaning results from the logical expression 
that combines each predication using the logical operator “and.” 
Notably, this requires each of the three individual assertions to be 
true for the whole sentence to be true. This simple example only 
afords the briefest glimpse into what is a long and rich history of 
analytical philosophy dealing with this issue. 

Our brief encounter with Saussure, Frege, and Russell has 
revealed some important aspects of the-meaning-of-meaning 
that are worth highlighting, with a particular focus on what is 
said. First, according to Saussure’s semiotic approach, each seman-
tic unit, such as an individual word, is linked with a multitude of 
other semantic units in a conceptual lexical network for a given 
language. Thus, the meaning of a particular word is always related 
to other words within this linguistic system. To fnd the meaning 
of a word is to understand, through a process of comparison, the 
diferent predications that are the case for a particular semantic 
unit, but not for others, within that unit’s semantic vicinity within 
the linguistic system. So, for example, “capital” and “city” are within 
the same linguistic system, and to understand the meaning of each 
of these words is to grasp how they difer in their relationships 
with other units within the conceptual network of the lexicon. 
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“Capital” is likely to be much more closely linked with words asso-
ciated with government than “city.” Therefore, the meaning of 
something involves an interplay between approximations and dis-
tinctions with other signs in the linguistic system. Such an under-
lying network of semantic associations will be signifcant to the 
understanding of how metaphors are shaped. 

While we appreciate the insight of a system of associated signs 
within a semantic space, we think that only when we get to the 
level of sentences do the meanings of signs come to fruition and 
become essential parts of how we see the world. As we discuss in 
chapter fve, the meaning of each sign is actually a collection of 
associations that are primarily created through the predications 
attributed to the sign, and such associations are conveyed in lan-
guage through sentences. 

The second point we want to take from this analysis is that 
meaning is not limited just to the reference of a predication, but 
also to how it is expressed (sense). Although “Rio” and “the host 
of the 2016 Summer Olympics” may technically refer to the same 
place, our choice of which phrase to use brings additional meaning 
and nuance to the sentence. In both cases the reference (about 
what) creates a predication involving a physical place in the world, 
but the sense (what is said) adds another layer of predications inter-
nal to the linguistic system depending on the particular choice of 
words. Using “Rio” emphasizes the city itself, whereas “the host of 
the 2016 Summer Olympics” shifts the emphasis to the city’s role 
in international sports. Thus, the two expressions do not literally 
have the same meaning even though they are referring to the same 
thing. This is because “Rio” is a rich concept whose extent is simply 
too large to be considered each time it is used. The choice of words 
is a kind of guide to narrow the extent down to a more manageable 
size. As we have seen, metaphors are framed in contexts that nar-
row down the predications we focus on and play an essential part 
in framing the statement and its meaning. 

Third, for some philosophers and linguists, the meaning of 
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sentences in natural language can be examined frst by decompos-
ing their parts into logical predicates, and then by combining the 
resulting logical expressions in order to determine if the sentence 
is true or false, i.e., if it refers to real phenomena or not. This type 
of logical analysis is particularly attractive from the perspective 
of modern science, since it seeks to be an accurate way of com-
municating objective descriptions of reality. This logical approach 
primarily aims to get rid of the ambiguities inherent in natural lan-
guage. The resulting semantic system would then be purifed, rid 
of the marks of subjectivity and ambiguity. From there it could be 
used to reference the world in such a way as to contribute precise 
knowledge of objective realities. The analysis of what is said, when 
put in terms of expressions whose referents are logical values, true 
or false, could create the conditions for modern science to express 
meaning through assertions that could be tested empirically. At 
the limit, meaning would be reduced to an unequivocal set of log-
ical descriptive assertions whose references to reality could be val-
idated and verifed. 

Despite its limitations, we want to take two valuable lessons 
from this logical-analytical approach. First, a natural language 
sentence potentially contains multiple propositions (X is Y), and 
each proposition establishes a relation between individuation (X) 
and predication (is Y). Thus, the meaning of X will be the set of 
predications (Ys) taken as being the case for a particular speaker or 
group of speakers of the language. Second, the logical-analytical 
approach emphasizes empirical verifcation as the basic criterion 
for a proposition to have meaning—to the point of excluding prop-
ositions that are not verifable from the universe of meaning. As 
we shall see later, this limitation of the-meaning-of-meaning does 
not seem to account for human experiences around meaning, but 
it points to a relevant dimension of the question about meaning. 

At the end of this section, we must ask ourselves if, in addition 
to these aspects that favor the logical, objective, verifable, and 
structural content of meaning, there are no other fundamental 
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characteristics of meaning that only emerge when we analyze the 
problem in the context of the use of the semantic system, in the 
way we say what is said through language. 

WHAT DO THEY MEAN? OR, THE CONTEXTUAL 
DIMENSION OF MEANING 

So far, we have focused on approaches to meaning that center 
an efort to logically validate and empirically test meaning. Take 
the sentence: “The water molecule has two hydrogen atoms and 
one oxygen atom.” This sentence contains the two fundamental 
aspects of meaning: individuation—a certain substance, in this 
case, water—and predication that explains its chemical composi-
tion. Thus, it is fair to say that part of the meaning we attribute to 
the linguistic sign of water is this particular chemical composition. 

However, these chemical traits are not the only meanings of 
water and are probably not the most common ways in which we 
think of water on a daily basis. Indeed, many people are probably 
not even aware of what the chemical composition of water is. Sen-
tences like “This [liquid] is water,” “Water is wonderfully refresh-
ing,” and “There is nothing better than water after working out” 
are more representative of normal conversation. But understand-
ing these sentences and their meanings is challenging. It requires 
answers to a series of clarifying questions that vary according to 
the context in which the sentence is uttered: who said it, why they 
said it, when they said it, to whom, with what intention, etc. 

In this section, we investigate another angle of meaning that is 
related to context. Essential aspects of what we mean by meaning 
emerge in the concrete ways in which language is used in everyday 
life. The messiness of reality adds a dense layer of fuid and subjec-
tive predications and is almost always ambiguous and imprecise. 
This ambiguity will then inevitably return us to the arduous task 
of incessant interpretation of meaning. 

The one-time debate between Russell, whose views we just 
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examined, and P. F. Strawson, two key fgures in the philosophy of 
language, can help us understand this complementary dimension 
of meaning. William Lycan synthesized their views as follows: 

While Russell thought in terms of sentences taken in the abstract 

as objects in themselves, and their logical properties in particular, 

Strawson emphasized how the sentences are used and reacted to 

by human beings in concrete conversational situations.10 

And it is with Strawson that we begin to focus on the dimensions 
of meaning that are directly linked to the context of what is said. 
In his infuential article “On Referring,” Strawson emphasizes this 
dimension: 

The context of utterance is of an importance which it is almost 

impossible to exaggerate; and by “context “ I mean, at least, the 

time, the place, the situation, the identity of the speaker, the sub-

jects which form the immediate focus of interest, and the personal 

histories of both the speaker and those he is addresses.11 

Whereas Russell focused mainly on analyzing meaning from the 
form of the predications abstracted from their use, Strawson 
emphasized the context in which sentences are uttered. 

Strawson made yet another important contribution to our dis-
cussion of metaphors. He related meaning to “the set of rules, hab-
its, conventions for its use in referring.”12 In doing so, he invites us 
to go beyond the static and self-contained analysis of meaning that 
we saw with the logical-analytical approach. In doing so we can 
engage with the fuidity of rules, habits, and linguistic conventions 
that are always open to revisions and intrinsically linked to the use 
of language. 

But Strawson is certainly not the frst great philosopher of 
language of the last century to highlight the contextual aspect of 
meaning. In 1954, the journal Mind published Strawson’s review 
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of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s book Philosophical Investigations.13 In the 
review Strawson noted that Wittgenstein stressed that to under-
stand the meaning of a concept or a word, it is necessary to put it in 
the linguistic and social context in which it is uttered. Wittgenstein 
showed the diversity of meanings by examining the simple excla-
mation “Water!” Depending on the context, this exact sequence of 
linguistic signs can have any of the meanings: an order, a request, 
an exclamation, or an answer. 

Wittgenstein pointed out that most of the time understand-
ing the “meaning” of a word or concept is linked to its use in lan-
guage.14 He suggested that meanings are born and understood 
within language-games and these, in turn, are expressions that 
occur within forms of life.15 So the meaning of words and sen-
tences depends on the type of social context in which speakers cre-
ate standards and consensus on the meaning of things. Diferent 
language games, such as acting out a play,” “reporting an event,” 
“giving an order,” and “telling a joke,” are played in diferent social 
contexts. Much of what we call meaning depends on the language-
games in which sentences and words are said. 

For us, Wittgenstein’s approach to meaning points towards at 
least three important elements. First, a large portion of what we 
mean by meanings is associated with the language-games in which 
meaningful words and sentences are spoken. Meaning is associ-
ated with the ways we live and interact with each other in the real 
world. Therefore, meaning is not something that can be dissoci-
ated from life—language and life are intrinsically related. However, 
while Wittgenstein emphasizes the movement from life forms to 
language-games; we will expand this focus to take into account the 
dynamic mutuality and bidirectionality between language-games 
and forms of life over time. Just as life forms shape language-
games, language-games afect forms of life. So our discussion of 
meaning moves beyond the purely epistemological plane (what we 
understand) and stretches to the deeper waters of the existential 
and ontological planes (how we live and what we are). 
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The second source of inspiration that we draw from Wittgen-
stein has to do with the relationality between entities of meaning. 
Just as in a game, each piece gets meanings within the relations 
with other pieces. For instance, in chess, part of the meaning of 
the knight is that it can pass over any other piece.16 Meanings are 
also interrelated in a game of mutual infuences, as shown in the 
cognitive analysis of metaphors. The meanings are not isolated; 
they can only be captured and understood entirely within seman-
tic networks. 

And, fnally, the third source of inspiration from Philosophical 
Investigations has to do with the fuidity of the meanings within 
language-games. Because they are social and temporal, language 
games are fuid. They change over time, and with them meanings 
are also refgured and created. As we will see, metaphors are at the 
heart of this semantic dynamism. 

Following this direction of Wittgenstein towards the ordinary 
use of language as a privileged way to study meanings, J. L. Aus-
tin proposed in his theory of speech acts a systematization of the 
various layers of meaning that emerge from the context of lan-
guage use.17 For Austin, if one wants to understand the meaning 
of a sentence, in addition to understanding its propositional con-
tent (what is said), it is necessary to understand its “illocutionary 
force”—for example, if the sentence is a judgment, a report, an 
advising, a question, or a warning. The illocutionary force there-
fore describes the speech act in question, or in other words, what is 
done when uttering this or that sentence. Austin also adds a third 
layer of meaning that relates to the efect of what is said on the 
recipient of the message: the perlocutionary dimension. Hence, 
the perlocutionary force of a sentence is linked to the efect of per-
suasion, fear, and repudiation with the harmony that a sentence 
generates. Thus, in order to understand the meaning of a sentence, 
it is also necessary to consider its illocutionary (what is done when 
saying such a thing) and perlocutionary (what the sentence causes 
in the audience) force. 
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Another essential aspect, one foreshadowed in the title of Aus-
tin’s key work How to do Things with Words and explored more 
extensively by John Searle, is that even when we are declaring 
something, e.g. “this is water,” we are changing our relationship 
with the world, because we can now act diferently towards that 
substance and possibly drink it. So, it’s not just typical performa-
tive sentences like “I promise to repay this loan” that modify the 
state of things, but also those called constatives—propositions 
declaring something to be the case. This observation is especially 
relevant in the context of metaphors because it highlights that the 
predications suggested by metaphors have pragmatic efects—their 
meanings involve a diferent way of seeing and acting in the world. 

Speech act theory emphasizes that meanings are not limited to 
the simple description of things; meanings afect reality. To under-
stand the meaning of something implies in many cases to act in a 
certain way. As we have already seen with digital metaphors, the 
demonstration that a metaphor’s meaning has been understood is 
an efective interaction with the digital artifact that implements 
the metaphor. The meaning of a message like “Accept Friendship 
Invitation?” is understood through an interaction associated with 
a change in the state of afairs. This pragmatic dimension of lan-
guage, which opened up a very extensive feld of study, is funda-
mental to our research since it highlights the intrinsic relationship 
between meaning and acting in the world. 

At the end of this detour by a philosophical-linguistic analy-
sis of meaning, we need to take stock of the mosaic of tiles that 
we have gathered, since they form the backdrop of our discussion 
on how metaphors—particularly digital ones—create and modify 
meanings. One of our goals is to draw the reader’s attention to 
the complexity of defning meaning. Something that we take for 
granted, when put under an analytical light, is revealed to be full 
of nuances and difculties in understanding. Thus, we metaphor-
ically speak of a mosaic to emphasize the notion of an approxima-
tion, where some pieces still need conceptual polish before there is 
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a single continuous image. But we’ll see that such a mosaic works 
very well as a background from which we can talk more deeply 
about metaphors. Keeping that in mind, we discuss fve tiles of this 
mosaic that are particularly relevant to us. 

First, meaning is a set of predications directed towards a con-
cept, real or abstract. Thus, the meaning of “Rio” involves predica-
tions as “a beautiful city,” “a city of contrast,” and “the place where 
bossa nova was born.” So to understand how new digital technol-
ogies afect meanings, we need to explore how they change and 
create predications for concepts like communication, friendship, 
dating, public debate, buying, selling, and so on. 

Second, meanings are not just linguistic entities that are only of 
interest to philosophers and cognitive scientists. Meanings refer to 
things and phenomena in the world and, as we discuss throughout 
Part I, they mediate how we relate to others, the world and our-
selves. The predications that dominate the meanings associated 
with Rio have direct consequences on the propensity for tourists to 
visit the city, for example. To understand the meaning is to look at 
something based on certain predications. Thus, I can relate to the 
city of Rio de Janeiro as “a beautiful city” or as “a city of contrasts,” 
or in both ways. The number of predications packed into a concept 
is such that there are typically too many predications to have them 
all at once. Meanings are, therefore, fundamental to how we live 
and act; meanings matter. And it is precisely because digital tech-
nologies afect meanings that digital technologies matter. 

Third, as we saw through the diferent angles of the linguistic 
system proposed by the structuralists, and then by the language-
games suggested by Wittgenstein, meanings do not occur in iso-
lation. To understand the meaning of something is to understand 
a network of meaning and associations within contexts that 
guide interpretation. The creation of metaphors depends on this 
interconnected web of meanings and how the understanding of 
metaphors will vary depending on the contexts in which they are 
employed. 
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Fourth, from Frege’s discussions of sense and reference, we 
learn that meaning is not just “what” we refer to with a particular 
linguistic expression, but that “how” we refer also afects meaning. 
To say that something is an “optical surface positioning device” or 
to say it is a “mouse” has diferent meanings, even if both expres-
sions refer to the same physical entity. 

And ffth, meanings are not static; they are closely linked to the 
use that speakers make of language, the ways we live, and social 
and cultural structures. As we saw in Tara Westover’s story, mean-
ings can vary radically from one person to another or even within 
one person’s life, depending on the particular experiences of the 
speakers. Westover’s autobiography (and possibly all biographies) 
is a journey through new meanings mediated by her educational 
trajectory. Meanings are malleable, and any person’s dominant 
predications of a concept will evolve over time, overlapping and 
overriding previous predications in a constant game of sedimen-
tation and innovation. This book explores the role of digital tech-
nologies in creating new forms of life, afecting predications and 
triggering semantic innovations that alter the meaning of concrete 
and abstract concepts of everyday life. 
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APPENDIX B 

KEY TERMS 

attention economy: The idea that a signifcant portion of the 
economy, including many apps featured in this book, is now 
devoted to capturing and holding our attention. 

cognitive association: When concepts are experienced close 
together in time, they tend to become linked in our minds. If 
it happens enough, thinking about one of the concepts will 
naturally lead to thinking about the other concept. Thus, 
when we hear someone say “A B C D E F,” our mind naturally 
expects them to say “G” next. 

cognitive-hermeneutic approach: An epistemological approach that 
draws from cognitive science and hermeneutics’ conceptual 
frameworks to analyze digital technologies. 

cognitive-hermeneutic cycle: A process in which semantic horizons 
are expanded through an interpretative process of new 
meanings. 

digital metaphor: A metaphor used by the developers of a 
technology to explain what it is to users. A critical diference 
from regular metaphors is that digital metaphors are given 
materiality by being implemented. 

digital technology: A technology that requires or embeds a digital 



 

processor. Computational hardware and software are typical 
examples of digital technologies. 

directed attention: Attention that requires efort. This type of 
attention is typically deployed in service of our intentions. 

directed attention fatigue: Since directed attention requires efort, 
it involves deploying resources in a way that can become 
fatigued. Such fatigue has a negative impact not only on the 
ability to deploy attention, but also on cognition and health. 

Hebb’s rule: A neural learning rule frst proposed by Donald Hebb. 
The rule states that, when the fring of one neuron facilitates 
the fring of another neuron, the connection between them 
is strengthened such that when the frst neuron fres in the 
future, it will be more efcient in helping the second neuron 
to fre. This is often phrased as “fre together, wire together” 
in neuroscience. 

involuntary attention: Attention that requires no efort. This type 
of attention is associated with things that are so compelling 
that they are difcult to ignore. 

impertinent predication: A predication that is not part of the 
lexicon of a natural language. This is a basic mechanism used 
by metaphors to suggest new meanings. 

life-world: A complex and multifaceted structure that constitutes 
how we understand our experiences in the world through 
the integration of various concepts and predications that 
constitute our semantic networks. 

metaphorical spiral: A model that describes how our horizons of 
meaning are changed by metaphors over time. 

predication: The process of associating attributes, characteristics, 
and relations to one individual or category. It is the 
predicative part of a proposition. 

prefgured horizon of meaning: A horizon of meaning before 
encountering a semantic innovation, such as a metaphor. 

refgured horizon of meaning: A horizon of meaning altered by a 
semantic innovation, such as a metaphor. 
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semantic horizon or horizon of meaning: The set of cultural and 
fundamental knowledge that a person or group of people 
has before encountering a new technology; their “semantic 
universe,” roughly a combination of their experience and their 
knowledge 

semantic innovation: The creation of new meanings. We 
suggested that metaphors are a paradigm of semantic 
innovations. 

technology: “A set of practices humans use to transform the 
material world, practices involved in creating and using 
material things.”1 
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